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This book is © copyright 2011 with all rights reserved. It is illegal to 
distribute, copy, share or to create derivative works from this book in whole 
or in part. It is also illegal to aid in the copying, distribution, or creating of 
derivative works of this book without the expressed written permission of the 
author.

If you believe that you have payed for or received a copy of this ebook 
illegally, then please contact the team at the Bad Girl’s Bible at this web 
address: http://www.badgirlsbible.com/contact

To find out more about other books and programs from the Bad Girl’s Bible 
use this web address: http://www.badgirlsbible.com/products

DISCLAIMER & TERMS OF USE AGREEMENT

By purchasing this book, you agree to the following:

You are responsible for your own behavior, and none of this eBook is to be 
considered medical, legal or personal advice. The information contained in 
this eBook is an opinion and it should be used for personal entertainment 
purposes only. Therefore, if you wish to apply any idea contained in this 
eBook, you are taking full responsibility for your actions.

The author does not warrant or guarantee the performance, effectiveness or 
applicability of any sites linked to in this eBook. All links are for 
entertainment purposes only and are not guaranteed or warranted for 
content, accuracy or any other implied or explicit purpose.

AFFILIATE DISCLAIMER

You can assume that any and all hyperlinks throughout this ebook are affiliate 
links to third party websites and that the author has an affiliate relationship 
with these third party websites whereby the author is compensated for 
resulting sales. The hyperlinks in this ebook are in most cases shortened and/
or cloaked to hide long and ugly links as well as for functionality and tracking.
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Introduction
Thank you for purchasing The Sex Positions Bible! I’m super proud of  it and I hope that you have as 
much fun using it as I did writing it. I really feel that the Sex Positions Bible is the best resource 
available on learning new sex positions to try out with your lover.

As the person who created The Sex Positions Bible, I have found that everyone can massively increase 
their sexual ability if  they really put their mind to it. That’s actually the key to this...your mind.

Everybody thinks that they need to become more flexible or that they need to lose/gain weight in 
order to become better in bed. The funny thing is that the most crucial aspect of  getting better in bed 
is having an open mind and being willing to try new things.

You’ll find that some of  these new positions, techniques and tips are incredibly enjoyable while some of 
them aren’t as enjoyable as you may have first thought. But by constantly trying new things in the 
bedroom (and outside the bedroom), you will slowly build up a repertoire of  ‘moves’ that you can use 
to thoroughly satisfy both you and your man.

How To Use The Sex Positions Bible

Like with all the books that I have written, The Sex Positions Bible has been deliberately structured into 
specific sections. Each section covers a different type of  position, whether it’s Standing Sex Positions, 
Sitting Sex Positions or even Exotic Sex Positions. 

This is so that if  you are using it during sex, you can find similar positions to transition to. However, 
since The Sex Positions Bible is over 250 pages (that’s over 70,000 words and over 115 different 
positions), you may find it awkward to stop midway through sex in order to find another position in the 
book to try. 

What I suggest is to simply choose 2-4 positions to surprise your man with before each sex session. 
That way, you don’t have to worry about remembering 50 or even 100 different positions during sex.

As you try more and more different sex positions with your man, keep a mental note of  which ones 
you both enjoy the most and forget about the ones that aren’t so enjoyable.

With time, you will slowly build up an encyclopedia of  awesome sex positions that both you and your 
lover enjoy.
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Some Of The Sex Positions Look Crazy!
You may notice that I have included some sex positions that are quite difficult to perform and frankly 
don’t even look that fun! They look crazy. Why would I do this? There are 3 reasons:

1) Completeness.
2) Sometimes trying a position that’s crazy, weird or difficult to perform is great for keeping things 

interesting, even if  you only get a few giggles from it.
3) Often you will find that you accidentally discover a completely new position that isn’t mentioned in 

the book while trying to perform it. If  so, then I’d love to hear about it. (contact me at http://
badgirlsbible.com/contact).

That’s it for the introduction, now on to some fun sex positions!

To Better Lovemaking
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Girl On Top Sex Positions
Being on top of  your man can be a ton of  fun. One of  the biggest benefits when you are on top of  him is that you have a 

lot of  control over how much clitoral stimulation you get. This is great if  you particularly enjoy clitoral orgasms.

Thankfully, being on top is great for more than just clitoral orgasms though! When you are on top, you are undoubtedly the 

one who is in control. This means that you have a lot of  control over how deep and how fast your man penetrates you. In 
other words, you control the rhythm of  sex. But being in control during sex is about more than just controlling the rhythm, 

it’s also great if  you enjoy taking on a dominant role. In this section, many of  the girl on top positions put you in a 
potentially dominant role, where you can pin your man’s arms and generally let him know who’s the boss!

You’ll find that some of  the positions like the Amazon or even the Fast Fuck require a decent amount of  flexibility to 
perform properly. Enjoy!
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Amazon Sex Position
he Amazon sex position is a woman on top position that a lot of  people have never actually heard of. But it’s really 

fun and definitely worth trying, especially if  you like to take on a slightly dominant role in the bedroom.
To do the Amazon, your man needs to lie down on his back and bring his legs upwards and bend his knees. You 

then need to squat down on your man, while he pulls his legs close to his chest so that they are out of  your way. You then 
just need to squat up and down to allow him to penetrate you.  
 You will find that your man will naturally push you back upwards with his thighs.

What The Girl Does 
In The Amazon 
Position
When you are performing 
the Amazon with your man, 
your first priority is getting into 

position without hurting your 
man and making sure that you 

are comfortable. You may find 
that leaning on your man’s 
thighs helps to take the pressure 

off  your legs a little bit.
 I recommend that you first 

get into position above your 
man, before taking his penis into 
your vagina. When are in 

position, slowly pull it 
backwards and then slip it inside. 

With the first few strokes, make 
sure that you are very gentle and 
careful so as not to hurt your 

man. Make sure to ask him how 
it feels and go from there.

What The Guy Does In The Amazon Position
When your man is in the Amazon position, he will not be doing a whole lot. He needs to have a small amount of  flexibility 
so that he can actually hold his legs into his chest and out of  your way. He can use his thighs to very gently help to nudge 

you up and down on his penis.

T

You may find getting into this position to be a little difficult at first, but it's well 
worth it if  you like being on top.
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Variations Of  The 
Amazon
There are a number of  
variations of  the Amazon that 

you can perform if  you find that 
the the regular Amazon is too 
difficult or awkward to perform.

Kneeling Amazon 
Instead of  squatting over your 
man, try kneeling to take the 
pressure off  your legs. The only 

problem with kneeling is that 
you may find yourself  

constantly slipping down the 
back of  your man’s thighs which 
will further bend his penis 

backwards.

Reverse Amazon 
Performing the Amazon in 

reverse (by having your back to 
your man), you may find it to be 
much, much easier. You will be 

sort of  sitting on your man’s thighs while bouncing up and down on him.

Things To Consider When Performing The Amazon Position
Having gotten some feedback from students who have tried the Amazon with their man, there are a few things that you 
should keep in mind to make sure you always get a lot of  pleasure out of  this position:

 The more you lean over your man (in the regular Amazon position), the less pressure you will be putting on his 
suspensory ligaments in his penis (the less strained his penis will be).

 The Reverse Amazon is much easier to perform with your man, without feeling like his thighs are constantly pushing 
you off.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Amazon Sex Position
The Amazon position is a slightly more exotic position to perform with your partner. If  you like taking on a dominant role, 

where you have most of  the control, then you have got to try it. I personally prefer the reverse Amazon because there is far 
less strain on my penis.

If  your man is not that flexible, it can feel like he is trying to push you off  him.

When	  performing	  this	  posi/on,	  you	  need	  to	  be	  careful	  not	  to	  	  accidentally	  hurt	  your	  man’s	  
penis	  as	  it	  will	  be	  bending	  backwards	  quite	  a	  lot.
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Asian Cowgirl Sex Position
he Asian Cowgirl sex position is very similar to the regular cowgirl position. You are on top, while your man is 

lying down on his back. However there are still some major differences that you need to consider when 
performing it.

 In the regular Cowgirl position, you will have your knees either side of  your man, resting on the bed. When you are 
doing the Asian Cowgirl with your man, you will be squatting, which means that most of  your weight will be supported by 
your feet while you are squatting. You can use your hands to take some of  your weight by putting them on either your man’s 

chest or on either side of  him on the bed. If  you are not very strong or flexible, you will find the Asian Cowgirl position to 
be quickly tiring.

You can lean forward or backward or remain upright like in this demonstration of  the Asian Cowgirl.

What The Girl Does In The Asian Cowgirl Position
When you are in the Asian Cowgirl position, you will be squatting over your man. I find that it’s best to start from the 
regular cowgirl position and then transition into Asian Cowgirl. To move into Asian Cowgirl from regular Cowgirl, first lean 

forwards and put your hands on the bed to steady yourself. Next rock back onto your toes and raise your body just off  your 
man to get into the squatting position.
 Now put your hands on your mans chest and together using both your arms and legs, slowly rise up and down. If  you 

find that your arms are getting tired from doing most of  the work, then switch to using your legs and vice-versa. Obviously 

T
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you can change the angle of  entry by either leaning forwards or backwards. However if  you lean backwards too much, your 

may find that it’s harder to balance and your legs get tired even faster.

What The Guy Does In The Asian Cowgirl Position
Your guy will have much less work to do when you are in the Asian Cowgirl position. If  he wants, he can just lie there and 
literally do nothing at all. But that’s not what great sex is all about!
 What’s best is if  he helps you to bounce up and down. In other words he can put his hands under your legs/bum and 

help to lift you up and down, so that you are not doing all of  the work. Alternatively, he can put a hand on either side of  
your waist to balance you.

Top Tip

Things To Consider When Performing The Asian Cowgirl Sex Position
Having gotten some feedback from students who have tried or regularly use the Asian Cowgirl position with their man, here 
is what I have learned:

✦ It gets tiring quickly. I know I have already said this. But from talking to students, most have lasted less than 2 
minutes in the Asian Cowgirl love making position before their legs become too weak to keep supporting 

them.
✦ The best way to last longer is to use the Top Tip above: Hold still, while your man does all the thrusting.

✦ You need a good degree of  flexibility and strength to do the Asian Cowgirl.
✦ You can use some firm cushions under your bum so that your legs are no longer taking all the weight. Make 

sure to get your man to keep his legs together if  you do this, otherwise the cushions will not be of  much use.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Asian Cowgirl Position
Personally, I am not the biggest fan out there of  the Asian Cowgirl position. Although, one thing I have learned from it is 

that if  your man is able to thrust very rapidly, girls can get a lot of  pleasure from it when they stay steady in one position.

If	  you	  find	  that	  you	  /re	  quickly	  in	  the	  Asian	  Cowgirl	  posi/on,	  then	  a	  great	  way	  to	  last	  much	  
longer	  is	  to	  try	  and	  stay	  steady	  in	  one	  posi/on,	  while	  your	  man	  does	  all	  the	  thrus/ng.
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Bucking Bronco Sex Position
he Bucking Bronco sex position is great if  you like being on top and having most of  the control during sex. 

The Bucking Bronco is quite similar to the Octopus position but is much easier and less tiring to perform.
To set yourself  up in the Bucking Bronco position, your man needs to lie down on his back. You then need to get 

on top of  him, facing him. When he is inside you, lean backwards and put your arms behind you to keep yourself  balanced. 
Then put your feet so that they are either side of  your man’s head. The wider you spread your feet, the easier it will be to 
balance yourself. 

Transitioning to the Bucking Bronco position from Asian Cowgirl is really easy.

 Now you will be able to bounce up and down on your man, just like a… Bucking Bronco. You’ll find that it’s quite easy 

to switch to the Bucking Bronco from the Reverse Cowgirl position.

What The Girl Does In The Bucking Bronco Position
When you are doing the Bucking Bronco with your man, you will be doing the majority of  the work, lifting yourself  up and 
down on your man. This will quickly get tiring if  your man is not helping you out. To take a break, try sitting right down on 
your man and rocking yourself  backwards and forwards.

 The Bucking Bronco is also a great position for anal sex. If  you are having anal sex while doing it, then you can use one 
hand to rub your clitoris and vagina or even finger yourself, while using your other hand to balance yourself

What The Guy Does In The Bucking Bronco Position
If  your man is particularly lazy, then he doesn’t have to do anything. But if  he is interested in both of  you having a good 
time, then he needs to be active too. Keeping his legs straight and together won’t allow him to thrust into you with much 

force. Instead, he should lift his knees and bend them a little bit, then plant them on the bed. This will allow him to get 
leverage and thrust harder. He can also just gyrate his hips while remaining deep inside you.

T
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Things To Consider When Performing The Bucking Bronco Position
I have thankfully gotten some responses from students who have performed the Bucking Bronco with their man:

✦ If  you find that your shoulders/arms quickly get tired, then try leaning back further and rest on your elbows 
instead. Just be careful as you will be putting extra strain on your man’s penis.

✦ Alternatively, try leaning further forward.

✦ A third alternative is for your man to raise his knees up far enough so that you can comfortably lie back on 
them so you no longer have to use your arms to support yourself.

✦ There is a good bit of  room for you to move around in the Bucking Bronco position, so make sure to 
experiment a bit until you find an angle that you really enjoy.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Bucking Bronco Sex Position
I quite enjoy the Bucking Bronco position. I find that sometimes it’s more fun and a little less arduous or tiring for you to 
just grind in this position instead of  bouncing up and down.
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Corner Cowgirl Sex Position
he Corner Cowgirl sex position is obviously a variation of  the regular Cowgirl sex position, where you are on top 

of  your man at the corner of  the bed, while he’s lying on his back. This is a great position to try if  you are getting 
bored of  regular Cowgirl. 

 To perform it, your man needs to lie on his back on the bed. His crotch should be positioned by the corner of  the bed, 
so that one of  his legs dangles over 1 side of  the bed, while the other dangles over the end of  the bed. Ideally your man 
should plant his feet on the floor to give himself  some stability. You then need to straddle him as you normally would when 

performing the cowgirl position so that you are on your knees, “bouncing” up and down on him.

In this demonstration, the bed is very low to the ground. Luckily you can perform Corner Cowgirl on beds of  any height.

What The Girl Does In The Corner Cowgirl Position
So when you are on top of  your man, on your knees, part of  your lower legs will be hanging over the edge of  the bed.

 To make sure you don’t fall off, try leaning forward a little while on top of  your man. Instead of  just “bouncing” up and 
down on him, you may find it a little more pleasurable to sit right down on him and move your hips forwards and 

backwards so that you are grinding on him with very little thrusting.

T
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What The Guy Does In The Corner Cowgirl Position
When your man is lying on his back, he has the option of  relaxing and letting you do most of  the work, but really he should 
be doing his fair share if  he is serious about great sex.
 If  the bed is at the right height and his feet are planted on the floor, it means that he can thrust up into you quite 

vigorously, while you keep yourself  slightly elevated on your knees. He can also put his hands on your hips and push you 
forwards and backwards to grind on him.

Things To Consider When Performing The Corner Cowgirl Position
As the Corner Cowgirl position is so similar to the regular Cowgirl position, it’s fairly popular and I have managed to get 
some great feedback on it from students:

✦ The first thing is to make sure that you don’t slip backwards and accidentally fall off. A great way to prevent 

yourself  from falling off  is just to get your man to move further back towards the middle of  the bed so that 
only his lower legs are hanging over the edge.

✦ As with most sex positions, make sure to do a little experimentation by leaning forwards and backwards to 

find an angle that you really enjoy.
✦ You won’t be able to perform it if  your bed has both a headboard and footboard :(

Sean’s Thoughts On The Corner Cowgirl Sex Position
I personally really enjoy the Corner Cowgirl sex position as it’s simple to transition to from Cowgirl or Asian Cowgirl. When 
I have my feet firmly on the ground it allows me to thrust back into my partner very easily for more passionate sex.

Your	  first	  objec/ve	  is	  a	  safety	  one:	  you	  need	  to	  be	  careful	  not	  to	  accidentally	  slip	  
backwards	  and	  fall	  off	  him.
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Cowgirl Sex Position
he Cowgirl position is probably the single most famous ‘girl on top’ sex position there is. Plus, it’s really easy to 

perform. Just check out the picture below. If  you have never been ‘on top’ before, the Cowgirl position is a great 
place to start. The great thing about cowgirl is that you are now the one in control which can be really fun if  your 

man is usually the one on top and calling the shots.

Like being on top and being in control? Then you'll love Cowgirl!
 
 As I said, this is an incredibly easy position to have sex in. Your man just needs to simply lay on his back while you 

straddle him with your legs either side of  his waist so that your knees are on the bed. You can put you hands on his chest, 
shoulders or the bed to steady yourself  or alternatively you can just put them on your thighs.

What The Man Does In The Cowgirl Position
Your man doesn’t actually need to do anything in the cowgirl position. But to be honest that’s not what sex is about! While 

your man is lying on his back, he can simply thrust up and down. Or he can slowly gyrate his hips in a swirling motion to 
stimulate the walls of  your vagina. Or he can try doing both at the same time.
 Your man can also put his hands under your bum and help to push you up and down if  your are getting tired.

 

T
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What The Girl Does 
In The Cowgirl 
Position
When you are in the cowgirl 
position you are really the one 

in control. You can bounce up 
and down on your man’s penis 

or instead, you can can move 
your body forwards and 
backwards to stimulate your 

clitoris and the rest of  the 
outside of  your vagina. Think 

of  it as grinding against his 
pubic bone. Or you can try 
doing both at the same time.

 You’ll also find that by 
leaning forwards or backwards 

you can change the angle of  
entry. If  you find that you are 
leaning back a lot, then make sure 

to use your hands to help steady 
yourself.

Things To Consider When Performing The Cowgirl Sex Position
Here are the main things I have observed both personally and from my students when performing the cowgirl:

✦ A few girls feel quite self conscious when they first perform the cowgirl. DON’T WORRY. It’s perfectly 
natural to be a bit nervous the first few times you try it. To help take the pressure off, try doing it with the 
lights off. Alternatively, some girls find that leaning in on top of  their man towards his face helps to take the 

pressure off  while also being quite intimate at the same time.
✦ You don’t have to be particularly flexible to perform the cowgirl. But if  you are leaning backwards a lot, then 

it’s a good idea to be at least a little flexible.
✦ Keep adjusting your position by moving your hips backwards and forwards as well as leaning your entire body 

either backwards or forwards until you find a position that you really enjoy.

✦ Although your man may not enjoy it that much, a lot of  girls I have talked to have said that they really enjoy 
‘grinding’  to stimulate their clitoris in this position while their man is still inside them. Many have said that 

they much prefer this to just bouncing up and down on him.
✦ Sometimes your man won’t get much out of  this position. So be aware of  this and make sure to change 

positions from the cowgirl to something that your man really enjoys if  he doesn’t seem to like it that much. 

Remember sex is about 2 people (or more!) having a great time. It’s never cool to be selfish during sex 

Sean’s Thoughts On The Cowgirl Position
Personally, I really enjoy the cowgirl position. I find it fun seeing my girl on top. However I have noticed that sometimes I’ve 
been with a girl that doesn’t enjoy it too much which is perfectly normal (there are some positions that I don’t enjoy too!). 
From talking to the girls I’ve been with that haven’t enjoyed the cowgirl position, I’ve found that it can be a multitude of  

reasons as to why they don’t like it. It can be a confidence issue. It can be the fact that they like to feel submissive during sex 
and cowgirl isn’t a particularly submissive position. It can be because they just don’t get much pleasure from cowgirl when 

compared to other positions.

Your man can help you to grind on him using his hands like in the picture above.
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Crab Sex Position
he crab sex position is a position that I only recommend you try if  your man has a good deal of  penile flexibility. 

This is because you will be bending his penis pretty far back when you sit on him.
In some respects, the Crab Sex Position is similar to the Cowgirl position, but instead of  you being on your knees, 

you will be on your feet, facing your man while he is lying on his back. But instead of  you being in a fairly upright position 
on top of  your man, you will be leaning right back. Make sure that you stretch your hands out behind you to support 
yourself  in this position. Your man should keep his legs together.

You'll notice that the Crab position is very similar to the Bucking Bronco, except that in the Crab, your body is more 'stretched out'.

 When you are in this position, his penis will be stimulating the upper wall of  your vagina a lot more than if  you were 

just doing the regular Cowgirl or even Asian Cowgirl. 

What The Girl Does In The Crab Position
In the Crab position, you will be leaning right backwards, supporting yourself  on the bed with your hands behind your back. 

When you are first getting into this position, it’s important to slowly ease yourself  backwards so as not to accidentally hurt 
your man by over-straining his penis.

 Once you are in position, you just need to slowly bring your body up and down. Use both your arms and legs to achieve 
this. You can also grind on him by thrusting your hips forwards and backwards. But again make sure to start off  doing this 
very slowly to prevent yourself  from accidentally injuring your man.

What The Guy Does In The Crab Position
The most important job for your man in the Crab position is to let you know how he feels. He needs to tell you immediately 

if  you are putting too much pressure on his penis. Once he is comfortable, then he can start to enjoy himself  a lot more. He 
can start thrusting back into you. Or if  you are grinding on him, then he can grab your hips and help move you back and 
forward.
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To help support you, your man can raise his legs slightly and bend his knees so that you can rest part of  your weight on his 

thighs instead of  having your hands carry all your weight.

Things To Consider When Performing The Crab Sex Position
As the Crab position is quite easy to perform by transitioning to it from regular Cowgirl, a lot of  students have tried it with 
their partners. Here is some of  the feedback I have gotten.

✦ Better Safe Than Sorry: It’s really important that you ease yourself  into this position with your man. Sex is 
not supposed to painful for either of  you, so at first make sure that your man is not in any pain as you start 

leaning backwards.
✦ Your man can help control how far you lean back by using his legs.
✦ Sometimes you will get a lot more pleasure out of  this position by just grinding and rotating your hips when 

on top of  your man instead of  taking him in and out.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Crab Position
The Crab position is definitely a little more exotic than most sex positions I teach, but it can be incredibly enjoyable for 
those who like having their G-Spot stimulated by their man. The key is finding the right depth of  penetration and angle for 
maximum pleasure and enjoyment.
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Fast Fuck Sex Position
he Fast Fuck sex position is great for when you want a quickie with your man. As the name suggests, the Fast Fuck 

involves your man rapidly thrusting in and out. In a lot of  ways, the Fast Fuck is quite similar to the Cowgirl or 
even the Asian Cowgirl positions.

 To set it up, your man just needs to lie down on his back and bend his knees slightly with his feet planted on the 
ground. You then need to straddle him. You have a choice of  being on your knees or on your feet. It’s up to you. But you 
will be leaning forward, resting on your hands or elbows. You need to position yourself  so that you are slightly raised above 

your man.

Moving from Asian Cowgirl into the Fast Fuck position is really easy and natural.

 You won’t be resting on your man’s crotch at all. He will then start trusting up and down really rapidly. The penetration 

won’t be very deep, but it feels wonderful for your man.

What The Girl Does In The Fast Fuck Position
You will usually be in the Fast Fuck position for only about 1-3 minutes before your man gets either too exhausted or he 
climaxes and ejaculates. The entire time that you are in this position, you just need to keep your body in a static position, 
raised above your man and never resting on him.

 For some girls, they find it easier to be on their knees, while others will find that crouching on their feet like in the 
Asian Cowgirl position.
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What The Guy Does In The Fast Fuck Position
Your man will be on his back, with his legs slightly bent and his feet planted on the floor. This will give him the leverage 
necessary to rapidly penetrate you. In this position, all your man needs to do is thrust in and out. Because you won’t be 
resting on him at all, there will be very little resistance for your man. And that’s it. There is nothing else that he needs to do 

in this position.
 If  he finds that he is getting tired, then he can change the angle he is bending his knees at or even straighten them out.

Things To Consider When Performing The Fast Fuck Position
Even though the Fast Fuck position is very similar to many other girl on top positions, very few have actually tried it out. 
I’ve been fortunate to get some feedback from those that have. Here’s what they had to say:

✦ The Fast Fuck is perfect for quickies.

✦ The Fast Fuck feels great for your man, no matter what angle he enters you at, but you need to do a little 
experimentation with how your position yourself  (on your knees/feet/how far forward you lean over) to find 
a spot that you really enjoy.

✦ The Fast Fuck usually doesn’t feel great for anal sex unless you use large quantities of  lube.
✦ One drawback to the Fast Fuck is that it’s not particularly intimate. You won’t be making a lot of  physical 

contact with your man during it.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Fast Fuck Sex Position
As a guy, I’m a big fan of  the Fast Fuck position, especially when I am just looking for a quickie in the morning with my 

girlfriend. However, it’s not a great position to use for intimate, sensual sex with your girl.
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Jugghead Sex Position
he Jugghead position is one of  the crazier looking love making positions that you’ll find in the Bad Girl’s Bible 

even though performing it is not that difficult.
Setting yourselves up in the Jugghead position is fairly straightforward. You are going to need to use either a couch 

or a bed to perform it. Your man needs to set himself  up first. He needs to lie down beside the bed/couch with his back on 
the floor.

The Jugghead position is great if  you like being on top and in control!

He then needs to put his legs up on the sofa/bed. You now need to position yourself  above him on all fours with one arm 

and one leg on either side of  him. Your man then needs to lift his crotch and lower back off  the floor and then start 
penetrating you, while you thrust back onto him.

What The Girl Does In The Jugghead Position
When you are in the Jugghead position, you have a choice:
1. You can be quite active and push back on to your man with each thrust or

2. You can stay relatively still and just let him fuck you, but you’ll find that your man only has a limited range of  motion 
when he’s in the Jugghead position.

Obviously you can do other things as well, like kissing your man or rubbing your clit to help you orgasm or even fingering 
yourself  if  you are having anal sex with him. 
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What The Guy Does In The Jugghead Position
The first time your man is in the Jugghead position, he will find it fairly awkward and a little weird even. So it may take him 
a while to get used to it. Once he is comfortable, then he can start thrusting into you. Other than thrusting into you, your 
man is not in a position to do much else. If  he likes, then he can use his hands to massage your breasts, but that’s about it.

Things To Consider When Performing The Jugghead Position
The Jugghead position certainly looks awkward, but it’s not that hard to perform. I have be able to get some feedback from 

students who have tried it. Here is what they have had to say

✦ The bed/sofa that you try the Jugghead on needs to have space underneath it to put your legs, otherwise you 

will have to squat right down to do it with your man.
✦ The Jugghead doesn’t allow for much variation. You and your man will both find that you can’t change your 

positioning that easily to change the angle of  entry.
✦ Anal sex is possible in the Jugghead position.
✦ You can use the Jugghead for performing the 69 with your man. You just need turn around so that your 

vagina is above his mouth and your mouth is above his penis.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Jugghead Sex Position
The Jugghead position is not one of  my favorites, but I don’t hate it either. It’s good fun to use it every once in a while to 
spice things up in the bedroom and prevent things from getting boring. But don’t just listen to me before deciding to try 
the Jugghead position. You need to experiment yourself  and try it out before deciding whether or not it’s for you.
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 Lunge Sex Position
he Lunge sex position gets it’s name from the fact that you will be lunging on top of  your man while performing it. 

This means that you need to have a little bit of  flexibility and strength if  you want to perform the Lunge for a long 
duration with your man. Some see the Lunge as one of  the novelty sex positions while others see it as a regular sex 

position that they use all the time.

As you can see in the picture, the Lunge position requires a fair degree of  flexibility and strength. Otherwise you will get 
tired, fast.

 To get into the Lunge position, your man needs to lie down on the bed on his back and he needs to open his legs. You 
are then going to get into a lunging position on top of  him. To do this, start off  by standing up straight on the bed, facing 

your man with your feet together just below his crotch with your feet inside his legs.
 Now take your left foot and place it to the side of  your man’s right arm on the bed. Next put your right leg backwards 

behind yourself  so that you are in the lunging position and lower yourself  onto your man. With the help of  your man, 
slowly lower and raise yourself  on your man while he is inside you.

What The Girl Does In The Lunge Position
When you are doing the Lunge with your man, you can move yourself  up and down using both your legs, but you’ll get very 
tired doing this. Instead, you should put your hands on your man and use them to move yourself  up and down. You should 

use your hips to thrust in and out of  him.
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What The Guy Does In The Lunge Position
Your man may think that he can just lie back and enjoy the ride, but it’s a pretty tiring position and he should be helping out. 
He should also be thrusting back into you. He can use his arms to grab you by the waist and help to lift you up and down 
on him if  you like.

 You can even take a rest and sit right down on top of  your man and let him take responsibility for thrusting and 
grinding.

Things To Consider When Performing The Lunge Position
Having talked to some Bad Girl’s Bible students who have tried the Lunge, I have managed to get some interesting feedback 
on it:

✦ If  you just use your arms and your man helps, you don’t have to use your legs that much at all to raise 

yourself  up and down, allowing you to have sex in the Lunge for much longer before your legs get tired.
✦ Your man can perform the Lunge with his legs together instead of  having them open.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Lunge Sex Position
Like I said at the start of  this tutorial, the Lunge position is often seen as a novelty by some people and is immediately 
dismissed by them. I recommend that you try it yourself  before deciding whether or not it’s something for you and your 

man.

If	  your	  find	  your	  legs	  geFng	  sore	  and	  /red,	  then	  switch	  your	  legs	  around	  so	  that	  your	  other	  
foot	  is	  now	  to	  the	  side	  of	  his	  other	  arm.
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Man Missionary Sex Position
he Man Missionary position is the exact opposite to the Missionary position. Instead of  your man being on top, 

you are.
To set up the Man Missionary position, your man needs to lie down on his back with his legs together. They can be 

straight or he can bend them a little bit at the knee. You then need to straddle him like in the Cowgirl position with your 
knees on the bed, facing him. You then need to lean forward over your man and rest on your hands or elbows or just rest 
your entire body on his stomach and chest. You can then rock back and forth on top of  your man. So it’s just like the 

Missionary position, but upside down.

Here you can see our couple performing the Man Missionary with our male model bending his knees.

What The Girl Does In The Man Missionary Position
You can be as active as you like in the Man Missionary sex position. You can let your man thrust from below while you just 

lie on top of  him. Or you can gently grind on him. Or you can be much more active and use your hips to bounce up and 
down on him.

 As you are leaning over your man you will be able to kiss him and get really close to him for intimacy. If  you want to 
spice things up a little bit and take more control, then you can try grabbing his arms and pinning them over his head. 
Transferring from the regular Cowgirl position to the Man Missionary is easy. All you have to do is just lean forward over 

your man.

What The Guy Does In The Man Missionary Position
Your man also has a choice of  how active he wants to be in the Man Missionary position. He can just lie there and let you 
grind and bounce up and down on him. Or he can bend his knees slightly to give him enough leverage to thrust into you. If  

he likes, he can put his arms around you to pull you into him.
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Things To Consider When Performing The Man Missionary Position
I have managed to talk with many students who have tried the Man Missionary with their man. Here is some of  the 
feedback they have given me:

✦ You may feel a little uncomfortable in the Man Missionary position if  you don’t like being on top
✦ You can get some really great clitoral stimulation if  you angle your body correctly and grind up against your 

man as he thrusting into you.
✦ The Man Missionary position can be really intimate if  you just lie right down on your man and gently rock 

and grind on each other.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Man Missionary Sex Position
The Man Missionary is very similar to both regular Missionary position and the Cowgirl position, but even with these 
similarities, it’s not actually that popular. The next time you are performing Cowgirl with your man, try leaning forward and 

getting into the Man Missionary to see if  you enjoy it.

To	  get	  more	  clitoral	  s/mula/on,	  try	  pulling	  your	  crotch	  towards	  your	  upper	  body	  like	  you	  
are	  performing	  a	  crunch.
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Rodeo Sex Position
he Rodeo position gets it’s name from the fact that you often look like you are performing in a rodeo when 

performing it with your man. In fact, the Rodeo sex position is more like the Cowgirl position, but with you facing 
in the opposite direction.

 So to set up the Rodeo, your man first needs to lie down on the bed on his back. You then need to get on top of  him, 
straddling him so that you are facing towards his feet with your back to him. You will be on your knees, upright while on top 
of  your man. Then you can start to move up and down on his penis or you can grind on it. Your man will be thrusting up 

into you. If  he thrusts really hard, then it can really start to feel like a rodeo as if  your man is trying to ‘buck’ you off  him.

You'll find that the Rodeo is more like a game than a sex position!
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What The Girl Does In The Rodeo Position
As you will be on top of  your man, you will be quite active when in the Rodeo position. This means that you can simply 
move forward and back over your man, while he remains inside you. This will cause his penis to stimulate many different 
areas inside your vagina.

 You can also ‘bounce’ up and down on your man using your legs. If  you are getting tired from bouncing up and down 
on your man, then try leaning forward and resting your hands on his legs while using your hips to bounce up and down on 

his penis. Do not put your hands on his knees as this can cause injury!

What The Guy Does In The Rodeo Position
Your man can just lay there like a dead fish. But that doesn’t feel so good for you :(

 As he doesn’t have as much mobility as you do, due you being on top of  him, he can really only thrust up and down 
into you when he’s in the Rodeo position. But he can alternate how fast and hard he thrusts. If  you raise yourself  slightly 

above him, then he can thrust really rapidly into you just like during the Fast Fuck. He can also grab you by the waist and 
move you forward and backwards, helping you to grind on him.

Things To Consider When Performing The Rodeo Position
Many more students of  the Bad Girl’s Bible have tried the Cowgirl position than have tried the Rodeo even though they are 
so similar. Nevertheless, I have gotten some great feedback from those who have tried it:

✦ Changing your angle while he is thrusting into you is important to find a great spot. Try leaning right back on 
your man until you are in the Acrobat position. Then try leaning really far forwards with your hands in front 

of  you.
✦ You are in the perfect position to provide yourself  with a little manual stimulation while in the Rodeo 

position.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Rodeo Sex Position
I really like the Rodeo. This is not because it feels great (there are actually far more pleasurable sex positions). It’s because 

it’s super-simple to do and it makes for a fantastic change from something like regular Cowgirl.
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Sliding Lady Sex Position
he Sliding Lady is sort of  like a reverse form of  the Coital Alignment Technique (CAT). Instead of  your man 

being on top, you are.

While the Sliding Lady looks a little awkward, it can be incredibly pleasurable!

 To set up the Sliding Lady, your man needs to lie down on his back as if  he was performing the Asian Cowgirl or the 

Side Saddle positions. You then need to straddle him as you would when performing the Cowgirl position. So you will be on 
your knees on top of  your man, facing him. Next you need to lean over him and rest your weight on your hands. This next 

part is the most important:

What The Girl Does In The Sliding Lady Position
When in the Sliding Lady position, you are not going to focus on moving up and down on your man. Instead you are going 
to be concentrating on moving forwards and backwards over him while he remains inside of  you. This is so that you get a 

lot of  clitoral stimulation.

T

You	  then	  need	  to	  posi/on	  yourself	  so	  that	  your	  clitoris	  is	  in	  contact	  with	  your	  man’s	  pubic	  
bone.	  	  You	  can	  see	  our	  female	  model	  do	  this	  by	  arching	  her	  back	  like	  a	  cat.
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 You’ll find that it’s easier to do this by arching your back or by performing a sort of  ‘ab crunch’ movement. Different 

things work for different people, so my advice is to play around with moving your body in a lot of  different variations to see 
what gives you the most satisfaction and pleasure.

What The Guy Does In The Sliding Lady Position
There is not a lot that your man is going to be able to do in the Sliding Lady position. He just needs to lie there. But he can 
experiment with gently grinding up against you to see if  it’s more satisfying. He can also put his hands on your hips to help 

rock you backwards and forwards while you are grinding on him.

Things To Consider When Performing The Sliding Lady Position
Many students of  the Bad Girl’s Bible who have tried out the Sliding Lady with their guys have often done so inadvertently 
while performing the Cowgirl or another position. They have given some really great insights on it:

✦ You may find that you have to play around with a good few slightly different variations when performing 
the Sliding Lady until you find something that feels perfect.

✦ You can try using a vibrator when performing the Sliding Lady with your man.
✦ Better yet, your man can try using a vibrating cock ring when performing the Sliding Lady.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Sliding Lady Sex Position
I can honestly say from a man’s point of  view that the Sliding Lady is not that much fun. But with that being said, it is quite 
nice seeing my girl on top of  me having a good time. So I don’t use the Sliding Lady for extended periods of  time with my 

girl. Luckily, it’s really easy and quick to switch to a lot of  other girl on top sex positions though.
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Sybian Sex Position
he Sybian sex position gets its name from the Sybian machine. This is a powerful vibrator in a box that you need to 

straddle in a manner quite like the Cowgirl position, with a knee on either side of  it on the bed.
Performing the Sybian sex position is similar to this, but is has a number of  differences. The first is that your man 

will be on either a bed of  cushions or a soft-cushioned seat/stool. He will be lying on his back/butt.

The Sybian position can get very tiring, very quickly for your man. 

 You will still be straddling your man like in the Cowgirl position, except instead of  resting on your knees on either side 

of  him, you will be on your feet, sitting in his lap while facing him. You can put your hands on your man or on either side of 
him to help keep yourself  balanced.

T

You	  will	  need	  something	  that	  your	  man	  can	  comfortably	  lie	  on	  that	  doesn’t	  have	  
any	  armrests.
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What The Girl Does In The Sybian Position
When in the Sybian position with your man, you are going to be using your legs to push yourself  up and down on him. You 
can also grind on him slowly by keeping him inside you and thrusting forwards and backwards or in a circular motion.
 When in the Sybian position, you are also in the perfect position to put on a show for your man if  you like. This means 

that you can start rubbing your clit and breasts. While this feels really nice for you, your man will also enjoy it a lot too! 
When in the Sybian position you are going to be doing a lot of  the work, but you have most of  the control also, which 

means that you can lean quite far forwards or even a little backwards to change the angle of  entry.

What The Guy Does In The Sybian Position
Your man will be fairly immobile in the Sybian position. He can gently thrust back onto you though if  he wants. Other than 

that, the most he can do is rub your legs and waist with his hands and keep eye contact with you.

Things To Consider When Performing The Sybian Position
The Sybian position is really just a variation of  the Cowgirl position and is not as popular as it. Still some students of  the 
Bad Girl’s Bible have tried it out with their men and have reported back some of  their experiences on it:

✦ Finding a soft footstool/seat with no armrests is usually the hardest part, although a pile of  cushions will do.
✦ You may find that a Swiss/gym/fitness ball will suffice.

✦ Just because the Sybian sounds sexy and not that many people have tried it out, don’t expect it to give you 
way more fun and pleasure than other positions.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Sybian Sex Position
The Sybian is one of  those positions that I decided to include for completeness. Just because it’s in the Bad Girl’s Bible 
doesn’t mean that it’s a killer position though. You may find that you spend most of  your energy just setting it up instead of  

enjoying it.
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Thigh Tide Sex Position
he Thigh Tide sex position is a really fun and easy to perform position. It’s perfect to use if  you find that you are 

getting bored from all the regular sex positions with your guy.
To perform it, your man needs to start out by lying on his back with his legs straight and spread slightly apart. 

Then he needs to raise one knee slightly and plant his foot on the bed. You then need to put one knee on either side of  his 
bent leg and sit down on his crotch while facing away from him. You then need to use your legs to raise yourself  up and 
down on him. Make sure to hold onto your man’s leg to help steady yourself.

The Thigh Tide position is great for really slow, sensual grinding!

What The Girl Does In The Thigh Tide Position
The Thigh Tide position is quite unlike any sex position that you will have tried before. Your legs will be doing most of  the 

work, pushing yourself  up and down on him, but you can hold onto his leg with your arms to help pull yourself  up and 
down.

 One of  the really cool things about Thigh Tide is that you can bring your clitoris into direct contact with his thigh to 
stimulate it as you move upwards and downwards. If  you want to change the angle that your man is entering you at, then 
you can lean quite far forwards towards his knee or away, by lying onto his stomach.

What The Guy Does In The Thigh Tide Position
In the Thigh Tide position, your man doesn’t need to do much. He can just lie there while you move yourself  up and down 

on him. But he can be much more active too.
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 If  he wants, he can simply thrust up and down into you. But as he has one leg bent with a foot on the bed, he will be 

able to penetrate you with a good bit more force. He can also put his hands at the back of  your waist and push you towards 
his thigh, so that you get more clitoral stimulation.

By grabbing his knee and pulling it towards you, you can get a lot more clitoral stimulation!

Things To Consider When Performing The Thigh Tide Position
A number of  students of  the Bad Girl’s Bible have tried out the Thigh Tide position with their man. They have reported 

back some really useful tips and information on it:

✦ The Thigh Tide is really easy to do, meaning that you don’t need much flexibility at all to do it.
✦ Even though it’s an easy position to perform with your man, most couples still have never tried it. This makes 

it perfect to use if  you find yourselves getting bored of  the regular positions.

✦ Anal sex is just as easy as vaginal sex in the Thigh Tide position.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Thigh Tide Sex Position
I consider the Thigh Tide position to sort of  like a ‘Secret Sex Weapon’. For some reason it seems that few know of  it’s 
existence, but once you and your man try it, you will love it. You may even be interested in trying it out when facing in the 
opposite direction, while  still straddling one of  his legs.
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Sitting Sex Positions
Most people think of  sex as something that you only do in bed. The truth is that there are so many other places to have sex 

with your beau. Although this section is short and consists of  just 2 different sex positions, they are both great for changing 
things up if  you’ve found that you’ve only been having sex while both lying down.

One of  the great things about these sitting sex positions is that you can hit different spots and angles, depending on how tall 

the chairs you are using are. You’ll also notice that in the demonstrations that sometimes we used a sofa, while other times 
we used a chair. Don’t feel that you absolutely have to use a chair for the High Chair position or a sofa for the Delight 

position. What you use is entirely up to you, provided it helps you to perform the position.
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Delight Sex Position
he Delight sex position is a great one for when you want to be quite intimate with your man. It’s also really nice 

because you don’t have to put in that much effort to perform the Delight.

The Delight is really easy to perform, but not many people have actually tried it.

 To set it up, you need to be sitting at either the edge of  your bed or a sofa or on the edge of  any surface that is about 
12-20 inches from the ground. When you are sitting down, open your legs wide. Your man then kneels in front of  you, 
facing you. For him to enter you, you may need to slightly lower yourself  over the edge. Your man will usually have his legs 

close together. He can then grab your waist or legs as he is thrusting into you.

What The Girl Does In The Delight Position
When in the Delight position with your man, you can lean back slightly (use your arms behind your back to support 
yourself). You can then gently push yourself  towards your man.
 When you first try the Delight position with your man, you need to try every angle with him, from sitting up straight 

with your arms around his neck to lying right back until you find an angle that you both really enjoy. If  you decide to sit up 

T
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straight, then you are in a perfect position to kiss your man, making it more intimate. The further back you lean though, the 

less intimate it becomes.

What The Guy Does 
In The Delight 
Position
Your man has a really easy job 
in the Delight position. All he 

needs to do is just thrust in and 
out. If  you and leaning back, 

then he can take his hands off  
your waist and use them to play 
with your breasts. Other than 

that though, this position is 
incredibly easy and 

straightforward for him.

Things To Consider 
When Performing 
The Delight Sex 
Position
As the Delight position is so 

simple to perform, a lot of  
students have tried it. Here is 
some of  the feedback that they have given me that will hopefully lead you to getting the most out of  it with your partner:

✦ Getting the height right can sometimes be frustrating. This means making sure that your man is high enough 

(or low enough) to make penetration pleasing for both of  you. The simple way to fix this height problem is 
by using some firm cushions from your sofa.

✦ A variation that you might enjoy is if  your man puts his hands under your thighs and lifts them up. This will 

help him to achieve deeper and more forceful penetration.
✦ If  you are not getting much clitoral stimulation during penetration, then feel free to use your hands.

✦ Don’t forget about eye contact if  you want to make this position more intimate!

Sean’s Thoughts On The Delight Position
I enjoy the Delight position. Provided your bed/sofa is at the right height, then it’s not difficult to perform. Plus if  we are 

both upright, then it can be quite intimate with our arms around each other and lots of  kissing.

Don't forget to pull your man in close and make deep eye contact with him to make 
it more intimate.
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High Chair Sex Position
he high chair is a really fun rear entry sex position, where you literally get to sit and relax, while your man does 

most of  the work. The only thing you’ll need to perform the High Chair with your man is a bar stool/tall stool.
To set it up, you are going to be sitting down on the bar stool with your butt hanging out over the edge. So really 

you are going to be sitting on the underside of  your thighs, not your butt. Your man will enter you from behind. You can 
then lean forwards away from your man or backwards into your man to find the right angle. If  your man is not tall enough 
to penetrate you, then get him to stand on something firm.

The High Chair position makes for a really enjoyable variation on regular Doggy Style.

What The Girl Does In The High Chair Position
When you are in the High Chair position, you do not have much to do. You really just need to sit there and let your man do 
all the work. You can lean really far forward to the point where your stomach is touching your thighs (if  you are on a stool 

with no backrest). Or you can lean backwards, right into your man for more intimacy.
 If  you are not leaning that far forward, then you will be able to masturbate yourself  while your man is fucking you.

T

Do	  not	  put	  anything	  under	  your	  bar	  stool,	  make	  sure	  it	  is	  on	  a	  firm,	  solid	  surface	  to	  prevent	  
any	  accidents.
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What The Guy Does In The High Chair Position
Your man has a pretty simple job when performing the High Chair with you. He just needs to thrust in and out. If  you are 
leaning back into him, then he can wrap his arms around you and even massage your breasts.
 Your man should experiment with penetrating you at different heights. So he should try coming from right below you 

so that he is penetrating you quite shallowly. Then he should try getting higher and higher until you find something you both 
enjoy.

Things To Consider When Performing The High Chair Position
Even though the High Chair position is easy to perform, the majority of  people have not actually tried it with their partners. 
I have managed to get some great feedback and insights from those that have:

✦ The High Chair is a great position for those that like anal sex.

✦ It works best if  your stool does not have a back support. If  it does have a back support, then you should face  
towards the back support like in the demonstration picture with one leg on either side of  it, so that your man 
can easily enter you from behind.

✦ Remember that you should be sitting on your thighs (not your butt), so that you butt hangs over the edge of  
the stool and allows for easy entry.

✦ If  you are interested in keeping everything nice and clean, then put a towel on the seat before you get down 
to business.

Sean’s Thoughts On The High Chair Sex Position
The High Chair is a position that I really enjoy, not only that, but it’s super easy to perform too. I definitely recommend that 
you try it out.
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Standing Sex Positions
If  you plan on having sex outside the bedroom, then you should definitely have some standing sex positions in your arsenal. 

Whether you are standing in front of  your man while facing a wall or you are both facing each other, you will find some 
really wonderful positions in this section.

Just remember that there are inevitably going to be some constraints while having standing sex with your man. If  there is a 

large difference in heights between both of  you, then your man is going to have to bend his knees and squat right down so 
that he can enter you. Alternatively, if  he wants, then he can lift you up and hold onto you, although if  he’s not particularly 

fit, then he’ll only be able to hold you for a few minutes before becoming exhausted.
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Ballerina Sex Position
he Ballerina sex position is one of  those really exotic ones that 95% of  girls will just never be able to perform. 

This is simply down to the issue of  flexibility. However if  you can perform it, then it can be both very intimate 
and pleasurable.

As you can see in the picture above, performing the ballerina is tough without a lot of  flexibility.

 To pull the Ballerina off, you both need to start by facing each other while standing. You are then going to need to raise 

one leg upwards until you are resting it on your man’s shoulder, while balancing on your other leg. Your leg that is resting on 
your man’s shoulder is going to be almost straight, allowing you to be very close to your man.

T
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What The Girl Does In The Ballerina Position
When performing the Ballerina with your man, you’re first job is to get comfortable. You need to spend most of  your time 
staying balanced on one leg which you need to keep straight, while allowing your man to do the rest of  the work. You also 
need to make sure that your man doesn’t squeeze you too hard when embracing you which will put a lot of  extra pressure 

on your leg.

What The Guy Does In The Ballerina Position
Your man is going to going to be doing all the thrusting in the Ballerina position. He needs to first set you up in position 
with one of  your legs over his shoulder and make sure that you are not in any pain before he enters you. When he does 
enter you, he needs to start out by only very gently thrusting in and out.

 Again, your comfort is the most important thing (especially the first time you try it), so your man needs to take things 
really slowly initially. If  he is taller than you, then he will need to bend his knees a little and thrust up into you. He can also 

wrap his hands around your back and pull you in gently towards him with each thrust.

Things To Consider When Performing The Ballerina Position
Only a small number of  students have reported being able to perform the Ballerina with their man. Some of  their feedback 

has been very useful and insightful:

✦ A great way to first test the Ballerina with your man is to try it when you are lying down on your back. That 
way you don’t have to worry about keeping balanced.

✦ When performing the Ballerina, your man can try thrusting his penis deep inside you and then keep it there 

while rubbing his pubic bone up and down your clitoris.
✦ If  you are very small and very flexible, your man can lift you up and hold you close to him while thrusting in 

and out.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Ballerina Sex Position
Without a doubt the Ballerina is probably one of  the most exotic and ‘out there’ positions that you can do with your man. 

However, just because it’s more exotic and out there doesn’t necessarily mean that it’s better. So don’t break your leg (no pun 
intended) trying to perform the Ballerina with your guy.

Remember	  If	  you	  are	  not	  flexible	  enough,	  then	  you	  will	  inevitably	  be	  in	  pain	  when	  doing	  it.	  
So	  check	  out	  some	  of	  the	  many	  other	  great	  sex	  posi/ons	  if	  you	  can’t	  perform	  the	  Ballerina.	  
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Ben Dover Sex Position
he Ben Dover sex position is a super enjoyable rear entry position that you must try if  you already like Doggy Style 

or the Basset Hound. You need a little flexibility and a bit of  leg strength to perform it well.
To start doing the Bed Dover, your both need to face in the same direction while standing upright. Your man then 

needs to enter you. When he has penetrated you, you then need to lean over and stretch you arms out until you are touching 
the floor to balance yourself. Ideally, you should try to keep you hands as close to your feet as possible, but if  you are not 
that flexible or it feels uncomfortable, then feel free to lean forward a bit.

What The Girl Does In The Ben Dover 
Position
When you first start performing the Ben Dover sex position, you 

may find it to be a little disorientating. This is because your head will 
be upside down, so make sure to tell your man to go slow and easy 

at first. Then once you get comfortable, start to use your arms to 
push back onto your man. If  your hands are positioned right by your 
feet, then you won’t be able to push back that much.

 You can also try taking him deep and then keeping him there 
while you grind up and down on him using your hips.

What The Guy Does In The Ben Dover 
Position
When your man is in the Ben Dover position, all he needs to do is 
simply thrust in and out. He can also bend his knees and lean back 
to change his angle of  entry. He can obviously take all this up a 

notch too. He can also put his hands on your waist to help control 
how fast and deep he is penetrating you. Or if  you are looking for 

something a little more kinky, then he can grab you by the hair for a 
slightly rougher time.
 A really pleasurable thing that your man can do in the Ben 

Dover is to thrust deep inside you. While remaining inside you, he 
can then grind himself  right up and down you by bending his knees. 

This is great for changing things up instead of  simply thrusting in 
and out.

Things To Consider When Performing The Ben Dover Position
Having spoken to many students who have tried the popular Ben Dover, I have noticed quite a few things:

✦ You will get tired much quicker than your man will when in the Ben Dover. If  you find your arms starting to 
turn to jelly, then try bending your knees a little bit.

✦ You will find that you can lean back quite heavily into your man, which will take most of  the weight off  your 
arms. This is another great way to give your arms a rest.

T

Ben Dover: You need to lean forward and 
balance with your hands, while your man holds 
you from behind.
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✦ Your man can use his hand(s) to provide some manual stimulation to your clit and around your vagina.

✦ The Ben Dover is perfect for anal sex too.
✦ Your man needs to keep experimenting with his angle of  entry until he finds something that you really enjoy.

Ben Dover: He can thrust forwards and pull you in at the same time in this position for more intense sex.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Ben Dover Sex Position
I enjoy the Ben Dover position a lot. Sometimes performing it up against a wall is a great as it means my girl can easily push 
herself  back onto me.
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Bodyguard Sex Position
he Bodyguard sex position is like a cross between regular Spooning and the Ben Dover position. It’s great for 

couples who want the naughtiness of  Doggy Style with the intimacy of  Spooning.

To perform the Bodyguard with your 
man, you both need to stand upright, 
facing in the same direction. Your man 

will be behind you and will enter you. 
 If  he’s taller than you, then he will 

usually need to bend his knees to 
penetrate you. From here, it’s just a 
simple case of  him thrusting in and out 

or you pushing yourself  back onto him.

What The Girl Does In 
The Bodyguard Position
When you are in the Bodyguard 
position, it’s completely up to you how 

involved you want to be. If  you want 
your man to take control and do all the 
work, that’s fine. But if  you want to get 

involved too, then there is a range of  
things you can do.

 One is pushing yourself  back onto 
your man as he fucks you. You can also 
wrap your arms backwards around his 

waist and butt and pull him into you as 
he is thrusting. A very intimate thing 

that you can do in the Bodyguard 
position is to lean your head backwards 
so that it is sort of  resting on his 

shoulder which will allow him to kiss 
you on the cheek and neck.

The Bodyguard position is very similar to the Teaspooning position.
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What The Guy Does In The Bodyguard Position
Unlike some of  the other positions I teach in the Bad Girl’s Bible, the Bodyguard position is really simple to do. All your 
man needs to do is simply thrust forwards and backwards. By straightening his legs to get higher or bending them and 
getting lower, he can change his angle of  entry.

 As your man is located behind you, he can wrap his arms around you and hold you closer to make it more intimate. He 
can literally grab you anywhere, around the waist, the shoulders or even the neck. He will also find that holding onto your 

waist allows him to more forcefully penetrate you with each thrust.

Things To Consider When Performing The Bodyguard Position
Many students I have talked to are big fans of the Bodyguard as it’s so easy to do and has a really nice feeling of  closeness. 

Here are some of  the things they do while performing the Bodyguard with their man:

✦ If  you love this position, but want to change it up a bit then get your man to bend his knees to get slightly 
below you and thrust up into you instead of  just thrusting horizontally.

✦ If  you want to provide a different sensation and more friction for your man, then bring your legs close 

together.
✦ For maximum contact, make sure that your man fully wraps his arms around you (either by putting his arms 

under your arms and grabbing your shoulders or by putting 1 arm around your upper body and 1 around 
your lower body.

✦ Try leaning right back into your man and let gravity do all the work so that you don’t have to thrust back in 

him.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Bodyguard Sex Position
I really like the Bodyguard position as you get to be really close and intimate with your lover. It’s also really easy to switch 
from slow passionate sex to rough and vigorous sex in a second when you are in this position.
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Burning Man Sex Position
he Burning Man sex position gets it’s name from the fact that you can have some really passionate, fiery, ’burning’ 

sex with your man in this position. To do it, you need either a counter top or table.

If  you like Doggy Style sex, then you'll love this variation.

 You need to face the counter top and then lay your stomach over it while keeping your feet on the ground. Your man 

can then penetrate you from behind either vaginally or anally. As your legs remain on the ground, they will act as an anchor, 
keeping you in place so that your man can really give you some hard, intense penetration without you slipping out of  place.

What The Girl Does In The Burning Man Position
When you are in the Burning Man position, you are going to be quite passive. If  there is a wall in front of  you, then you can 
put your hands on it and push yourself  back onto your man.

 Another thing you can do to increase the passion, is to turn around and make eye contact with your man while he is 
thrusting into you. If  your are having anal sex with your man, then you can use you hand (or hands) to masturbate yourself  

to increase your chances of  cumming. 
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 You can also get a bit more upright in this position and lean your upper body back towards him while in the Burning 

Man so that it feels more like the Bodyguard position and adds a little bit of  intimacy. When you are upright and have your 
back against his stomach, he will be able to wrap his hands around your waist and shoulders.

What The Guy Does 
In The Burning Man 
Position
Your man will be doing the bulk 

of  the work in the Burning 
Man. If  it’s his first time trying 

it, then all he has to concentrate 
on is simply thrusting in and 
out. He also has the option of  

holding onto your waist or 
shoulders to pull you into him 

as he is thrusting.
 If  he likes to feel dominant 
when having sex with you, then 

he can grab hold of  your hair.
 But if  he wants to make it 

more intimate and sensual then 
instead of  pulling you upright, 
he can lean over your back, so it 

feels like he is spooning you 
over the counter.

Things To Consider When Performing The Burning Man Position
I have gotten some great feedback from students who have tried the Burning Man with their guy. Here is some of  their 
insights:

✦ Make sure that your man isn’t too forceful in this position. Because you are wedged up against a counter top 
or table, your body won’t move as much when he thrusts into you. This means that he is more likely to 

accidentally hurt you by thrusting too hard. So tell him if  he is!
✦ This can make for some really kinky, unexpected sex when you are in the kitchen or living room. If  you are 

wearing a skirt, then all your man has to do is lift it up and pull down your panties. Things like this make a 
welcome change from only ever having sex in the bedroom.

✦ Your man is completely free to move around you in this position, so get him to experiment with different 

angles until you find one that you both enjoy.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Burning Man Sex Position
I am a big fan of  the Burning Man. It’s very flexible and one of  the great things about it is that I can also easily provide 
some extra pleasure using my fingers (especially if  I am having anal sex).

Your man can grab your shoulders and pull you in for stronger, deeper thrusting.
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Dancer Sex Position
he Dancer sex position is a very intimate one, but requires a little bit of  leg strength to properly pull it off. In a lot 

of  ways the Dancer is very similar to the Ballerina sex position, but doesn’t require as much flexibility.

 To perform the Dancer, 
you both need to start off  by 

standing upright and facing 
each other. You need to lift one 
of  your legs and then wrap it 

around your man. If  you are 
flexible and strong enough, then 

you can wrap it around your 
man’s waist. But if  you can’t 
raise it up that high, then you 

can wrap it around the back of  
his thigh.

 With your leg wrapped 
around your man, he then 
enters you and starts thrusting 

into you. Your man can help 
you stay in position by wrapping 

one hand around your waist and 
holding your other leg with his 
hand/arm.

What The Girl Does 
In The Dancer 
Position
You’ll find the Dancer position 
to be incredibly intimate for 
both you and your man. You 

can look him right in the eyes 
and hold each other really 

closely. To add to the intimacy, 
try wrapping your hands around 

his waist. Even better though, is to put them under his arms and grab him by his back/shoulders.

 You’ll find that with your leg wrapped around his waist you can pull yourself  into your man, but this gets tiring pretty 
quickly. Other than that, you will find that you expend a lot of  energy just keeping your balance on 1 leg.

What The Guy Does In The Dancer Position
Your man will be using one arm to hold you close, while using his other arm to help keep your leg raised and wrapped 
around him. He will be doing all the thrusting. He can move his hips back and forth, thrusting horizontally, but this can 

knock you off  balance. A better way for him to thrust, so that it’s easier for you to keep your balance is to bend his knees 
for more vertical thrusting.

T

You don't have to raise your leg up very high in the Dancer position.
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Things To Consider When 
Performing The Dancer Sex 
Position
Many of  my students who have tried the Dancer sex 
position with their man have given me some really 

helpful feedback on it. Here is what they had to say:

✦ You will find it much easier to stand 
and keep your balance when standing 
on your whole foot, not just your toes, 

so make sure you tell your man to 
spread his legs and bend his knees to 

come down to your level, instead of  
‘lifting’ you up.

✦ If  you are not used to this position, 

then you’ll find that you can only hold 
it for a minute or 2.

✦ Don’t forget that you can switch which 
leg you are standing on if  you are 
getting tired.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Dancer 
Position
I find the Dancer position to be great to try once or 

twice, but it’s definitely not one of  my favorites (I 
don’t completely hate it though!). A slight variation 

that I like to try is to both be on one foot, both 
wrapping our other leg around each other. Try it 
yourself  and see if  you like it!

If  you find your leg getting tired, then just switch legs!
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Pump Sex Position
he Pump is a great sex position that is a variation of  Doggy Style. As you can probably imagine from a name 

like Pump, your man will literally be pumping you from behind.

The Pump is great for around the house, wherever you have a sofa or sturdy chair.

 To get into the Pump position, you need to start by positioning yourself  on something like a sofa or chair with your legs 

slightly bent. Your man will then enter you from behind while also standing. The Pump is perfect for either anal sex or 
regular vaginal sex with your man. You can then put your arms in front of  you onto the wall or your elbows to hold you in 

place and push back against your man.

T
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What The Girl Does In The Pump Position
When in the Pump position, your man is definitely the one in charge, which is perfect if  you prefer for your man to take 
control during sex. However you can also push back against him if  you want deeper and stronger penetration from him. 

 Alternatively, you can spread your arms out and rest your upper body against the wall.
 You will find that by angling your body, bending your knees and changing your position, you will eventually find a 
position that you really enjoy and get a lot of  pleasure out of. You can also put your hands behind you to grab onto your 

man and help to pull him in towards you.

What The Guy Does In The Pump Position
Your man has a really easy job in the Pump position. It mostly consists of  him just thrusting in and out. But if  he is 
committed to having great sex, then he should constantly be experimenting with how far he pulls you out towards him and 
his angle of  entry so that you both get as much pleasure from the Pump as possible.

 Your man also shouldn’t forget about his hands. He can wrap them around your waist while thrusting into you. Or 
around your shoulders. If  you are into playing dominant and submissive roles during sex, then he can even put his hand 

around your throat. But make sure to discuss this with him beforehand.

Things To Consider When Performing The Pump Position
Many people enjoy the Pump position as it’s easy to do and can be very satisfying. They have provided me with some great 

feedback on it:

✦ The Pump is a great position for when you like your man to be in control.
✦ But at the same time, the Pump can feel like Spooning while if  you are both very unright.
✦ Your man is in a perfect position to reach around and start rubbing you just outside your vagina when in 

the Pump position.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Pump Sex Position
The Pump sex position is great. It’s perfect for everything from slow and romantic sex to much faster, passionate sex with 
your man.

Some/mes	  your	  man	  can	  get	  a	  liMle	  carried	  away	  when	  penetra/ng	  you	  in	  the	  Pump.	  So	  
make	  sure	  to	  let	  him	  know	  if	  he	  is.
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Slow Dance Sex Position
he Slow Dance sex position is a really fun position for you and your man where you are both standing up. 

Thankfully it’s not nearly as difficult to perform the Ballerina or Dancer positions.
To perform the Slow Dance with your man, you both need to be standing while facing each other. If  your man is 

taller than you, then he needs to bend his knees and get a little lower than you so that he can enter you. To help him enter 
you, you’ll need to open your legs a bit. Then you just need to wrap your arms around each other and your man can thrust 
up into you.

The Slow Dance position is great for slow intimate sex, while standing up.

T
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What The Girl Does In The Slow 
Dance Position
When in the Slow Dance position, you can move up 
and down with your man as he thrusts into you to 

make it a rhythmic movement. But if  you want more 
passionate sex, then you can thrust back against your 
man with each of  his thrusts.

 If  you want to make the sex more romantic and 
intimate, then you should just try grinding on him, by 

keeping him deep inside you, while you move up and 
down on him using both your hips and legs.

What The Guy Does In The Slow 
Dance Position
The Slow Dance is really straightforward and easy for 
your man. He just needs to move up and down using 

his legs. As well as wrapping his arms around your 
waist, he can put them under your butt to pull you in 

with each thrust. He can also put his hands under 
your arms and grab your shoulders to help him 
penetrate you with a little more force.

Things To Consider When 
Performing The Slow Dance 
Position
The Slow Dance is easy to do and a lot of  students of 
the Bad Girl’s Bible have performed it (or a slight 
variation of  it) with their man. Here is some of  the 

feedback that they have given me on it:

✦ If  you are having slow sensual sex in 
the Slow Dance position with your 
man, it can be really sexy to maintain 

eye contact with him. But if  you have 
just started dating or it’s your first time 

having sex with each other, then it may 
feel a bit too intense for him.

✦ Something a lot of  guys like is when 

you gently run your hand over their 
head, gently massaging his scalp with 

your fingers. The Slow Dance is 
perfect for this.

Moving from the Slow Dance to the Stand and Carry position 
is really easy.
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Sean’s Thoughts On The Slow Dance Sex Position
I really see the Slow Dance as a very intimate position. While you can definitely go quite fast and have passionate sex during 
the Slow Dance, you may find that you actually get a whole lot more out of  it by slowing things down and taking your time 

with it. You are in the perfect position to hold each other tightly, to look each other in the eye and kiss each other during it.

If	  you	  are	  far	  smaller	  than	  your	  man	  then	  the	  Slow	  Dance	  will	  be	  impossible	  to	  perform	  
unless	  you	  are	  standing	  on	  a	  stairs.	  But	  if	  you	  are	  taller	  than	  him,	  then	  you	  can	  bend	  you	  knees 	  

and	  lower	  yourself	  on	  him.
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Washing Machine Sex Position
he Washing Machine sex position is the one position that the Bad Girl’s Bible teaches in which you absolutely must 

have one specific piece of  equipment… a washing machine.

Here you can see our couple demonstrating the Washing Machine. Your man can grab your hands just like in the picture 
to pull you in to him with each thrust.

 Once you have found a washing machine, put some dirty clothes inside it and turn it on to a high spin setting. Next you 
need to lean over it while still standing, just like in the Burning Man position. This will help to bring your groin area in 
closer contact with the vibrating washing machine. Your man will then enter you from behind and start thrusting into you 

while standing.

What You Do In The Washing Machine Position
The Washing Machine position is one in which your man must take control and be dominant, while you just need to relax, 
let go and enjoy yourself. But if  you want, you can be quite active too.

T
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 Most washing machines are beside a wall, so you can put your hands out in front of  you on the wall and push back 

against your man as he is thrusting into you for stronger penetration. You can also stand up so that you are more upright, 
like in the Bodyguard position and reach behind to start massaging you man.

What Your Man Does In The Washing Machine Position
Your man needs to do most of  the work in the Washing Machine position. He will be thrusting while standing upright. But 
if  you are leaning right over the washing machine, your man can lean on top of  you to make it more intimate.

 The Washing Machine position is perfect for both anal and vaginal sex. If  you are having anal sex with your man, then 
he can reach around and start fingering you or just rub your clit to help you cum. If  he wants to thrust deeper into you, then 

your man can grab your waist/hips with his hands and pull you into him. If  he wants to thrust even harder, then he can 
grab your shoulders.

More Tips When Performing The Washing Machine
While many people have tried the Drill position or some variation of  it, not that many students of  the Bad Girl’s Bible have 
tried out the Washing Machine. Here are some extra tips from those that have tried it.

✦ You’ll get the strongest vibrations from your washing machine when it’s spinning fastest (which is usually 
towards the end before the washing machine turns itself  off).

✦ Try using a vibrator to add extra pleasure!
✦ Make sure to let your man know if  he is getting carried away. It has been known to happen!

Sean’s Thoughts On The Washing Machine Sex Position
The Washing Machine is not strictly a sex position. It’s more of  a sex idea or sex tip. With that being said, it still feels 
fantastic and is a great way to spice things up if  you find that you sex life is growing dull.

The	  really	  cool	  thing	  about	  washing	  machines	  is	  that	  they	  are	  never	  in	  the	  bedroom	  
meaning	  that	  you	  need	  to	  use	  a	  different	  room	  in	  your	  house	  to	  have	  sex	  in	  which	  is	  way	  

more	  exci/ng!
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Sitting In Your Man’s Lap Sex 
Positions

When having sex while standing with your man can make for some really passionate and naughty sex, you’ll find that when 

you are sitting down in your man’s lap, you can have much slower, more sensual sex with him, especially when you are both 
facing each other and embracing. 

So if  you are planning a quiet night in or you just want to have a nice, slow sex session with your man, then definitely take a 

look at the positions in this section to give you some ideas!
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After Dinner Sex Position
he After Dinner sex position is kind of  similar to the Back Seat Driver position. As you can probably imagine, the 

name for the After Dinner sex position comes from the fact that you use a table and chair to perform it, making it 
perfect for right after a meal!

 To perform the After Dinner position, your man needs to sit down on a chair that is 2 feet from a table facing it, with 
his legs open quite wide. You then need to back yourself  up into your man with your legs quite close together in a standing 
position. Optionally, your man can then lift his legs up from the ground and place them on the table. When he does this, 

you will be ‘trapped’ between his legs.

As you can see from the  picture, the After Dinner position is perfect for.....after dinner!

What The Girl Does In The After Dinner Position
When you are in the After Dinner position, your legs will be together and slightly bent and you will be ‘bouncing’ up and 
down on your man’s shaft. You can put your hands on the table in front of  you to steady yourself  and control how fast you 

move up and down. You can also simply sit down on his lap with his penis inside and just gyrate your hips and rub yourself  
on him.
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 Alternatively, you can put 

your hands on your man’s legs 
to help push yourself  upwards 

and downwards. If  you do put 
your hands on his legs, then try 
to put them on his thighs, close 

to his hips as this will put very 
little strain on him. Avoid 

putting your hands on his shins 
or knees as you may hurt him.

What The Guy Does 
In The After Dinner 
Position
Your man will be sitting on the 

chair, with his back leaning up 
against the back of  the chair 

when performing the After 
Dinner with you. But he still 
will be doing some of  the 

work. He can put his hands on 
your waist and help to lift you up 

and down on him. Or he can put 
them on your shoulders and pull you down with each stroke for more powerful sex.
 He is also in a good position when performing the After Dinner to massage your breasts or masturbate you or even 

finger you if  you are having anal sex.

Things To Consider When Performing The After Dinner Position
When you are performing the After Dinner position with your partner there are a few things that you should consider, 
which I have learned from talking to my students.

1. The After Dinner position is great for anal sex as well as vaginal. It’s easy to perform both when you are in this position
2. You may not initially enjoy the After Dinner that much. My advice is to try it out a good few times before giving up on 

it though. You may find that you enjoy it a lot more by leaning forwards or backwards to find a really good spot.
3. When you are performing the After Dinner, your man is in the perfect position to massage your back and neck as well 

as kiss them too.

Sean’s Thoughts On The After Dinner Sex Position
As a guy, I have to say that I really enjoy the After Dinner position. The best way to set the After Dinner up is to surprise 

your man with it after cooking him his favorite meal. If  you are wearing a short dress and no panties, then you can quickly 
get into this position without much trouble, which will end up making the whole thing a lot hotter!

Try experimenting with your legs far apart and then with them close together like in 
this picture.
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Back Seat Driver Sex Position
he Back Seat Driver sex position is great for couples who get bored of  only having sex while one or both of  them 

is lying on the bed.
When you are having sex in the Back Seat Driver position, your man will be sitting on a the edge of  a chair or a 

sofa or even the bed with his legs spread wide and his feet on the floor. You then need to back up onto your man’s crotch 
and let him slowly slide his penis inside you while bending your knees.
 When he is comfortably inside you, use your legs to bounce up and down him. Both you and your man will be facing in 

the same direction for the Back Seat Driver.

The Back Seat Driver is a slight variation on the Lap Dance position.

What The Girl Does In The Back Seat Driver Position
When you are in the Back Seat Driver lovemaking position, you will be doing most of  the work, bouncing up and down on 

your man. If  you are not used to this position or not that fit, then you may find that you’re legs start to get tired quite 
quickly. By leaning forwards or backwards, you can change the angle that your man is penetrating you at.

 You can put your hands on your man’s thighs and use your arms to help push yourself  up with each stroke if  your legs 
are starting to get tired from doing all the work.
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What The Guy Does In The Back Seat Driver Position
Your man can do literally no work at all in the Back Seat Driver position. He can almost stay still, but that’s no fun. For 
faster and more powerful penetration, he can put his hands around your hips and pull you down with each stroke. Or you 

can lean forwards and your man can put his arms over your back and grab hold of  your shoulders and pull you in towards 
him with each stroke. If  your man is strong enough, he can put his hands under your bum and give your some assistance 
lifting you up and down.

 He can also put his hands around your waist and can rub your clit. If  you are having anal sex in the Back Seat Driver 
position, then your man can finger you while you are bouncing up and down on his penis.

Things To Consider When Performing The Back Seat Driver Sex Position
Many students have tried the Back Seat Driver position with their men. They have given me some interesting insights into it:

✦ As I have already said, you can get tired very quickly if  you are not very fit or haven’t tried the Back Seat 
Driver before.

✦ For those who like anal sex, this is a great position, because both you and your man can still easily stimulate 
your vagina and clit at the same time.

✦ In this position, you are the one in control, so if  that’s something that you don’t like, then you may not enjoy 

this position that much
✦ The Back Seat Driver position is a great change for couples who usually just have sex when lying down or in 

bed. You can use the Back Seat Driver practically anywhere in your house, in the bedroom, living room, 
kitchen, etc.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Back Seat Driver Position
Here’s something that I highly recommend that you try with your man sometime, he will love it:
If  you want to make a sex session all about him, then the Back Seat Driver is perfect. You can start by sitting him down on a 

chair and then performing a striptease for him. When you are finished giving him a striptease, you can then start to give him 
a blowjob for a few minutes before having sex in the Back Seat Driver position with him. You could even take it a little 
further and tie him to the chair first!
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Bouncing Spoon Sex Position
he Bouncing Spoon sex position is a sort of  pseudo-spooning position for you and your man. It’s a fairly simple 

position to do which makes it great for spicing things up in the bedroom.
To perform it, your man needs to sit upright in bed with his back to the wall and his legs together and fairly 

straight (they don’t have to be perfectly straight). You then need to stand right over him with your back to him. Your feet 
should be on either side of  this thighs. You then need to get down on your knees from this position and sit back onto your 
man’s crotch and guide his penis inside you. You can then lean backwards so that your back is on your man’s chest.

What The Girl Does In The Bouncing Spoon Position
There are a few different things that you can do in the Bouncing Spoon position… You can bounce up and down on your 

man’s crotch, although you will find that this gets quickly tiring. Or you might find it more fun to grind on him by rotating 
and gyrating your hips. You can lean forward and rest your hands on his legs or the bed to help you to thrust onto him or 
grind on him.

 If  you are familiar with the Betty Rocker position, then you can try slowly leaning forward and then bouncing up and 
down.

What The Guy Does In The Bouncing Spoon Position
Your man will be leaning his back up against the headboard or a wall, but if  he is not that flexible, he can try propping 
himself  up with pillows instead so that he is not so upright. It will be quite tough for him to actually do much thrusting as 

he will be seated.
 But what he can do is use his hands! So at the very least he should wrap them around you and massage your breasts, but 

he can also use them to rub your genitals and masturbate you or even finger you if  you are having anal sex. If  you are 
leaning forwards, then he can put his hands around your waist or shoulders and pull you down onto him with each thrust or 
to grind you.

Things To Consider When Performing The Bouncing Spoon Position
I have discussed the Bouncing Spoon position with a few students who gave me some interesting feedback on what they do 

with it:

✦ If  you are looking for something really intimate, especially while watching a movie/TV in bed, then this is a 

great position, especially when you lean right back into your man and he wraps his arms around you
✦ The Bouncing Spoon sex position is great to transition to from something like Reverse Cowgirl as all your 

man has to do is sit up.
✦ As with a lot of  positions I teach, you need to lean forward/backward to find that ‘perfect place’ that gives 

you maximum pleasure.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Bouncing Spoon Sex Position
I personally find the Bouncing Spoon to be a great position to change to after I have been doing a lot of  the work in 

another position as it gives me a rest.

T

Just	  make	  sure	  not	  to	  lean	  forward	  too	  quickly,	  as	  you	  will	  be	  straining	  your	  man’s	  shaQ,	  
which	  can	  hurt	  him!	  Go	  slow.
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Lap Dance Sex Position
he Lap Dance sex position shares a lot in common with the Back Seat Driver position. The Lap Dance position is 
a sex position where your man can relax and ‘enjoy the show’ just like he would in a strip club but he also has the 
option of  being a bit more active.

Performing the Lap Dance with legs together will give your man a tighter feel.

 To perform it, your man needs to sit down on a comfortable sofa or seat. He can sit fairly far back in it and will have his 
legs wide open. You will be on your feet and need to back up into your man. You need to grab his penis and guide it in to 
your vagina. Then once he is inside, you have some choices:

1. You can slowly grind on your man while he stays deep inside you.

2. You can bounce up and down on him. He can help you using his arms.
3. You can lean forwards or backwards on him, depending on how intimate you want to make it.

T
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What The Girl Does In The Lap Dance Position
You can probably guess from the name that the Lap Dance is mostly about your man’s pleasure. So keep this in mind when 
performing it with him. Part of  making it feel like a lap dance for your man is making it visually appealing for him. So don’t 
be afraid to look back over your shoulder and make eye contact with him or kiss him when when you are on top.

 If  you lean forwards while on top of  him, then you can put your hands on your knees and will be more easily able to 
bounce yourself  up and down on him. If  you lean backwards, then you’ll find it really hard to bounce up and down on him 

without him physically lifting 
you up and down. You’ll find it 
easier to just grind on him 

instead.

What The Guy Does 
In The Lap Dance 
Position
Your man doesn’t have much to 
do in the Lap Dance position. 

He can just sit back and enjoy it 
or he can get involved by 

helping to raise you up and 
down on him with his hands 
around your waist. If  you lean 

back into him, then he can wrap 
his arms around you and hold 

you close.
 He is also in a great 
position to gently massage your 

clitoris or finger you if  you are 
having anal sex.

Things To Consider When Performing The Lap Dance Position
Now that you know how to perform the Lap Dance position, here are a few pointers courtesy of  some of  the Bad Girl’s 
Bible students:

✦ Some positions are all about you and your man pleasing you, while you don’t have to do too much work 

yourself. The Lap Dance is all about him, so try to keep that in mind when performing it with him.
✦ You can lean really far forward to the point where you are facing the floor if  you find it more enjoyable.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Lap Dance Sex Position
Sex shouldn’t always be about just your man or just you. It’s a give and take (no pun intended), so sometimes your man will 
be doing all the work for little reward and sometimes you will be doing all the work. It’s important to keep it balanced so 

you both are kept satisfied.

Don't forget to try the Lap Dance position with your legs open!
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Lotus Sex Position
he Lotus sex position is a really intimate one. While it requires a little bit of  flexibility and strength from both you, 

it’s fairly easy to do.

You can see from the picture that the Lotus position makes for some really intimate, slow sex.

 To get into the Lotus sex position, your man needs to sit down on his butt with his legs crossed and pulled fairly close 

in front of  him like the traditional yoga pose. You then need to sit down on his crotch while facing him and hold on to him 
quite tightly by wrapping your arms around his back and putting your legs around his back as well to pull him in to you. 

 Your man will also hold on to your quite firmly as well by putting his arms around you.

T
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What The Girl Does In The Lotus Position
In the Lotus position, you will find it hard to do a lot of  in & out thrusting with your man. Instead, you will be grinding and 
rocking on your man. But the Lotus is not just about having sex. It’s about getting close to your man.
 When your arms are around his back, you can massage and rub it. You are also in the perfect position to kiss your man: 

on the lips, cheeks, neck and ears. You can also put your arms under his arms and reach around to grab his shoulders. This 
will allow you to pull yourself  up and down on your man while grinding and rocking on him.

What The Guy Does In The Lotus Position
When your man is in the Lotus position, he will find it very difficult to thrust into you. Instead he will be in a more fluid 
rocking/grinding motion with you while holding you tight with his arms around your back.

 One important thing for your man is where he positions his legs. As his legs will be crossed close to the ankles, it’s 
important that your man doesn’t allow you to sit or lean on them as it will put a lot of  pressure on them and cause him 

some pain.

Things To Consider When Performing The Lotus Position
Many students of  the Bad Girl’s Bible have tried out the Lotus or a slight variation of  it. They have provided me with some 

really interesting feedback on it:

✦ It’s an intimate position, not a ‘hardcore sex position’. So use it for when you want to get closer and more 
intimate with your man.

✦ Don’t worry if  your man can’t cross his legs or finds it painful. It’s just as pleasurable when he has them 

straight.
✦ You may find that leaning backwards slightly during it allows your man to provide more stimulation to your 

G-Spot.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Lotus Sex Position
I find that Lotus position can be a little awkward the first few times you try it. But once you get used to it and your man can 
position his feet comfortably, you will both really enjoy it.

If	  he	  finds	  it	  more	  comfortable,	  he	  doesn’t	  have	  to	  cross	  his	  legs	  and	  can	  instead	  put	  them	  
out	  straight	  in	  front	  of	  him	  or	  to	  the	  side,	  even	  though	  this	  is	  not	  technically	  s/ll	  the	  Lotus.
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Mastery Sex Position
he Mastery position is one of  those sex positions that is really fun and satisfying, but not that many people know 

about it. Thankfully the Bad Girl’s Bible will show you exactly how to do it and how to get the most out of  it.

Performing the Mastery position while kneeling on top of  your man.

 To get into the Mastery position, your man needs to sit on the side of  the bed (or on a sofa), with his feet on the floor. 
He should have both his thighs and butt on the bed. You then need to either kneel down onto your man’s lap or squat down 
like in the Asian Cowgirl position. You can then wrap your arms around your man’s neck. Your man can try thrusting into 

you when you are on top of  him and you can try lifting yourself  up and down on him, but you’ll find that it’s far easier to 
rock and grind on him.

T
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What The Girl Does In The Mastery Position
In the Mastery position, you will find it easy to raise yourself  up and down on him. The Mastery position is really intimate 
for both of  you as you are facing your man, so you can kiss him and keep eye contact with him.

Performing the Mastery position while squatting down on your man.

 Don’t forget that you can also put your hands around his neck and lean right back to change the angle.

What The Guy Does In The Mastery Position
Your man has a choice of  what he does in the Mastery position:

1. If  he puts his arms around you (when you are sitting or kneeling on him) then it will feel more intimate. But when he 
does this, he won’t be able to thrust hardly at all. Instead he will just be able to grind up against you.

2. He can instead put his arms behind his back and on the bed/sofa to support himself  and give him leverage to thrust 
into you.
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Both choices are great and slightly different. When combined with you either kneeling or sitting on him as well as leaning 

right back, you have a lot of  different variations of  the Mastery position.

Things To Consider When Performing The Mastery Position
Although the Mastery feels really good, not that many people have actually tried it with their man. Those that have had 
some interesting and helpful things to say about it.

✦ As there are so many different variations of  the Mastery, you need to do a little experimentation to find what 
you like best.

✦ Maintaining eye contact with your man during the Mastery can make it super intimate.
✦ Don’t forget about kissing your man in the Mastery position.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Mastery Sex Position
The Mastery position has a lot of  different variations and combinations for you to try which makes it awesome and pretty 
versatile. You’ll find that it is quite an intimate position and you can have great sex in it, without tiring out too quickly.
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See Saw Sex Position
he See Saw sex position a really fun, but quickly tiring sex position. There are no positions really similar to it, 

making it quite unique. It also makes a great change from something like Doggy style or regular Missionary 
position.

Performing the See Saw is great if  you like making intense eye contact with your man during sex.

 To get into the See Saw position with your guy, start by having him sit down on the bed. You then need to sit onto his 

lap while facing him. Next spread your legs out wide so that you are comfortable. You now need to lean backwards and put 
your arms either on his shoulders or behind you. This position allows you to either move up and down on his penis or grind 

forwards and backwards on him all while facing your man.

What The Girl Does In The See Saw Position
When in the See Saw, you can pump your legs to move up and down on your man’s cock. But this will tire you out quickly, 

your other option is to grind forwards and backwards with his penis inside you. To grind forwards and backwards, you can 
use your hips together with using your arms placed on his shoulders or wrapped around the back of  his neck.

 While you will spend most of  your time leaning backwards in the See Saw position, don’t forget to lean forwards and 
hold him close to make it more intimate for both of  you.

What The Guy Does In The See Saw Position
When in the See Saw position, your man won’t physically be able to thrust into you. He can help to lift you up and down on 
him by putting his arms under your thighs instead of  behind him, but like your legs, his arms will get tired of  this quite 

quickly. If  he is not lifting you up and down then he can use them to help you grind on him by pushing you forwards and 
backwards.
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 Besides the actual sexual intercourse element of  the See Saw, your man can also easily make eye contact with you 
during it.

Things To Consider When Performing The See Saw Position
The See Saw is not hard to perform and it feels good, especially for those who like to ‘grind’. Many students of  the Bad 

Girl’s Bible have tried it and have given some great feedback on it:

✦ Don’t feel like you have to perform the See Saw perfectly, doing a variation of  it is perfectly fine (like being 

on your knees instead of  sitting down into his lap).
✦ Don’t be afraid to lean right back (just make sure you don’t overstrain your man’s penis!). You can lean all the 

way back until you are pretty much lying on your back on the bed which will make it look like you are 
performing the Seat position with him.

Sean’s Thoughts On The See Saw Sex Position
I like the See Saw. It’s easy to do (provided your man doesn’t have a bad back) and it’s quite different from a lot of  other 
positions, making it great for when I want to spice things up a bit.

If	  he	  finds	  it	  to	  be	  a	  bit	  of	  a	  strain	  on	  his	  back,	  then	  your	  man	  can	  try	  leaning	  backwards	  a	  
bit	  or	  evening	  puFng	  pillows	  under	  his	  lower	  back	  to	  offer	  some	  support.
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Side Ride Sex Position
he Side Ride sex position is basically just a variation of  the regular Asian Cowgirl position. It’s super easy to 

perform and is great if  you like being on top of  your man during sex.
To get into the Side Ride position, your man needs to lie down on his back like he would during the Cowgirl 

position. He should bend his knees slightly so that he can put his feet on the bed to give him some leverage for thrusting 
into you. You then need to sit down on your man’s lap, allowing him to enter you. But instead of  facing him or having your 
back to him, you are going to be sitting sideways on him. This means that you can sit on him with your feet on either the left 

side or the right side of  him.

Our couple goofing off  while demonstrating the Side Ride position!

What The Girl Does In The Side Ride Position
When in the Side Ride position, you have a number of  choices. If  you like, you can stretch you legs out fairly straight so that 

your man is doing most of  the work. But if  you bring your feet closer in by bending your knees, you will be able to push 
yourself  up and down on him. Try leaning forward a bit towards your knees so that you take some of  your weight off  your 
man.

 To help you balance yourself, try putting your hands on your knees or on him. If  you are leaning really far forwards, 
then you can put them on the bed.

T

	  Make	  sure	  to	  experiment	  with	  siFng	  on	  either	  side	  of	  your	  man	  to	  see	  what	  side	  you	  
prefer.
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What The Guy Does In The Side Ride Position
As I said previously, your man should have his legs slightly bent to give him some leverage for thrusting up into you. This is 
all he has to do really. If  he finds it easy to do, then he can lean to either side just a little bit to change the angle of  entry 
slightly. If  you are having anal sex with your man, then he can slip a hand under your thighs to start rubbing your clit.

Things To Consider When Performing The Side Ride Position
Quite a few students of  the Bad Girl’s Bible have tried the Side Ride with their man. Some of  their thoughts on it have been 

incredibly insightful and helpful:

✦ You don’t have to sit perfectly to the side of  your man (at a right angle to him). Try varying how you sit on 

him (i.e. with your feet close his head down to having your feet by his feet.
✦ The Side Ride is great for those who also like anal sex.

✦ It’s also easy to grind on your man in the Side Ride position.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Side Ride Sex Position
I like the Side Ride position as it’s a good change from positions like Cowgirl or the Rodeo or Asian Cowgirl. A variation 

that I really enjoy is when my girl sits on me with one leg on either side of  my leg.
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Side Saddle Sex Position
he Side Saddle position is great for when you want to take control and want your man to just relax and take it easy 

during sex. It’s a great position to transfer to after you have been giving him a blowjob.
To set it up, your man needs to lie down on his back on the bed. He should have his butt at the edge of  the bed 

with his legs hanging over it with his feet on the floor. He has a choice of  how he positions his legs. Either together or 
spread out and open. You will be standing over your man with your back to him. You can sit down on top of  him while 
spreading your legs if  his legs are closed and together. But if  he has his legs open then you need to sit on top of  him with 

your legs closed and together.

You may find it difficult to perform the Side Saddle position if  your bed is really low to the floor or really high above the 
floor.

What The Girl Does In The Side Saddle Position
When you are in the Side Saddle position you will be using your legs to move yourself  up and down on his cock. This makes 
the Side Saddle a great position for performing some Sexercise! But you don’t have to just bounce up and down on him, 

otherwise you’ll tire yourself  out. You can also sit right down on him and just start grinding on him, moving backwards and 
forwards. You can put your hands on your man’s legs to help balance yourself.

T
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What The Guy Does In The Side Saddle Position
If  you want, you can make the Side Saddle all about your man and he doesn’t have to do anything except just lie there. But if 
he wants then he can thrust back into you. He’ll find it a lot easier to thrust into you when he has his legs firmly planted on 

the floor.
 Your man can also put his hands on your waist to help lift you up and down on him. If  you are grinding on him, while 

he is inside you, then he can help to move you forwards and backwards.

You can also perform the Side Saddle position with your legs open, positioned outside your man's.

You	  may	  find	  that	  you	  prefer	  it	  either	  when	  you	  are	  straddling	  him	  with	  your	  legs	  open	  or	  
with	  your	  legs	  closed.	  Try	  both	  to	  see	  what	  you	  prefer.
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Things To Consider When Performing The Side Saddle Position
Quite a few students of  the Bad Girl’s Bible have tried out the Side Saddle position with their man. Here is some of  their 
feedback and thoughts on it:

✦ You should try changing your position on your man, from leaning quite far back towards him to leaning quite 
far forwards so that you are facing towards the floor.

✦ The Side Saddle is perfect for those that enjoy anal sex.
✦ If  you want you can use your fingers to masturbate yourself  or even finger yourself  if  you are having anal 

sex.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Side Saddle Sex Position
I really like the Side Saddle position. Although it can be a little pointless if  you try it on a bed that is really low to the floor.
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Sofa Surprise Sex Position
he Sofa Surprise sex position sounds like that you can only perform it when on a sofa, but you can do it on an 

armchair, in bed  or even on the floor. In many ways it’s very similar to the Asian Cowgirl.

The Sofa Surprise is a great position to try our anywhere there is a sofa or armchair!

 For you and your man to get into the Sofa Surprise position, your man needs to sit down on a sofa as he normally 

would. You then need to squat down from a standing position on the sofa while facing towards him so that he can enter 
you. You will be squatting quite far down, so you will need a little bit of  flexibility otherwise it will be uncomfortable. If  you 

are doing the Sofa Surprise on a bed, then your man will need to sit against the headboard and can put a few pillows behind 
himself  for support. If  you are doing it on the floor, then he just needs to sit up against a wall.

T
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What The Girl Does In The Sofa Surprise Position
When you are in the Sofa Surprise position with your man, your basic movement will just be up and down using your legs. 
You’ll find that this movement can get tiring fairly quickly. To help raise yourself  up and down, put your arms around the 
back of  your man’s neck.

 If  you feel like you need a rest, then just sit right down on your man’s lap while he is inside you and grind on him by 
pushing your hips forwards and backwards over him.

What The Guy Does In The Sofa Surprise Position
Your man can be very lazy and just sit there while you do everything. But if  he does then you are going to quickly tire out. 
To help you out, he can put his hands underneath your butt and help to lift you up. He can also help to lift you up by 

putting his hands on your waist (but this can be a little sore for you if  he is holding on tightly).
 If  you are sitting right down on your man, grinding on him, then he can put his hands underneath your shoulders and 

grab hold of  you, pulling your downwards for increased contact and friction.

Things To Consider When Performing The Sofa Surprise Position
Many students of  the Bad Girl’s Bible have tried out the Sofa Surprise with their guy. Here is some of  their insights on it:

✦ Do not try it if  you have bad knees!

✦ If  you find it too difficult to perform the Sofa Surprise with your man, then just try performing it while on 
your knees instead of  being on your feet. Being on your knees also allows you to be closer to your man too.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Sofa Surprise Sex Position
The Sofa Surprise position is not a position that’s simple to perform with your man. It takes a good bit of  flexibility in your 
legs and a little strength as well to keep lifting yourself  up and down. Try it once yourself  before deciding whether or not 

you like it.
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Exotic Sex Positions
When you’ve tried all the intimate Sitting In Your Man’s Lap sex positions, all the lustful Standing sex positions and even 

experimented with being on top of  your man, then it’s time to change gears and try some more ‘out there’ sex positions (as 
well as techniques) with your man. The Exotic sex position in this chapter should give you a great start.

Before diving ahead and trying out all of  these different Exotic sex positions, just a small word of  warning: When people 

hear the word ‘Exotic Sex Positions’ they often think that they are automatically awesome or that they are more pleasurable 
to try with your partner. This often isn’t the case. These are classified as exotic sex position simply because they look 

different to most other sex positions or they are not well known or they are very difficult to perform with your partner.
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Acrobat Sex Position
he Acrobat sex position is a variation of  the reverse cowgirl position. The acrobat is a great position that leaves 

you feeling exposed, with your man in control, while also providing a lot of  G-Spot stimulation.
To perform it your man lies on his back, you then need to get into the reverse cowgirl sex position on top of  him. 

This means that you need to straddle him, facing away from him, so that he is looking at your back. You will be on your 
knees. You need to then lay back onto your man, while trying to keep your knees on the bed.
 Keeping your knees on the bed is not always possible, but do try. Your man can put his hands on your back and slowly 

ease you down.

If  you are not that flexible, you will find that the Acrobat gets tiring very quickly.

What The Girl Does In The Acrobat Position
When you are in the Acrobat sex position, you will be quite immobile. In other words, you will find it hard to do much 
other than gyrate your hips onto your man. Depending on what your man is doing, you may need to use one hand to steady 

yourself  on top of  him.

What The Guy Does In The Acrobat Position
Your man will be doing a good deal of  the work in the Acrobat position. He should be helping to hold you in place and 
thrusting into you from below. He’s also in a great position to rub your clit or finger you if  you are giving anal sex. He can 
also use his hands to gently massage your breasts. If  your man thrusts up and down, he will providing a lot of  direct 

simulation to your G-Spot. 

T

You	  are	  in	  a	  great	  posi/on	  to	  masturbate	  yourself	  when	  performing	  the	  acrobat	  or	  put	  your	  
arms	  back	  and	  around	  your	  man.
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 If  you like to have quite intense sex in this position, then your man can grab your shoulders and pull you down onto 

him with each thrust.

Things To Consider When Performing The Acrobat Position
I have spoken to a few students who have performed the Acrobat position with their partners. They have provided some 
great feedback which should help you to get the most out of  it.
 This position is great to use when having anal sex with your man. It’s also great because it’s a position that allows your 

man to finger you at the same time.
 Ideally when you are performing the Acrobat, you should have your knees on the bed. However most people aren’t that 

flexible and find this position uncomfortable. This is why I recommend that you lift them up as you lean back so that you 
are always comfortable and don’t cramp.
 Your man is in the perfect position to kiss you on your neck and back when performing the Acrobat.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Acrobat Sex Position
I find that this can be a great position for your man to take a lot of  control during sex (even though you are on top). If  you 

like him being very dominant, while you feel exposed and submissive, then you’ll like this. If  you like, he can even put his 
hand around your neck for that extra feeling of  dominance.
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Betty Rocker Sex Position
he Betty Rocker sex position is one that most couples never even try. It may look a little ‘out there’ or exotic, but 

it’s actually really easy to perform.
Your man needs to lie flat on the bed with his legs just a little bit apart. You then need to straddle him, but instead 

of  facing him, turn around, so that he is now looking at your back. While upright, slide his penis inside you, so that you are 
now in the Asian Cowgirl position with him. Once he is inside you, start to lean forwards slowly and rest part of  your 
weight on your arms or his legs.

Remember to start slowly in the Betty Rocker position so that you don't accidentally hurt your man!

 Now you can start rocking forwards and backwards on your arms and legs. Hence the name Betty Rocker. But the fun 

doesn’t stop there. You can also move yourself  up and down on your man’s penis or he can thrust into you if  rocking 
doesn’t do it for you.

What The Girl Does In The Betty Rocker Position
When in the Betty Rocker position, you have a number of  choices. You can just slowly rock forwards and backwards on 
your man.

What The Guy Does In The Betty Rocker Position
Your man can just lie there and enjoy the view of  your bum and back. If  he wants to take a more active role, then he can 
thrust up and down. If  you keep stationary while holding your own weight above your man, then he can thrust up into you 

and fuck you really fast. Or you can sink down onto his lap for slower but deeper and harder penetration. If  your man’s 
waist and legs start to get tired, then he can grab your bum and force you up and down on his cock, with you providing just 

a little help. Be careful that he doesn’t grab you too hard, unless you like rough sex.
If  you like it, your man can spank your bum, while you are in this position.

T

Just	  be	  very	  careful	  not	  to	  rock	  too	  far	  forwards,	  as	  you	  can	  hurt	  your	  man	  by	  puFng	  too	  
much	  strain	  on	  his	  suspensory	  ligaments.
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Things To Consider When Performing The Betty Rocker Sex Position
I have fortunately gotten a good deal of  feedback from students who have tried the Betty Rocker sex position with their 
man. Here is what they had to say about it:

✦ Most had never actually tried it before, even though it’s not that difficult to perform.
✦ If  your man’s penis is not that flexible, then you will be a lot more upright (possibly with your hands on your 

thighs), making it look a whole lot more like Asian Cowgirl than like Betty Rocker.
✦ A lot of  couples consider this to be a hot, dirty and exotic sex position, while not seeing it as that intimate.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Betty Rocker Position
I really like doing the Betty Rocker position. As a lot of  couples haven’t tried it, it’s nice to introduce into the bedroom to 
spice things up. It’s especially good if  you want to have a ‘hot’ sex session as opposed to an intimate one.
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Big Dipper Sex Position
he Big Dipper sex position is more a test of  endurance than a super satisfying position like Missionary or the 

Coital Alignment Technique (CAT). It’s a sex position that I consider more like Sexercise than sex. A lot of  people 
see it as more of  a novelty position rather than a serious sexual position.

As you can see in the picture, performing the Big Dipper is very tiring for your man.

 To perform the Big Dipper, you need to set up a sturdy chair facing a bed or sofa. Your man needs to position himself  

with the chair just behind him, so if  he tried to sit down, he would just miss the chair and would fall on the floor. He then 
needs to place his hands on the chair behind him. Next he needs to rest his feet on a sofa/bed in front on him. His entire 

body will now be elevated. He should now look like he is about to perform a tricep bench dip (an exercise for the gym).

 

T

It’s	  very	  important	  that	  your	  man	  bends	  his	  knees	  slightly	  the	  en/re	  /me	  he	  is	  performing	  
the	  Big	  Dipper	  to	  prevent	  any	  injuries	  from	  occurring.
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 You then need to straddle him while facing him, without resting any of  your weight on him. Your man will then use his 

arms to lower himself  and then push himself  up into you.

What The Girl Does In The Big Dipper Position
When you are having sex in the Big Dipper position, you may feel like just staying there and not doing a whole lot. That’s 
fine, but your man will be exhausted within about 40 seconds.

 If  you want to be more active and for sex to last longer in this position, then you can start squatting up and down on 
your man, while he remains still. This will allow you to have sex in this position for a little bit longer. You can also grind on 
him instead of  just squatting up and down. Just make sure not to rest your weight on him as it’s very awkward for your man 

to be in this position for long periods.

What The Guy Does In The Big Dipper Position
Your man is basically going to be doing the tricep bench dip exercise while thrusting into you. This means that he is going 
to lower himself  and raise himself  using only his hands. This will rapidly tire your man’s arms to exhaustion.
 A better strategy is for your man to keep his arms extended straight with only a slight bend in them while using his hips 

to thrust into you, while you remain in position above him. He should be able to do this for a little bit longer (usually 2-3 
minutes) than rising up and down using only his arms.

Things To Consider When Performing The Big Dipper Position
Thankfully I have gotten a good deal of  feedback from students who have performed the Big Dipper with their man. What 
they have said is quite interesting:

✦ Most feel that Big Dipper is a novelty position, worth trying once for fun, but not worth using regularly with 

your guy.
✦ You should experiment with variations of  the Big Dipper if  you are serious about it. Try it in reverse. Or 

learning forwards. Or backwards. Find what works best for you.

✦ If  your man is struggling staying on his hands and pushing himself  up and down, he should try resting on his 
elbows and thrusting with his hips instead.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Big Dipper Sex Position
I really see the Big Dipper as a novelty position, that’s fun to try if  you are goofing around with your man. But other than 
that, I wouldn’t recommend it ever. I would suggest you try one of  the many other sexual positions in this book.
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Bridge Sex Position
ou may find that the Bridge sex position falls more into the category of  Sexercise or even a novelty sex position 

than super-pleasurable sex. This is because it’s quite strenuous for you to perform for more than a minute or 2.
To perform the Bridge, you need to get into the ‘crab’ position that is used in gymnastics. This means that you will 

be on all fours, except that your back will be facing the ground/bed. Your man now needs to get onto his knees between 
your legs while facing you. He then enters you and puts his hand on your thighs to help pull you towards him with each 
thrust.

As you can see, the Bridge position is quite strenuous. But it is a really fun position to try at least once.

What The Girl Does In The Bridge Position
When in the Bridge position, you will unfortunately be spending most of  your time trying to keep your balance, which 
doesn’t leave a lot of  time to enjoy yourself.

 If  you are strong enough, then you can slowly thrust against your man as he enters you, but other than that you should 
concentrate on positioning your hands and feet in the most comfortable positions you can find.

Y
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What The Guy Does In The Bridge Position
Your man firstly needs to understand how uncomfortable the Bridge can be for you. When he starts having sex with you, he 
needs to go slowly so as not to hurt you, knock you off  balance or put excessive strain on your shoulders.

 He should gently thrust in and out. Then once you are both comfortable, he can grab your waist or thighs and start 
pulling you in towards him with each thrust. Instead of  thrusting in and out, your man can pull you in towards him quite 
firmly and then grind his pubic bone up and down your clit and clitoral hood. Your man will be then in a position where he 

can also massage and rub your breasts with his hands while performing the Bridge.

Things To Consider When Performing The Bridge Position
I have been able to get a little feedback from a few students that have tried the Bridge position with their partners, here is 
what they have had to said:

✦ This is a very tiring position for your arms and shoulders. Even 30 seconds is too much for some.
✦ One of  the great things about the Bridge is the feeling of  being exposed and feeling quite vulnerable, 

especially if  you arch your back.
✦ Resting on your elbows instead of  your hands will allow you to perform it for much longer.

✦ Most people only tried the Bridge once or twice and then forgot about it. It was too much work for only a 
small amount of  pleasure.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Bridge Sex Position
So it seems that most people are not fans of  the Bridge at all. But don’t disregard it completely. Even though it is 
somewhere between a novelty position and Sexercise position, it’s still a great position to use with your man just for the sake 

of  keeping things fun and interesting in the bedroom.

Just	  keeping	  yourself	  elevated	  in	  this	  posi/on	  is	  very	  /ring.	  
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Chair Riding Sex Position
he Chair Riding sex position can be considered a fairly exotic one. As you can probably imagine, the Chair Riding 

position requires you to use 2 chairs to do it. If  you don’t use the right chairs for this position, you may find it to 
be quite uncomfortable.

Getting set up in the Chair Riding position takes longer than the rest of  the sex positions in the Bad Girl's Bible.

 To set up this position, first get 2 chairs so that they are facing each other. They should be quite close together so that 
they are almost touching each other. Your man then needs to sit down on one and open his legs quite wide. You then need 
to sit down on the other with your legs close together. You will both be facing each other for this position. Now you need to 

slowly bring yourself  towards his penis while he brings his penis closer to your vagina. You will find that lifting your legs 
upwards makes it a whole lot easier. You may even find that putting your ankles over his shoulders like you would when 

performing the Octopus position makes it a lot more comfortable for you. Your man can then hold onto your legs or grab 
your arms to gently thrust into you.

T
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What The Girl Does In The Chair Riding Position
When you are in the Chair Riding position, your main objective is actually to find a comfortable position. If  you are using 
wooden chairs, you actually may find it to be too awkward to enjoy the sex.
 You can gently grind on your man or lift your body up and down. You will be slightly hunched over the entire time you 

are in the Chair Riding position which will allow you to easily masturbate yourself. Other than that, there is really not a 
whole lot you can do in this position.

What The Guy Does In The Chair Riding Position
When your man is in the Chair Riding position, he will have his legs open wide, with his feet either on the floor or on the 
edges of  your chair. He also needs to try and find a comfortable position for himself  so that the chair doesn’t dig into his 

back too much.
 To thrust into you, he can grab you by your thighs or by your arms and gently pull you in towards him. Just make sure 

he doesn’t pull too hard, otherwise he can hurt your arms/legs. Your man can drop his hand are rub your clit, but other than 
that, there is not a lot he can do.

Things To Consider When Performing The Chair Riding Position
Even though I would consider the Chair Riding position to be a niche one, that not many students have tried, I have still 
managed to get some feedback on it. Here’s what they had to say:

✦ Chair selection is important. If  you choose the wrong chairs, then you are both in for an uncomfortable time.
✦ You need a little flexibility for this one, especially if  you plan on raising your legs over your man’s shoulders.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Chair Riding Sex Position
If  you are interested in trying every single sex position that I describe in the Bad Girl’s Bible, then I would try the Chair 

Riding position last. It’s really not that fun. Like I always say, just because it’s exotic doesn’t mean that it‘s better.
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G-Spot Sniper Sex Position
he G-Spot Sniper position looks really unconventional when you first try it. But stick with it. It’s a great position if 

you want to get some serious G-Spot stimulation from your man.

Try locking your feet together behind your man's neck to help lift your lower body off  the bed. Your man can help keep 
you raised using his hands under your waist.

T
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 To get into the G-Spot Sniper position, you need to start off  having sex with your man like you would in the Deep 

Impact sex position. This means that you need to lie on your back on the bed with your legs in the air, pointing at the 
ceiling. Your man will be penetrating you while on his knees. But instead of  spreading his knees apart to lower himself  

down towards you, he needs to keep his knees together so that he is as tall as possible. He will need to grab you by your 
knees/legs and pull you up towards him so that he can penetrate you. Pretty much your entire body will now be pointing 
towards the ceiling and you will carry all of  your weight on your shoulders/upper back while holding onto your mans legs to 

steady yourself.

What The Girl Does In The G-Spot Sniper Position
Getting into the G Spot Sniper position is your first task. It can feel a little awkward and clumsy, but just power through it 
because the sex will be worth it. The sensation of  being upside down with your man will also feel a little weird at first. But 
you’ll find that after being in this position a few times it’s not a big deal and you’ll get used to it.

 You only have 2 tasks in the G-Spot Sniper position:
1. Stay comfortable without hurting your back.

2. Staying in position so that your man can continuously penetrate you. Holding on to his leg will keep you in position.
 That’s it!

Try varying how high you raise your waist off  the bed until you hit the 'sweet spot'.

If	  you	  have	  a	  bad	  back,	  then	  don’t	  try	  the	  G	  Spot	  Sniper	  posi/on.
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What The Guy Does In The G-Spot Sniper Position
Your man needs to hold you in position. While grabbing your thighs, he can very easily hurt you by stretching your skin. So 
he has to be really careful to make sure he is soft with you. After that, he just needs to focus on thrusting in and out.
 If  you like harder, more passionate and even animalistic sex, then your man can really pound you hard by pulling you 

into him with each thrust. He can can also use one hand to hold both of  your legs, while using his free hand to rub your 
clitoris.

Things To Consider When Performing The G-Spot Sniper Position
I have been fortunate to talk with a lot of  students about the G-Spot Sniper sex position. Through talking with them, I have 

managed to get some great outside perspective and tips on it.

✦ When done right, the G-Spot Sniper can lead to some really powerful G-Spot orgasms. But to get it right, 
your man will need to try changing his angle of  entry a few times until he finds an angle that you love.

✦ You can try anal sex with the G-Spot Sniper position, but most people much prefer vaginal sex in this 

position.
✦ When you are both trying this position for the first time, it can be quite awkward and ‘fumbly’ to point your 

body towards the ceiling. There is nothing you can do about this, so try not to worry. Once you are both in 
position, you’ll see (and feel) that it was totally worth it!

Sean’s Thoughts On The G-Spot Sniper Sex Position
I love the G-Spot Sniper position. It feels great for me and the girls that I have performed it on have really, really enjoyed it 
even though it looks awkward. I highly recommend that you try it with your man.
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Jellyfish Sex Position
he Jellyfish position is quite difficult to perform. You and your man both need to have a little bit of  strength and 

good balance to do it for any length of  time. But it does feel very intimate which can make it totally worth it in the 
end.

 Your man starts by 

kneeling in the middle of  the 
bed, with his butt resting on his 
calves/ankles while keeping his 

upper body straight and upright. 
You then need to straddle him 

and squat down on him so that 
he enters you. You both then 
need to wrap your arms around 

each other. Neither of  you will 
be thrusting that much. When 

performing the Jellyfish, you 
will spend most of  your time 
doing a grinding motion, back 

and forth onto each other.

What The Girl Does 
In The 
Jellyfish Position
As you are squatting over your 
man, you’ll find that you have 

most of  the control over how 
deep and fast your man enters 

you. If  you like, you can squat 
up and down on your man. But 
you’ll find that this gets tiring 

pretty fast and feels more like 
Sexercise. 

As you are holding each other 
tightly, you are in the perfect 
position to kiss his neck and 

ears, but you’ll find keeping your 
balance while kissing him on the 

lips to be a lot very tricky.

What The Guy Does In The Jellyfish Position
As you are on top of  your man and he will be on his knees, he will find it really tough to do anything at all when doing 

the Jellyfish with you. He can put his arms around you too and kiss you on the neck and ears as well, but mostly your man is 
just going to be focusing on helping you to keep your balance.

T

The Jellyfish is quite a difficult position to perform. But it is great to try if  you find 
yourself  getting bored of  all the other sex positions.
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Things To Consider When Performing The Jellyfish Position
Having gotten some feedback from students who have tried the Jellyfish with their man, there are a few interesting things I 
have found when it comes to the Jellyfish:

✦ It’s a position that’s really hard to do for a long time. If  you are interested in doing a workout while having 
sex with your man (Sexercise) then it’s great, but if  you want to really enjoy yourself  with your man and don’t 

want to worry about getting cramps, try a different sex position. 
✦ A good thing about the Jellyfish position is that you are close to your man, which at least makes it intimate.
✦ Most people don’t enjoy this position at all.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Jellyfish Sex Position
I decided to include the Jellyfish in the Bad Girl’s Bible list of  sex positions to make it complete. But that doesn’t necessarily 

make it a great sex position. I find that the Jellyfish is far too tiring and awkward to perform while at the same time not 
providing that much pleasure. It’s definitely worth trying once to keep your sex life fun and interesting, but you are better 
off  trying one of  the many other positions.
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Lazy Wheelbarrow Sex 
Position

he Lazy Wheelbarrow sex position is anything but lazy! To perform it requires a good deal of  effort. It’s one of  

the more exotic sex positions in the Bad Girl’s Bible.

Performing the Lazy Wheelbarrow can feel a little awkward.

To perform the Lazy Wheelbarrow with your man, he needs to start off  by sitting down on a sofa or a chair (with no 

armrests) with his legs together. You then need to sit down on him with your legs together like you would in the Lap Dance 
or Back Seat Driver positions. You then need to lean forward, as far as possible and put your hands on the ground in front 

of  you. Your stomach will be resting on your thighs.

What The Girl Does In The Lazy Wheelbarrow Position
Because you will be in a really awkward position when performing the Lazy Wheelbarrow, you won’t be able to do much 

besides trying to keep yourself  comfortable and using your arms to keep yourself  up.

T
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What The Guy Does In The Lazy Wheelbarrow Position
When you are getting into the Lazy Wheelbarrow position, your man’s first objective is making sure you are not too 
uncomfortable and that he is carrying enough of  your weight.
 As he is sitting down, he will find it difficult to thrust into you. Instead you will be grinding on each other. So your man 

needs to gently move you forward and backwards over him by holding onto your waist.

Things To Consider When Performing The Lazy Wheelbarrow Position
The Lazy Wheelbarrow is a fairly exotic, ‘out there’ position. It’s not like the Missionary position that pretty much everyone 
already knows about. Even so, a few students of  the Bad Girl’s Bible have tried it and have given me some interesting 
feedback on it:

✦ Just because the Lazy Wheelbarrow is exotic, ‘out there’ or is hard to perform doesn’t mean it’s better. You’ll 

find that they are lots of  positions that are way more satisfying, enjoyable and easier to do than the Lazy 
Wheelbarrow.

✦ If  you like lots of  thrusting during sex, then you’ll hate the Lazy Wheelbarrow. It’s very difficult for your man 

to do any thrusting during it at all.
✦ The Lazy Wheelbarrow is one of  the less intimate positions that you’ll find in the Bad Girl’s Bible.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Lazy Wheelbarrow Sex Position
As you can probably already guess, I am not a fan of  the Lazy Wheelbarrow sex position. I find that it’s just not worth the 

effort for so little pleasure. But I still think you should try it at least once yourself  before deciding whether or not it’s for 
you.

There	  are	  a	  lot	  of	  things	  that	  you	  and	  your	  man	  will	  be	  doing	  in	  the	  Lazy	  Wheelbarrow	  
posi/on	  that	  you	  may	  not	  have	  done	  before,	  so	  make	  sure	  to	  let	  your	  man	  know	  if	  he	  is	  doing	  

anything	  that	  hurts	  or	  is	  uncomfortable.
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Life Raft Sex Position
he Life Raft sex position may initially sound like a novelty sex position for you and your man. But it’s actually quite 

pleasurable for a ton of  reasons.

Here is the Life Raft demonstrated on a table.

To get into the Life Raft position, you are going to need one of  those inflatable pool mattresses that you can lie on. Some 
call these ‘lilos’, others call them inflatable pool beds. You then need lie on your stomach on the mattress in a pool, with 
your vagina in the middle of  the mattress, while in shallow water. Your man then straddles you, with his feet on the bottom 

of  the pool so that he is not sitting on you, pushing you downwards, but rather standing over you. He then enters you and 
starts thrusting.

What The Girl Does In The Life Raft Position
When you are in the Life Raft position, you don’t have to do anything. What you’ll be doing is making sure that you are 
comfortable and that your vagina is always out of  the water. Why?

 Water (and especially chlorinated water) tends to dry out your vagina and washes away your natural lubrication faster 
than you can produce it. This means that your vagina will start to become painful because there is too much friction and not 

T
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enough lubrication. But keeping it out of  the water is not easy. You may find that it’s easier to just have some lubrication 

with you and to use that to keep yourself  wet during sex. Besides that, just lie there and enjoy the ride!

What The Guy Does In The Life Raft Position
Your man doesn’t have a particularly difficult job either. He just needs to thrust in and out while holding you in position. 
This means that he needs to hold onto either your waist or shoulders or even your hair.
 He also needs to make sure that he doesn’t push you down into the water too much either as this will have your vagina 

constantly in the water and drying out. So besides thrusting in and out, your man’s main job is making sure that you are 
comfortable.

Things To Consider When Performing The Life Raft Position
The Life Raft is a fun and slightly ‘out there’ sex position. Even so, not that many people have actually tried it because they 
don’t have private access to a pool and floating mattress. Those students that have tried it, have given some interesting 

feedback.

✦ Don’t limit yourself  to just lying on your stomach. Try out the Life Raft while in other positions like lying on 
your back with your legs over the side or on your back with your legs in the air.

✦ Make sure you don’t break any laws when performing the Life Raft with your man.

✦ Try the Life Raft with your man lying down while you straddle him in, in a position similar to Cowgirl.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Life Raft Sex Position
I am a big fan of  the Life Raft. This is principally because it’s so different to most other sex position that you will ever likely 
engage in with your man as well as the fact that it’s really versatile.
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Little Dipper Sex Position
he Little Dipper sex position is really just a novelty position that is much more about Sexercise than it is about 

having great sex. The Little Dipper is very much the little brother of  the Big Dipper position.

Performing the Little Dipper requires a good bit of  strength. But you can save energy by resting down on your man's lap 
and letting him do the thrusting.

 To set up the Little Dipper position, you need a bed/sofa and a sturdy chair/footstool. Your man needs to lie down on 
the floor on his back in between the bed and footstool. You are then going to position yourself  over him and sit down on 

his crotch. You need to then place your feet on the footstool and your hands behind you on the bed. You are then going to 
lift yourself  up and down on your man using your arms like your would if  your were performing bench dips in the gym.

What The Girl Does In The Little Dipper Position
In the Little Dipper position, all you are going to do is just raise yourself  up and down on top of  your man using your arms.
Like I’ve already said, the Little Dipper is a novelty position, so you will find that you will only be able to last 10 – 60 

seconds in this position before your arms turn to jelly and you can’t lift yourself  up any more. When you can’t lift yourself  
up on your man anymore, try just sitting down on him and grinding instead to give your arms a rest.
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 An alternative way to perform the Little Dipper that will allow you to last a little bit longer is to just hold yourself  in 

position, while your man thrusts in and out.

What The Guy Does In The Little Dipper Position
Your man won’t be doing much in the Little Dipper position. If  you are holding yourself  still, then he can thrust up and 
down into you. Or if  you are grinding on him, then he can use his hands to give you some clitoral stimulation.
 He may need to put some pillows under his bum in the Little Dipper to elevate himself  so he can properly penetrate 

you.

Things To Consider When Performing The Little Dipper Position
Like I have said twice already, the Little Dipper is obviously a novelty position. You won’t get a whole lot of  satisfaction and 
joy out of  it. Even so, I have managed to get some interesting feedback on it from students of  the Bad Girl’s Bible:

✦ If  you want a tricep workout during sex, then this is a perfect position for it!
✦ The Little Dipper is also good for anal sex.

✦ Grinding on your man is much more fun and way less tiring than raising yourself  up and down on him.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Little Dipper Sex Position
Even though the Little Dipper is a novelty position that looks a little ridiculous, I still think that you should try it out with 

your man just to keep things interesting in the bedroom. At the very least it will give both of  you a few laughs. But if  you 
are interested in learning some more pleasurable sex positions, then make sure to check out my section on the best sex 

positions.
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Octopus Sex Position
he Octopus sex position is something you have probably never heard about. This is a good thing as it’s something 

completely new and different for you and your man to try.

In the Octopus position, you can either sit down on the bed (as in the picture above) or you can sit on his lap.

 To perform it, first get your man to sit down on the floor and lean backwards slightly, using his hands placed behind his 
back to support himself. He will find it easier to balance if  he spreads his legs. He then needs to bend his legs slightly. You 
then need to stand over him (feet either side of  his waist) and slowly lower yourself  (squat) onto his cock. Once he is inside 

you, sit on his lap and slowly start to lean backwards. Place your hands behind your back on the ground for support. Once 
you are leaning backwards, you then need to lift your right leg and rest it on your man’s left shoulder. Then lift your left leg 

and rest it on his right shoulder.

What The Girl Does In The Octopus Position
When you are in the octopus position, you may find that it gets tiring quite quickly as it’s not the easiest thing to hold your 

body like this. You can push yourself  onto his cock during sex, but this will only tire you out quicker. It’s better to just let 
him do all the thrusting.

 By leaning in closer to your man’s body or leaning backwards and away from his body, you can change the angle he 
penetrates you at. If  you do lean in, then wrap your arms around the back of  his neck to hold yourself  in position. If  you 
find that you can’t perform the Octopus for a sustained period of  time without your arms feeling like jelly, then try doing it 

beside a couch so that your back is leaning on the couch and taking most of  your weight.
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What The Guy Does In The Octopus Position
Your man is going to be doing most of  thrusting in the Octopus position. So it’s a good idea for him to make sure that both 
his hands and feet can’t easily slip. He can thrust up and down using his hips while keeping the rest of  his body in place. He 
can also rock his body back and forth using his arms and legs.

 Your man may also find this position to be really tiring. If  he does, then he should also consider leaning his back up 
against a couch or bed to take some of  the weight off  his arms.

Things To Consider When Performing Octopus Sex Position
Having listened to the stories of  some of  my students who have performed the Octopus and drawing from my own 
experiences, here is what you must consider when doing it with your man:

✦ If  both you and your man are not very fit, then you will both get tired of  the Octopus very quickly. I have 

heard from more than one student that their arms felt like jelly after less than a minute of  the Octopus. So if  
you aren’t strong enough to perform it as described here, then organize a bed or sofa for you and your man 
to lean on, to take the weight off  your arms.

✦  You might find that when performing the Octopus, your man won’t be able to fuck you with nice long 
thrusts.

✦ The best part of  performing the Octopus with your man is that it’s highly unlikely that he’s ever experienced 
it before. So even though it’s not the best sex position ever, it’s still something that will keep things interesting 
in the bedroom.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Octopus Position
I personally don’t enjoy the Octopus that much. It’s too tiring and I find it just doesn’t do that much for me. However, 

before you decide against the Octopus lovemaking position yourself, try it and see if  it’s something you like.
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Pearly Gates Sex Position
he Pearly Gates sex position is not a crazy position that requires lots of  flexibility or strength, but a lot of  people 

have still never attempted it.
 Both you and your man will be facing in the same direction. Your man will be lying on his back on the bed 

with his knees bent and feet planted on the bed. You will be lying on top of  him, also on your back with your head above 
his and to the side while your man penetrates you. So you will look like you’re Spooning while facing the ceiling. To stay 
balanced while on top of  your man, you need to spread out your legs and bend them so that you can keep your feet on the 

bed.

The Pearly Gates position is great if  you like the feeling of  being exposed during sex.

You may also want to spread your arms out too to stay balanced. Your man can then wrap his arms around your waist or 
chest or under your arms, grabbing your shoulders.

What The Girl Does In The Pearly Gates Position
When you first try out the Pearly Gates position, you are going to find it awkward to keep your balance, but after a little bit, 
you will get used to it. When you find that you are no longer worrying about keeping your balance, you’ll find that you’ll be 

able to thrust back onto your man’s penis as he is thrusting into you. You may even find that you can balance with just one 
hand while using your free hand to provide some ‘digital’ stimulation to your clit.
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What The Guy Does In The Pearly Gates Position
Your man has 2 jobs when in the Pearly Gates position:

1. His first is helping to keep you balanced by putting his arms around you. The tighter he holds you, the less that you’ll 

have to do to keep yourself  balanced.
2. His second job is thrusting into you from below. By bending his knees and keeping his feet on the bed, he can get quite 

a bit of  leverage to do all the penetration so you can just relax and enjoy it.

Things To Consider When Performing The Pearly Gates Position
I have talked with many students of  the Bad Girl’s Bible who have tried out the Pearly Gates position with their man and 

they have given some great feedback on it as well as some wonderful insights:

✦ There are a lot of  variations of  the Pearly Gates that you can perform: You can put your arms behind you on 
your man’s chest or on the bed so that you can raise yourself  upwards. You can also bring your knees close to 
chest for a slightly different angle of  entry

✦ Many enjoy the exposed feeling you experience when your man has his arms around you and is grabbing your 
shoulders.

✦ Your man can reach downwards with one hand to start massaging your clitoris.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Pearly Gates Sex Position
The Pearly Gates position will not be the first position that comes to mind when you are having sex with your guy, but you 

should definitely try it (or it’s variations) if  you want learn new ways of  making love and want to keep things interesting in 
the bedroom.
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Piledriver Sex Position
he Piledriver sex position is quite an exotic position that requires a lot of  flexibility. It can be very awkward to get 

into this position with your man. And once you are in it, it can actually be quite uncomfortable for both of  you. 
One of  the best aspects of  the Piledriver position is that both vaginal and anal sex are possible.

 To perform the pile driver 
love making position you need 

to first lay on your back. Next 
you need to lift your legs in the 

air. Your partner then needs to 
grab the back of  your ankles 
and slowly push them towards 

your head. This will cause your 
lower back to start lifting up off 

the bed. Ideally (if  it’s 
comfortable) your man will 
keep pushing your ankles 

towards your head until all of  
your back is off  the ground and 

the only thing that’s left on the 
ground is your shoulders and 
the back of  your head.

 This will leave you very 
exposed (which is a real turn on 

for many). Your man needs to 
keep at least one hand on your 
ankles so that he can hold you 

in place. To enter you, he will 
need to point his penis 

downwards which can cause 
considerable strain on his 
suspensory ligaments.

As you can see in the picture this is definitely a 'man-on-top' sex position!

What The Girl Does In The Piledriver Position
When you are in the Piledriver position, you don’t need to do anything at all except to hold yourself  steady. You can do this 
by putting your arms on the ground or by grabbing your man’s ankles. When you are in the Piledriver position, you will find 

that it’s very easy to masturbate which can make sex a lot more fun!

What The Guy Does In The Piledriver Position
Your man needs to do most of  the work. He needs to keep you steady while penetrating you at the same time. If  you are 

having vaginal sex then he can use one of  his hands to rub your clit. Or if  you are having anal sex, he can finger your vagina 
while penetrating you.
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If  you like your man taking on a dominant role during sex, then you will love the Piledriver.

Top Tip

Things To Consider When Performing The Piledriver Sex Position
I have talked to students and discovered some useful insights that can help you when performing the Piledriver with your 
man.

✦ Both of  you need to be quite flexible.
✦ You shouldn’t perform it at all if  you have a bad or weak back.

✦ A small number of  people (both guys and girls) have said that they haven’t got much from this position.
✦ If  you like feeling like your man is in total control and having him in a dominating position, then you will 

enjoy the Piledriver.
✦ The Piledriver is great if  you like having anal sex while also having your vagina stimulated (fingers/vibrator/

dildo).

A	  much	  easier	  way	  to	  get	  into	  this	  posi/on	  is	  to	  sit	  down	  on	  a	  sofa	  the	  opposite	  way	  to	  how	  
you	  normally	  would.	  This	  means	  that	  your	  back	  and	  waist	  is	  supported	  by	  the	  backrest	  while	  
your	  shoulders	  and	  head	  are	  are	  where	  your	  bum	  usually	  is.	  This	  will	  be	  far	  more	  comfortable	  
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Sean’s Thoughts On The Asian Cowgirl Position
I like the Piledriver due to the fact that I am definitely the one in control when performing it. However, I often find myself  
leaning over quite a lot to prevent excessive strain on my penis which is not the most comfortable position to be in. On the 
upside, it’s super easy to provide some manual stimulation directly to my girls clit and vagina.
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Piston Sex Position
he Piston sex position can be an incredibly fun and satisfying position for both you and your man. However it can 

get quite tiring very quickly, which sometimes makes it seem more like Sexercise than sex. You can probably guess 
that the name Piston comes from the fact that your man will look a little bit like a piston in an engine, moving up 

and down when doing it.
To perform the Piston, your 
man will be standing up 

straight. You will be facing him 
and he will have lifted you up 

off  the ground and be holding 
you in the air, by putting his 
arms under your butt/thighs. 

Each leg will naturally be on 
either side of  your man. Your 

man needs to perform 
the Piston with his back facing 
either a bed or a sofa so that 

you can put you legs on the 
sofa/bed to help take a little bit 

of  your weight. The best way to 
get into the Piston position is to 
start off  with your man sitting 

on the edge of  the bed with you 
straddling him so that it’s easy 

for him to get into the standing 
position.

The Piston position is very similar in many ways to the Pump position.

What The Girl Does In The Piston Position
Before you even attempt the Piston with your man, the first thing you need to do is judge whether or not you think your 
man is strong enough to hold you. If  you have any doubts about his strength, then forget about the Piston and think about 

another position like the Mongolian Smurf  or the Corner Cowgirl sex positions.
 Once you are confident that he is strong enough then it’s time to perform it. I recommend that you start off  straddling 

your man while he’s seated and then having him stand up while holding you, but you can try it from a standing start as well. 
When your man is standing with his back close to the sofa/bed, you can use your feet on the sofa/bed to give you leverage 
to help you move yourself  up and down. You can also put your arms around his neck to hold yourself  close to him.

What The Guy Does In The Piston Position
Your man needs to make sure that he is protective of  his back in the Piston position. So if  he doesn’t feel like he is strong 

enough, then he should avoid the Piston altogether. But if  he is strong enough, then he should definitely try it out. Just 
make sure that he keeps his back straight throughout.
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All your man needs to do in the Piston position is simply lower himself  and raise himself  slightly using his legs. He does 

also have the option of  using his hips to thrust in and out as well.

Things To Consider When Performing The Piston Position
Many students of  the Bad Girl’s Bible have tried out the Piston position with their man. Here is some of  the really helpful 
feedback they have given on it:

✦ It can get tiring for your man very quickly.
✦ Your man needs to be careful when holding you by the butt/thighs so that he doesn’t hurt your skin by 

accidentally stretching it with his hands by pulling on you too hard.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Piston Position
I find that the Piston is great for when I want a change and to spice up sex. But it’s almost too much work to be fun a lot of 

the time.
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Scissors Sex Position
he Scissors is a very exotic looking but fairly easy to perform sex position. This is one sex position that you may 

find hard to imagine without a picture to describe it.

It may look difficult, but the Scissors position is quite easy.

 To perform the Scissors sex position with your man, start by lying on your side so that one leg is on the bed and your 

other leg is right on top of  it. Next raise your leg and bend it so that your man has easy access to your vagina. Your man is 
also going to be lying on his side. But he will be lying so that his head is close to your feet. He now needs to slip his lower 

leg underneath your lower leg right by your crotch.
 Next he will put his upper leg over your lower leg and move his crotch towards you until he can penetrate you. So your 
lower leg will be between his legs. You will be lying on your side, facing away from your man and he will be facing towards 

your back. After he enters you, he just needs to start thrusting.

What The Girl Does In The Scissors Position
When you are in the Scissors position with your man, you first need to get comfortable. As you will be lying on your man’s 
thigh it can feel a little awkward.
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 Once you are set up in 

position with your man, then all 
you need to do is ‘go with the 

flow’ of  your man. In other 
words, gently thrust back onto 
your man as he is thrusting into 

you. You’ll find that you are 
using your entire body to thrust 

back into your man, both your 
arms and legs. You can grab 
hold of  your man’s leg(s) to 

give yourself  some leverage to 
thrust back onto him.

What The Guy Does 
In The 
Scissors Position
Your man also needs to make 

sure that he is comfortable in 
the Scissors position. You will 

be resting part of  your weight on 
his leg after all! Once he is 
comfortable, then he can just 

focus on thrusting in and out as 
you thrust back onto him.

 He’ll be able to easily grab hold of  your top leg to pull himself  in towards you as he is penetrating you.

Things To Consider When Performing The Scissors Position
Having spoken to a few students of  the Bad Girl’s Bible who have performed the Scissors position with their man, they 

have given some useful feedback that you should consider when doing it with your man:

✦ You may find that you need to fiddle/fool around in the Scissors position for a bit until you find an angle that 
you both enjoy.

✦ You can use your hand to provide yourself  with some clitoral stimulation while performing the Scissors 

position.
✦ Performing the Scissors position on a single bed is tricky. You need space!

Sean’s Thoughts On The Scissors Sex Position
I like the Scissors position, especially as a change from regular sex. But to be super clear about it: Just because it’s exotic and 
looks really ‘out there’ it does not mean that it’s more pleasurable. I say this about a lot of  exotic sex positions and 

techniques and the Scissors is no different.

When you perform the Scissors position in front of  a wall, you can push back 
against it with your hands for stronger thrusting.
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Sockets Sex Position
he Sockets sex position looks really similar to the Scissors sex position. The reason is simply because it’s a variation 

of  the Scissors.
To perform the Sockets with your man, start off  by lying on your back on the bed with your legs open and spread 

out. Then bend your knees and plant your feet on the bed. This will allow you to raise you waist and your lower back off  the 
bed. Next, your man is going to lie on his side at the opposite end of  the bed, with his penis closest to you and his head 
furthest away. He then moves down towards you so that he can enter you like in the photo below.

As you can see in the picture above, the Sockets position is really similar to the Scissors position.

 If  he is lying on his righthand side, then he is going to slide his right leg under your left leg and put his left leg over your 
left leg. Then to enter you, he will need to push his penis downwards which can cause a bit of  strain and discomfort if  his 
penis is not that flexible.

What The Girl Does In The Sockets Position
You will be a position that you may have never tried before, but after a few minutes you should get used to it. You are 

simply going to thrust forwards and backwards onto your man in a sort of  rocking motion using your legs. If  you are not 
used to keeping yourself  raised off  the bed like this, then you may find that it tires you out really quickly.
 You’ll also need to spread out your arms a good bit to help you balance. Or you can try grabbing hold of  one of  his 

legs to help pull yourself  in towards him. If  you start to get tired of  thrusting against your man, then relax and try resting a 
good part of  your weight on his lower leg and grinding on him instead.

What The Guy Does In The Sockets Position
Your man will be in a bit of  an awkward situation. As he is on his side, he won’t really be able to thrust in and out. Instead, 
he should grab hold of  your leg that’s in front of  him and gently pull you in towards him as you are thrusting. If  you are 

both grinding against each other, then he can hold onto your leg quite tightly to increase the friction.
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Getting into the Sockets position is not as easy as something like Doggy Style or Missionary.

Things To Consider When Performing The Sockets Position
Not a whole lot of  students of  the Bad Girl’s Bible have performed the Sockets position with their man. Those that have 

have given some interesting insights on it:

✦ The Sockets can be quite an awkward position to perform with your man as it quite unlike anything besides 
the Scissors.

✦ If  you find it tiring keeping your waist held upwards, then try putting a pillow under you back to give you 

some support.
✦ This is not a really intimate position. It’s even difficult to make eye contact during it.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Sockets Sex Position
The Sockets position certainly looks exotic, but the only difficult thing about preforming it is making sure that your man has 
enough flexibility in his penis to pull it fully downwards. Other than that, it’s quite straightforward.

But	  like	  I	  always	  say,	  just	  because	  it	  looks	  exo/c	  doesn’t	  mean	  that	  it	  provides	  more	  
sa/sfac/on.
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Stand & Carry Sex Position
he Stand & Carry position is unlike pretty much every other sex position. You don’t need a bed or a sofa to 

perform it. Instead your man is going to be standing up for it and he will be holding you off  the ground. Lifting 
you up is the hardest part of  the Stand & Carry. It’s easiest is if  you start of  in a position like the Butterfly, with 

you lying down on your back on a bed or a table, while your man is standing.
 Your man can then lean over you and you can put your arms around the back of  his neck and wrap your legs around his 
waist. Your man can put his arms around your waist or butt before standing up straight while holding you.

Alternatively, you can both start off  standing and facing each other like in the Slow Dance position. While inside you, your 
man can put his hands around your butt/waist and pick you up. When your man picks you up you can then wrap your legs 

around him.

Performing the Stand & Carry requires a good bit of  strength from both of  you.

What The Girl Does In The Stand & Carry Position
When your man is holding you in the air, you need to carry some of  your weight using your arms around the back of  his 
neck. Your legs wrapped around his waist can also carry some of  your weight.
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 Even though your man will be doing a lot of  the thrusting, you can still pull yourself  up and down on him. You can 

pull yourself  up with your arms and you can squeeze your legs against his waist to grip it so that you can move yourself  
upwards. When in the Stand & Carry position, you can lean backwards quite a bit or hold yourself  close to your man to 

change the angle he enters you at.

What The Guy Does 
In The Stand & 
Carry Position
Your man has 2 jobs in 
the Stand & Carry position. 

The first is holding on to you 
and supporting most of  your 
weight. The second is thrusting 

into you. He will be holding 
onto you by wrapping his hands 

around your waist. He can 
thrust into you by bending and 
straightening his legs. Or he can 

use his hips while keeping his 
legs fairly straight.

Things To Consider 
When Performing 
The Stand & Carry 
Position
Quite a few students of  the Bad 
Girl’s Bible have tried out 
the Stand & Carry with their man. 

Here is some of  the feedback they have given on it:

✦ The Stand & Carry is tiring: Performing it for more than 2-3 minutes is exhausting for both of  you.
✦ Try performing the Stand & Carry up against a wall, so that your back is up against it. This will help take 

some of  your weight meaning you and your man can last longer in it. He will also be able to fuck you with 

more force when you are against a wall.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Stand & Carry Sex Position
The Stand & Carry is not that difficult to perform. The only thing that it requires is that both of  you have a considerable 
amount of  strength. If  your man has a bad back, then I highly recommend that he avoids the Stand & Carry as it will 
put a lot of  strain on it.

Some couples prefer performing the Stand and Carry position against a wall. Why 
not try both and see what you prefer?
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Swiss Miss Sex Position
he Swiss Miss sex position is definitely one that falls under the category of  Sexercise with your man. This is 

because you will be using your core muscles to keep yourself  stabilized on a Swiss fitness ball (sometimes called an 
exercise ball, fitness ball or gym ball. It’s a large rubber inflatable ball).

As you can see, the Swiss Miss position is like a combination between Doggy Style and the Jockey positions.

 To set it up, you are first going to need a Swiss ball. You need to lie on top of  it with your stomach, balancing with your 

hands in front of  you. If  it’s small enough, then you can also put your feet on the ground behind you to help keep yourself  
balanced. If  not, then just use your hands and keep your legs in the air. Your man will then enter you from behind just like 

he would in the Life Raft or Superwoman positions. He can hold on to your legs or waist

What The Girl Does In The Swiss Miss Position
When in the Swiss Miss position, you need to focus most of  your energy on keeping your balance. This will be easier if  the 

Swiss ball is a small one. But you can also make it easier by jamming the Swiss ball into position (against a bed, sofa, etc.) 
before you start having sex in the Swiss Miss position.
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 If  you are close to a wall when having sex in the Swiss Miss position, then you can push back onto your man by putting 

your hands on the wall.

What The Guy Does 
In The Swiss 
Miss Position
Even though sex in the Swiss 

Miss position is a lot easier for 
your man than you, he should 

first concentrate on making 
sure that you can balance on 
the Swiss ball properly. If  you 

are having trouble, then he 
needs to put his hands on your 

waist to keep you steady.
 Once you are sure that you 
are staying fairly steady, he then 

just has to start thrusting. 
That’s it! He does need to be 

careful not to thrust too hard 
though, otherwise he may put a 
lot of  pressure on your hands 

and arms.

Things To Consider 
When Performing 
The Swiss 
Miss Position
Due to the fact that you need to 

have a Swiss/gym/fitness ball, not 
that many girls have actually tried 
out the Swiss Miss position with their partners. Those that have have given some feedback on it:

✦ It can get quite tiring on your arms very quickly. If  you find your arms tiring, then roll back so that you 

balancing most of  your weight on your feet instead.
✦ Try putting both of  your legs together instead of  apart for a slightly different sensation.
✦ Don’t forget that anal sex is just as easy as vaginal sex in the Swiss Miss position.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Swiss Miss Sex Position
Personally, I find that Swiss Miss to be more of  a novelty position, instead of  a seriously enjoyable one. But it’s still good 

fun to try it out once or twice with your man.

If	  you	  are	  having	  a	  lot	  of	  trouble	  keeping	  your	  balance	  on	  your	  hands,	  roll	  back	  un/l	  you	  are	  
balancing	  most	  of	  your	  weight	  on	  your	  feet.	  You’ll	  find	  this	  to	  be	  a	  lot	  easier.

Wrapping your legs around your man is just one of  the many different variations of 
the Swiss Miss you can perform.
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Tango Sex Position
he Tango sex position gets it’s name from the dance due to the fact that you need to be quite flexible and have at 

least a little strength to perform it.

Your man can help to support your back using his hands in the Tango position.

 When performing the Tango, you will be in a position similar to the Acrobat, except that you will be lying on the bed 
instead of  your man. To get into the Tango position, you need to lie down on the bed on your back. But before you do, start 

on your knees, then slowly lie backwards, until your back is on the bed while your knees are too. Make sure that your legs are 
fairly open, so that your man can easily penetrate you.
 Your man will then be on his knees and will penetrate you just as he would in the Launch Pad position.

What The Girl Does In The Tango Position
You will find that you are in a very immobile position when performing the Tango with your man. So don’t worry too much 

about pushing yourself  back onto him when performing the Tango. Instead you should spend most of  your time trying to 
stay comfortable. If  you aren’t that flexible and haven’t performed either the Tango or Acrobat before, then you will find 
that it can get uncomfortable quite quickly.

You can also try the Tango while you have your legs held together. It will also feel a lot tighter for your man.

T

If	  you	  are	  not	  that	  flexible,	  then	  put	  some	  pillows	  under	  your	  back	  for	  support.
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What The Guy Does In The Tango Position
Your man’s first priority is making sure that you are comfortable before he starts to penetrate you.
Once you are comfortable, then it’s time for your man to start penetrating you. He should not put any of  his weight on you 
when penetrating you, but should support it all through his hands and knees. He easily change the angle of  penetration by 

leaning right over you, carrying his weight through his hands on the bed or by leaning right back and holding your waist 
with his hands.

Things To Consider When Performing The Tango Position
Having got a some feedback from students of  the Bad Girl’s Bible that have tried out the Tango with their man, I have 
gotten a number of  insights:

✦ This position allows for a much different angle of  entry by your man (because your hips are raised right off  

the bed).
✦ If  you are a dancer/gymnast/already flexible, then you will find the Tango a lot, lot easier to perform.
✦ Do not attempt the Tango if  you have bad knees!

✦ Some really enjoy the Tango because their hips are raised allowing for a different angle of  entry, while others 
reported that it wasn’t that great.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Tango Sex Position
The Tango is a sex position that not many people have tried out. Because of  this, it may seem like a ‘rarer’, more exotic sex 
position. But don’t let this fool you: just because a sex position is ‘rarer’/exotic/’out there’ does not necessarily mean that it’s 

better or more fun or provides greater orgasms. However, with that being said, the Tango is still great to try out if  you are 
looking for something new.

There	  is	  no	  point	  in	  performing	  any	  sex	  posi/on	  if	  it	  causes	  you	  pain!
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Wheel Barrow Sex Position
he Wheel Barrow sex position is more a test of  strength than a fun and enjoyable sex position for you and your 

man. But it can be fun to try once or twice if  you find that things starting to get stale in the bedroom.

As you can see in the picture above, performing the Wheel Barrow is very difficult. For most it feels more like Sexercise.

 To perform the Wheel Barrow, think back to when you were in school and had ‘wheel barrow’ races. You would be 

facing towards the ground, resting a large part of  you weight on your hands with your arms extended. Your man would then 
be standing in between your legs and holding them while you walk forward. The Wheel Barrow sex position is almost 

identical to this. You need to do everything the same as you normally would, except your man will much closer to you this 
time so that he can penetrate you.

What You Do In The Wheel Barrow Position
When you are in the Wheel Barrow position, you will find that your arms and hands get tired incredibly quickly. You may 
find that you are exhausted after less than a minute of  performing it. As your man is thrusting in and out, you just need to 

try and keep your balance. That’s pretty much it.
 But to help carry some of  your weight, you can try squeezing your legs around your man.

T
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What Your Man Does In The Wheel Barrow Position
If  you plan on doing the Wheel Barrow position with your man, then make sure that he knows how tiring it can be for you. 
This way, he will know to help carry some of  your weight during it. He should lean forward slightly and put his hands under 
your waist to help hold you up. Alternatively he can put a pillow under your waist and hold either side of  it. You’ll find this 

much more comfortable and less painful than having your man grab you.
 Your man will make it harder for you to balance if  he starts thrusting forwards and backwards, pushing you forwards 

and backwards as he does. It’s much better if  he can perform a more ‘up and down’ motion as it will allow you to stay steady 
more easily.

More Tips When Performing The Wheel Barrow Position
Quite a few students of  the Bad Girl’s Bible have tried out the Wheel Barrow with their men. Most of  them saw it as 
something fun to try with him, but not as a serious sex position. Here is some of  their feedback and tips on it.

✦ Anal sex can be performed quite easily in the Wheel Barrow position.
✦ The Wheel Barrow is perfect if  you are interested in Sexercise as it is really tough on your arms and 

shoulders.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Wheel Barrow Sex Position
To be perfectly honest, the Wheel Barrow is not a sex position that I consider to be useful. It’s far too much work. I advise 
that you try out some of  the other great sex positions that you’ll find in the Bad Girl’s Bible instead.
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Lying On Your Side Sex 
Positions

When people think of  having sex while lying on their side, they usually think of  regular Spooning. Spooning is great, but 

thankfully, there are tons of  other great sex positions to try with your man besides just Spooning that offer just as much 
intimacy and closeness as well as some positions that will change things up a bit.

There are also a few interesting positions in this chapter that almost qualify as Exotic positions as they are quite unique and 

many people won’t have performed them with their partner before.
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Intersection Sex Position
he intersection is a position that not many people have tried before. You will be forming a cross with your bodies 

when performing it, similar to how your bodies will form a cross in the Cross position.
To get into the Intersection position, you and your man need to both lie on your sides. You need to lie with your 

head at the top of  the bed and feet at the end of  the bed. Your man will be lying across the bed, with his feet on one side 
and his head on the other side of  the bed. You need to open your legs so that your man can lie down on top of  your lower 
leg and then penetrate you. Then you can rest your upper leg on top of  his legs.

Moving from the Spooning position to the Intersection position is really easy.

What The Girl Does In The Intersection Position
This position can be a little awkward at first, so before your man starts thrusting, make sure that you are both comfortable. 

Your man is going to be in between your legs and resting some of  his weight on your lower leg. Because of  this he can easily 
cut off  your circulation, so make sure to tell him if  it starts to get uncomfortable or if  you start getting pins and needles. 

Due to the position you’re in, you will find it fairly hard to do much thrusting back onto your man. Luckily though, you can 
masturbate in this position or even finger yourself  if  you are having anal sex. 

What The Guy Does In The Intersection Position
Your man needs to be careful in the Intersection position. If  he is a lot bigger than you, then he needs to make sure he 
doesn’t put all his weight on your leg, potentially cutting off  your circulation. To help keep his legs off  you, he should put 

some pillows under his legs.

T
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 All your man needs to do is to thrust in and out of  you. The tricky part for him is getting himself  into a position that is 

comfortable for you and him and that also allows him to thrust into you easily. He’ll find that spreading his legs will help 
him to get enough leverage to thrust into you.

Things To Consider When Performing The Intersection Position
Quite a few students of  the Bad Girl’s Bible have given me some helpful insights about the Intersection position. Here is 
what they had to say:

✦ If  your man is particularly heavy, then avoid this position. It will hurt more than it feels fun for you.

✦ If  you want, you can perform a slight variation of  the Intersection position with your man. Instead of  letting 
your man rest his legs on top of  yours, bring your legs close to your stomach so that they are out of  the way. 
This will make the Intersection feel more like a quasi-spooning position.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Intersection Sex Position
As a guy, I like the Intersection position. It’s certainly not the best position out there as it’s not that intimate, but it’s still fun 

if  I want to change things up a bit. But if  you are a girl, I could see why you wouldn’t want your man resting all his weight 
on top of  you.
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Irish Spooning Sex Position
he Irish Spooning position is a really nice and relaxed sex position for both you and your man. As this is a 

spooning position, you’ll find that it’s also really intimate for both of  you.
To get into the Irish Spooning position, you need to get into the recovery position. This means that you need to lie 

on your side. Your bottom leg will be fairly straight, while you need to raise your knee of  your top leg towards your chest 
and then bend it and rest it on the bed. Rest the elbow from your top arm on the bed in front of  you and rest your lower 
arm above it.

 Your man then enters you from behind on his side. He can enter you like he normally would when Spooning you or he 
can bend his top leg like yours and rest it behind your top leg and rest his bottom leg behind your bottom leg. He then 

needs to wrap his top arm around you and then figure out a way of  positioning his bottom arm in a way that is comfortable 
for both of  you.

What The Girl Does In The Irish Spooning Position
Spooning is a really intimate and sensual position that you don’t have to be that active for. You really don’t need to do 
anything at all if  just want to relax, but you can start massaging your clit to help you cum. Or if  you are having anal sex, 

then you can also finger yourself. 
 Your man will love it if  you reach back and put your arm on his back/butt and rub it.

What The Guy Does In The Irish Spooning Position
Your man will be slowly thrusting in and out of  you. Irish Spooning is not about hardcore, passionate sex. It’s about slow 
and loving sex. So he just needs to keep up a nice consistent rhythm while holding you tightly. Alternatively he can slowly 

grind up against you.
 To add to the intimacy, he can gently kiss you on your neck, back and ears.

Things To Consider When Performing The Irish Spooning Position
I have been able to get quite a bit of  feedback from students on the Bad Girl’s Bible on the Irish Spooning position. Some 
of  this feedback is very insightful and will help you to get the most out of  it:

✦ The Irish Spooning position allows you to easily have anal sex. But if  you don’t particularly enjoy anal sex 

with your man, then avoid it when Irish Spooning.
✦ The Irish Spooning position is great for just sleeping together when you are not having sex.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Irish Spooning Sex Position
It should be fairly obvious by now that the Irish Spooning position is really intimate and even a little romantic. This is not a 
position for ‘thunderous’ sex. It’s a position you should use when you are trying to get closer to partner.

 Also, when doing the Irish Spooning position, your man will be doing the majority of  the work. All good relationships 
involve both of  you putting in some effort, so don’t let your man do all of  the work all of  the time. It’s always nice to pay 

him back.

T

A	  great	  way	  to	  posi/on	  his	  boMom	  arm	  is	  to	  just	  leave	  it	  res/ng	  right	  above	  his	  head	  so	  that	  
he	  looks	  almost	  like	  Superman.
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Leg Glider Sex Position
he leg glider is a very exotic sex position that it quite difficult to perform properly unless you have a good deal of  

flexibility, although your man doesn’t need to be that flexible to do it.
To perform the Leg Glider, you just need to lie on one side, let’s say your left side. This means that your left leg, 

left side and left arm will be on the bed. Your right leg will be resting on top of  your left leg and your right arm will be 
resting on your body, although you can put your right hand on the bed to steady yourself  if  you want. You then need to 
raise your right leg towards the ceiling while keeping your left leg on the bed. If  you are flexible enough, your right leg 

should be pointing straight towards the ceiling.

To properly perform the Leg Glider you need to be quite flexible!

 Ideally your legs should be at 90 degrees (the right leg pointing straight up to the ceiling and your left one lying on the 

bed pointing towards the wall.
 Your man then starts on his knees and remains upright. He will be straddling your left leg. He will help support your 

right leg on his chest/shoulder.

What The Girl Does In The Leg Glider Position
When you are in the Leg Glider position, your main aim is to keep steady and stay in position without your legs cramping 

up. Although if  you do feel your legs starting to cramp up, then tell your man immediately so that you can stretch them and 
get rid of  the cramp.

T
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 You’ll find it far easier to perform the Leg Glider if  you bend both knees slightly. Obviously warming up beforehand is 

a good idea too.

What The Guy Does In The Leg Glider Position
When your man is performing the Leg Glider, at first he needs to be careful to make sure that you are comfortable and that 
he is not putting too much pressure on your leg. Also if  he is well hung, he needs to be careful that he is not penetrating you 
too deeply.

 Once you get into a nice rhythm with your man in the Leg Glider, he can grab the base of  your right leg or hold onto 
your right arm so that he can pull you towards him and penetrate you more deeply. Your man can also lean backwards to 

change the angle of  entry as well as forwards (just make sure that he is very careful when he is leaning forwards not to hurt 
you). As well as leaning backwards and forwards, he can move to one side or the other until he finds the position that you 
both enjoy most.

Things To Consider When Performing Leg Glider Sex Position
I have talked with many students, but only a few have tried the Leg Glider with their man. Those that have, have all told me 

some interesting things which will hopefully be helpful to you:

✦ If  you have a lot of  flexibility, then your man can penetrate you really deeply, by pushing your leg that’s 

pointing towards the ceiling further out of  the way.
✦ Stretching your legs beforehand is a good idea as it will make this position a whole lot easier for you.

✦ If  you are not that flexible, but still want to perform the Leg Glider with your man then you can, by getting 
your man to lean backwards so that you don’t have to stretch you leg as much.

✦ While your man has more control in this position than you, you must make sure that he is careful not to hurt 

you.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Leg Glider Position
I find the Leg Glider to be a good change from the regular sex positions like Doggy style, the anvil and missionary. It always 
feels good for me, but a few of  the girls that I have been with found it very uncomfortable in this position and didn’t enjoy 
it at all. My advice is to try it at least once and then decide later if  you like it or not.
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Mongolian Smurf  Sex Position
he Mongolian Smurf  sex position is a really enjoyable man on top position, where you can relax and let your man 

do pretty much all of  the work.
To perform the Mongolian Smurf, you’ll need to lie on your side in the recovery position just like you would for 

the Irish Spooning position. Then you need to raise you top leg a little bit towards your chest and put your top arm either in 
front or behind you to stay in position. You can keep your lower leg fairly straight and feel free to position your lower arm 
however you like. Your man then needs to straddle your straight leg while on his knees and remain upright and start 

thrusting into you. You won’t be able to do anything in this position so you can just relax and take it easy.

Despite the funny name, performing the Mongolian Smurf  is really easy.

What The Girl Does In The Mongolian Smurf Position
Like I just said, you don’t need to do anything at all in the Mongolian Smurf  position. You just need to relax. If  you want 

though, you can use one of  your hands to start masturbating yourself  and massaging your clitoris to help yourself  climax. If 
you are having anal sex with your man, then you can finger yourself  too.
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What The Guy Does In The Mongolian Smurf  Position
Your man will be doing almost all the work. He can rest his hands on the bed to make it easier to thrust into you or he can 
put his hands on your waist/leg. If  you want him to thrust deeper into you, then your man can grab your arm and pull you 
towards him with each thrust.

 But for a lot of  couples, the Mongolian Smurf  is not all about penetrating you fast and hard, it’s about slower, more 
gentle and intimate sex. This means that your man may want to slow things down a bit and grind on you instead of  

thrusting in and out.

Things To Consider When Performing The Mongolian Smurf  Position
The Mongolian Smurf  is not a very common position, but a lot of  students of  the Bad Girl’s Bible have tried it and have 

given me some great insights into getting the most out of  it:

✦ The Mongolian Smurf  is great for when you are tired and you want your man to do all the work.
✦ The Mongolian Smurf  is more of  a sensual sex position than a crazy, ‘wild’ sex position. Although if  he 

wants, your man can penetrate you more vigorously if  he wants.

✦ Anal sex is quite easy in the Mongolian Smurf  position, but it often doesn’t make for a sensual, intimate time 
with your man.

✦ To help your man penetrate you deeper, you can grab your top leg with you arms(s) and pull it closer to your 
chest.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Mongolian Smurf Sex Position
I like the Mongolian Smurf  a lot. It’s great for when I’m with a girl who wants some slow, sensual sex. It’s also really easy to 
switch from Irish Spooning to the Mongolian Smurf  in a matter of  seconds.
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Poles Apart Sex Position
he Poles Apart sex position is almost definitely not one that you have tried before with your partner. It’s even a 

little hard to imagine. But some couples absolutely love it as provides a lot of  G-Spot stimulation without very 
deep penetration.

 To get into the Poles Apart position, you both need to lie on your sides, facing in the same direction. This sounds just 
like the Spoons position, but it’s not. Instead of  lying with your head in front of  your man’s head, you need to change your 
position so that your head is now in front of  his feet and your feet are in front of  his head. In other words you should be 

lying head-to-toe with your man. Your man then enters you from behind either vaginally or anally. 

The Poles Apart position is a nice variation on Spooning.

What The Girl Does In The Poles Apart Position
When you first get into the Poles Apart position, you may find it almost a bit disorientating to be lying head to toe with your 

man. But in many ways the Poles Apart position is just like Spooning, just take things slow and steady. You’ll find that 
keeping your man from ‘popping out’ can be a little tough when you are both lying straight, so if  you like, feel free to bend 

your body a little bit to keep him inside you.
 All you need to do is just push back against your man as he is thrusting into you. You will also be able to rub yourself  
or even finger yourself  if  you are having anal sex. 

What The Guy Does In The Poles Apart Position
When in the Poles Apart sex position, your man is going to be doing the same actions as he would be doing if  your were 

both Spooning. This means that he will be gently thrusting into you. To give himself  some grip and leverage, he will find 
that holding onto your legs will help him to penetrate your deeper.
 If  you enjoy your man playing with your feet, then the Poles Apart position is perfect for this. They will usually be right 

in front of  his face or just below it so that he can use his hands and mouth to kiss and massage them.
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Your man can grab your legs in the Poles Apart position and you can reach behind and grab his butt to pull yourself  in 
with each thrust.

Things To Consider When Performing The Poles Apart Position
The Poles Apart position is not that popular compared to other positions, even though it’s really easy to do and provides 
great pleasure to the G-Spot area. Nevertheless, I have been able to get some good feedback on it from students of  the Bad 

Girl’s Bible:

✦ The Poles Apart position is perfect for both anal and vaginal intercourse
✦ Even though your bodies will be in close contact, it can feel like it’s not that intimate for some as your eyes 

and mouths are so far away from each other.

✦ The Poles Apart position is actually fairly easy to perform (you just need a little bit of  penile flexibility). This 
makes is a great position for spicing things up in the bedroom.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Poles Apart Position
I quite enjoy the Poles Apart position. One thing I do when performing it with a girl, is to change positions and our angles, 

by bending ourselves a little and sometimes a lot, even though this technically means it’s no longer the Poles Apart position.
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Screw Sex Position
he Screw sex position is really easy to perform even though a lot of  couples haven’t tried it before. It’s a great 

position to try out with your man, especially if  you are just starting to experiment with new sex positions. In many 
ways, it’s quite similar to the Drill or Anvil sex position. 

 You need to start off  by lying on your side to perform the Screw. Then once you are, pull your knees right up to your 
chest so your groin area is really exposed. Your man will then be on his knees facing towards you and will start penetrating 
you. To get down to your level, your man will need to spread his knees pretty far apart. If  he can’t, then try putting a pillow 

under your hip to raise yourself  up or your man can kneel on the floor instead of  the bed to get the angles right.

The screw is very similar to the Side Entry Missionary position. But when performing the Screw, you will have both your 
legs together on one side of  your man.

What The Girl Does In The Screw Position
As you are performing the Screw with your man, you’ll find that you are quite immobile and can’t really do a whole lot. You 

won’t really be able to thrust back onto your man. The most you can do is just hold yourself  in place and grind on your 
man. You can perform a slight variation on the Screw by putting your legs around the back of  your man’s legs and pulling 

him in closer to you with each thrust.
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What The Guy Does 
In The 
Screw Position
Your man has an super easy job 
in the Screw position. It really is 

just a case of  thrusting in and 
out for him. He can hold onto 

you by grabbing your legs or 
even grabbing your arm if  he 
likes. If  he wants to take a 

break from thrusting, he can 
start grinding on you instead.

 As your man is on top of  
you, he will be in a more 
dominant position and can 

easily lean over and start 
massaging your breasts with his 

hands. He may find leaning 
right over to kiss you a little 
trickier though.

Things To Consider When Performing The Screw Position
The Screw position is a lot of  fun and is great to try out if  you are just starting off  on your journey to learn some new sex 
positions. Many students of  the Bad Girl’s Bible have tried out the Screw with their men and have provided me with some 

great feedback on it:

✦ Even though you need to bring your knees to your chest to perform the Screw, you don’t have to pull them 

right up, meaning you don’t need a huge amount flexibility at all to perform it, making it perfect for almost 
everybody.

✦ The Screw is equally good for those who like anal sex as it is for those who like regular vaginal sex.
✦ The Screw is not the most intimate sex position.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Screw Sex Position
I like the Screw a lot. I would recommend it to anyone who is first starting off  with trying to improve their sex life. I’d also 
recommend it to anyone who wants to add another easy-to-do position to their arsenal.

The Screw is great for both anal and vaginal sex.
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Side Entry Missionary Sex 
Position

lthough it’s called the Side Entry Missionary position, it’s actually doesn’t look much like the missionary position at 

all. You will be lying on your side on the bed with your legs together and bent. Most girls are flexible enough in 
this position to turn and face their man to increase the intimacy. Meanwhile your man will be on his knees and will 

enter you from behind. So your man will be in the same position he usually is when performing the missionary position, 
while you will be in a new position.

Moving from Spooning to the Side Entry Missionary position is really easy.

What The Girl Does In The Side Entry Missionary Position
When you are in the Side Entry Missionary position, you will find it difficult to move with your man on top of  you. So it 

will be hard to thrust back onto him. However, you will have both hands free to put around your man’s neck and back. You 
can also pull him towards you to kiss him as well. By lifting your legs closer to your stomach or straightening them, you can 

control how deeply he penetrates you.

What The Guy Does In The Side Entry Missionary Position
When your man is in the Side Entry Missionary position, he will be doing most of  the work. He can just stay on his knees 

and hands and keep thrusting in and out. But this will get a little boring after a while. He needs to move around slightly until 
he finds the right spot. When I say move around, I mean move a little to the left or a little to the right (i.e. closer to your 

back or closer to your stomach until he is hitting the most pleasurable areas for you.
 If  he wants to make it more intimate, he can lean right over you and start kissing you. If  he wants to penetrate you with 
more intensity while leaning over you, he can grab your shoulders. Or if  he is upright on his knees, he can put his hands on 

your upper hip and pull you in with each stroke.
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You can adjust how deep you take your man by how you position your legs.

Things To Consider When Performing The Side Entry Missionary Sex Position
I have talked to quite a few students about the Side Entry Missionary Position. Here is what I have learned from them:

✦ It’s quite easy to transfer from regular Missionary to Side Entry Missionary without any loss of  intimacy.

✦ You may not get that much out of  it until your man tries out a lot of  different angles, by moving slightly to 
the left or to the right when entering you.

✦ This position is great for anal sex too.

✦ If  you are not that flexible, it’s fine to lie on your shoulder while in this position. Or you can even assume the 
fetal position.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Side Entry Missionary Position
This position is great for couples who get bored of  regular missionary. I strongly advise that you try out lying on both sides 
when doing the Side Entry Missionary. A lot of  students that I’ve talked to about it have told me that they often prefer lying 

on one side to the other.
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Sofa Spooning Sex Position
he Sofa Spooning sex position is a slight variation of  the regular Spooning position. To perform it with your guy, 

you will need a full length, comfortable sofa. Sofa Spooning makes for great sex when you are both alone on a 
Saturday morning and want to watch some TV.

Sofa Spooning is a really great way to cuddle up to your man while watching TV.

 To set yourself  up in the Sofa Spooning position, your man first needs to lie down on the sofa with his back firmly 
against the backrest part of  the sofa. Then you need to lie down in front of  him while facing in the same direction. Your 
man then enters you from behind and starts to slowly thrust into you while wrapping his arms around you.

What The Girl Does In The Sofa Spooning Position
The Sofa Spooning position is great if  you like to just relax and let your man take control. There isn’t much you need to do, 

other than just lie there. But if  you like, then you can slowly press yourself  back onto your man with each stroke.
 You are also in a perfect position to slowly start masturbating yourself  when Sofa Spooning with your man. All you 
need to do is simply lower your hand and start rubbing the outside of  your vagina.

What The Guy Does In The Sofa Spooning Position
Your man’s main job in the Sofa Spooning position is getting into a nice rhythm while thrusting into you. Spooning is not 

supposed to be a ‘hardcore’, rough sex position. Instead it’s a slow and sensual position that’s really intimate. If  your man 
doesn’t understand this, then let him know.
 He can also increase the intimacy of Sofa Spooning by wrapping his arms around you and holding you close to him. He 

is also in the perfect position to lower his hand and start massaging the outside of  your vagina.
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Things To Consider When Performing The Sofa Spooning Position
The Sofa Spooning position is really easy to do, but it’s not nearly as popular as the regular Spooning position is. Those that 
have tried it out with their guy have given some really helpful insights on it.

✦ Most importantly, make sure that your couch is an adequate size for both of  you. In other words make sure 

that it’s long enough, deep enough and that the armrests won’t be in your way.
✦ Try putting a towel or sheet underneath both of  you by your crotch area to protect your couch from any 

bodily fluid you don’t want on it.

✦ Sofa Spooning is perfect for anal sex too.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Sofa Spooning Sex Position
I am a huge fan of  the Sofa Spooning sex position. It’s perfect for some really slow and sensual sex with your partner or 
when you just want to watch some TV while having sex at the same time.

If	  he	  finds	  that	  his	  arm	  wrapped	  under	  you	  is	  star/ng	  to	  get	  numb	  or	  sore,	  then	  he	  can	  try	  
puFng	  it	  above	  his	  head	  in	  a	  sort	  of	  ‘Superman’	  pose.
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Spooning Sex Position
pooning is one of  the classics along with the Missionary, Cowgirl and Doggy Style sex positions. It’s not a sex 

position for rough or ‘hardcore’ sex. Instead it’s more for those who enjoy slow, intimate sex with their man as your 
bodies are in full contact with each other.

 Spooning is really easy. It’s a lot like the Sofa Spooning position except it’s performed in bed. You and your man both 
need to lie on your sides, facing in the same direction. Your man will be behind you and then needs to enter you. When in 
the Spooning position, you need to bring your top leg forward a little bit to make it easier for your man to penetrate you. 

Once he has entered you, he can wrap his arms around you for closeness.

As you can see in the picture, Spooning makes for some really intimate and sensual sex with your man.

What The Girl Does In The Spooning Position
When you are Spooning with your man, you can push back against him with each thrust. You can also play around with your 
position by bending forwards slightly or lifting your legs towards your stomach to change the angle that your man is entering 

you at.
 You’ll find that you can also lean slightly onto your stomach as well to change the angle of  entry. When Spooning with 
your man, you will be in the perfect position to start massaging your clitoris or using a vibrator to help bring yourself  to 

orgasm or you can finger yourself  if  you are having anal sex with your man.  

What The Guy Does In The Spooning Position
Like I have said before, Spooning is really easy. Your man doesn’t have to be flexible or strong at all to Spoon with you. He 
simply needs to thrust in and out of  you while on his side. He may find it easier to thrust into you if  he leans over you 
slightly.
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 Your man is also in the perfect position to reach around and start masturbating you, by rubbing around your clit and 

labia with his fingers. He can also grab the top side of  your waist so that he can thrust into with a little more force. If  your 
man puts his arms around you, then his lower arm may become numb or get pins and needles if  he keeps it there for too 

long. To prevent this from happening, he can put it behind your back or stretch it out above him (which looks a little like 
Superman flying).

Things To Consider When Performing The Spooning Position
Almost everyone has tried Spooning (or some slight variation of  it). Below are some of  the thoughts and feedback on it by 
students of  the Bad Girl’s Bible:

✦ Spooning is perfect if  you have just woken up or if  you are really exhausted and you don’t want to do too 
much during it.

✦ Spooning is perfect if  you want to feel really physically close to your partner during sex.
✦ You can perform anal sex while Spooning with your man.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Spooning Sex Position
Like just about everyone else, I am a massive fan of Spooning. It feels wonderful, especially when it’s with someone that you 
are really close to. I highly recommend you try it with your guy if  haven’t already.
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Sporking Sex Position
he Sporking sex position is really just a variation of  the Spooning position with your man. It’s really good for those 

of  you who are a little bigger and find regular Spooning to be difficult.
To get into the Sporking position with your man, just lie on your side with your man also lying on his side right 

behind you. You then need to lean forwards and bring your legs towards your chest while still lying on your side. There is no 
need to lean right over or bring your legs quite as close to your chest like in the photo. It’s mostly just to change the angle 
that your man is penetrating you at. Meanwhile your man will stay in pretty much the same position.

As you can see in the picture, Sporking is very similar to Spooning.

What The Girl Does In The Sporking Position
When you are in the Sporking position, you just need to move around by leaning forwards or backwards and bending your 

legs or by straightening them out. You will also be in a position to rub yourself  to help you orgasm and even finger yourself  
if  you are having anal sex with your man. 

 You can put your top arm backwards to pull your man into you as he is thrusting as well. Other than that 
though, Sporking is a fairly passive position for you. Your man will be doing most of  the work.

What The Guy Does In The Sporking Position
Your man will be doing the same things that he does when he is in the Spoons position with you. So he will be lying on his 
side while gently thrusting into you. He can put his top arm around your shoulders and pull you in close to him or he can 

grab hold of  your waist to help thrust into you. If  you are having anal sex with him, then he can reach around and start to 
massage your clit and even finger you.
 If  your back is close to him, then he can kiss it and can kiss you on your neck and your cheeks if  you turn around a bit.
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Sporking is great if  you enjoy the intimacy of  Spooning, but want to change the angle of  entry.

Things To Consider When Performing The Sporking Position
Many students of  the Bad Girl’s Bible have tried Sporking with their man, either on purpose or by accident when Spooning 

with him. Here is some of  their insights on it:

✦ Many find that Sporking is just as good as Spooning. It’s just as satisfying but there is also a lot more variation 
to it.

✦ You can try leaning over slightly onto your stomach while in the Sporking position also, so that it’s sort of  

like a combination between Sporking and Doggy Style.
✦ If  you are in front of  a wall when Sporking, then you can put your hands out in front of  you and push back 

against your man for harder penetration.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Sporking Sex Position
I like Sporking just as much as I like Spooning. They are both very similar and are both great for when you want some 

slower, more intimate sex.
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Twister Sex Position
he Twister sex position is one of  the most exotic that you’ll find on the Bad Girl’s Bible. When you perform it, it 

looks really ‘out there’. But like I always say, just because a lovemaking position is exotic, doesn’t mean that it’s 
better. Also, just to be clear, the Twister sex position has nothing to do with the game called Twister.

 To perform the Twister sex position with your man, you first need to lie down on your side, say your right side. Your 
man will also be lying down on his right side, with his stomach facing your stomach, but you will be lying head-to-toe with 
your man. This means that your head should be close you his feet. Both of  you need to bend your left knees and raise them 

towards the ceiling. This will create a gap between his legs (and yours).

The Twister is certainly fun to try! But don't expect it to be the most enjoyable sex position you read about in the Bad 
Girl's Bible.

 You then need to lean forward and push your body through this gap so that your man’s raised left leg is now above your 

waist, with you under it, but above his right leg. He will also be sandwiched between your legs with your left leg above his 
waist and your right leg below. Your man should now enter you and start thrusting.

What You Do In The Twister Position
When you first try the Twister with your man, you’ll find that it takes a little while to get fully comfortable with it. An 
important thing to do is to rest on your elbow and raise your waist off  the bed. This will prevent you from putting all of  
your weight on his lower leg, which can potentially cut off  his circulation, making for some painful pins & needles!

You can also hold onto his butt and pull yourself  in every time he thrusts.
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What Your Man Does In The Twister Position
Your man will be in much the same position as you. He needs to make sure that he’s not accidentally resting his weight on 
your lower leg, which will cut off  your circulation. Before he starts vigorously thrusting, he should make sure that both of  
you are fully comfortable in the Twister and that he’s not going to accidentally slip out.

More Tips When Performing The Twister
Only a few students of  the Bad Girl’s Bible have tried out the Twister with their man. Those that have tried it out, have 

given a few really interesting bits of  advice on it:
✦ The best thing about the Twister is that it allows for an angle of  penetration that’s quite different.
✦ The Twister is an awkward position to begin with, so if  neither of  you are enjoying it that much, just try 

something else instead.
✦ Quite a few people found the Twister to be more work than fun.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Twister Sex Position
My advice on the Twister is to try it at least once with your man. The really fun thing about it is that it’s great for spicing 
things up even if  neither of  you get much enjoyment out of  it.

If	  you	  think	  this	  sounds	  complicated,	  you’re	  right	  it	  is!	  It	  takes	  some	  prac/ce	  before	  you	  will	  
get	  used	  to	  it.
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Lying On Your Back             
Sex Positions

The first 150 pages of  the Sex Positions Bible covered so many different sex positions, but what about positions when you 

are lying on your back? Have no fear you’ll find them here in this chapter.

One of  the main reasons why having sex while on your back is so popular is because it usually gives you quite a submissive 

feeling during sex. But as well as submissive feelings that you’ll potentially feel during sex when lying on your back, there are 
other benefits too. If  you are very tired or feeling exhausted, then having sex while on your back is a lot more relaxing and 

easy going when compared to standing up or in a position where you are trying to maintain your balance.
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Anvil Sex Position
he anvil sex position is a variation of  the missionary position. It’s very easy to transition to when you are already 

having missionary sex with your man. The image below shows you exactly how to perform the anvil position with 
your man. However, before your race ahead and try it out with your man, it’s a good idea to first read the rest of  

this article to make sure you do it correctly and don’t accidentally hurt yourself.

The Anvil is a really nice variation on the Deckchair position.

 To have sex in the anvil position, you just need to lay on your back, like you would when in the missionary position. Just 
like when you are in the missionary position, you need to spread your legs. But instead of  resting them on your bed, you 
need to pull them close to your chest. Your man then positions himself  over you. But instead of  resting on his elbows, he 

will be resting on his hands. With the help of  your man, position your legs so that your calves/ankles are resting on his 
shoulders on either side of  his neck.

What The Man Does In The Anvil Position
With your legs in this position, your man will now be more easily able to rub his pubic bone over your clitoris to stimulate it. 
He can can do this by performing a back and forth motion where he is not actually moving in and out that much, but rather 

just rubbing over your clitoris and clitoral hood.

T
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 In this position, your man can also penetrate you incredibly deeply. This is great if  you like taking him deep. However if  

your man has a long penis, then you’ll find that he will hit the end of  vagina where it joins with the cervix which can cause 
considerable pain. Make sure to tell him immediately if  he is causing you any discomfort by penetrating you too deeply.

What The Woman Does In The Anvil Position
When you are in the anvil position, you may feel that your man is in control, but you’ll find that you can actually push him 
off  you using your legs if  you want (unless of  course he is very big and heavy!). This is great as it means that you can 

control how deep he penetrates you, meaning that you’ll almost always be able to find a ‘spot’ that feels great for you.
 When you are in the anvil sex position with your man, you’ll find that he won’t be as ‘close’ to you as your legs are in the 

way. However, if  you want to add intimacy to it you can gently rub and scratch his arms when they are either side of  you.

Things To Consider When Performing The Anvil Sex Position
Having talked to students, there are a few problems (and interesting things) that repeatedly cropped up:

✦ You need a little bit of  flexibility for this sex position to be comfortable for you.

✦ The more flexible and fit you are, the longer that you’ll be able to hold this position before you get tired/
sore/cramp.

✦ If  you are small or your man has a long cock, then it’s quite likely that he will penetrate you too deeply when 

in this position leading to considerable pain.
✦ When you find ‘the right spot’ it is incredibly satisfying.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Anvil Position
The great thing about the anvil position is that it’s really simple position to change to after doing missionary for a while. It 
also feels quite different as it allows for deeper penetration by the man. The anvil is also a great position for those who like 

their man on top of  them while still having a good amount of  control.
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Bent Spoon Sex Position
he Bent Spoon sex position is sort of  a combination between Spooning and other positions. It’s not the most 

popular sex position, but it can be great if  you are looking to do something different and change things up in the 
bedroom with your guy.

 To perform it, your man needs to lie on his back. You then need to lie on top of  him on your back so that you are both 
facing in the same direction. Then allow your man to enter you. Next, spread your arms outwards to keep yourself  steady 
while getting your man to spread his legs to keep himself  balanced. When you are both steady, you need to bring your knees 

up towards your chest and rest your feet on the tops of  his knees for extra support.

You'll find that it's a little difficult to balance yourself  at first in the Bent Spoon position.

What The Girl Does In The Bent Spoon Position
When you are doing the Bent Spoon with your man, you will be spending most of  your time keeping yourself  steady with 

your arms and keeping your legs close your your chest. The more you pull your legs into your chest, the shallower the 
penetration will be. Experiment with how close your hold them until your find a spot that gives you the best sensations. If  

you can arch your back while performing the Bent Spoon, then your man will be able to more deeply penetrate you.
If  you can keep yourself  steady with one hand, then you can use your other to rub your clit and around your vagina.

What The Guy Does In The Bent Spoon Position
When performing the Bent Spoon, your man should bend his knees and plant his feet on the bed to help him to balance, 
but also to more easily thrust into you. Your man can also hold you in place by wrapping his arms around you, which leaves 

your arms free to pull your legs close to your stomach and chest. He is also in the perfect position for massaging your 
breasts.
 Your man will slip out very easily if  he tries to take long strokes. This means that he should try taking short and fast 

strokes instead.
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Things To Consider When Performing The Bent Spoon Position
Having talked to many students who have tried the Bent Spoon position with their man, they have given some really helpful 
feedback:

✦ For some couples, their is so little penetration that it’s an almost pointless position for both, either because 
your man will keep slipping out, or you just won’t feel much from it.

✦ Many of  those who tried the Bent Spoon position while having anal sex preferred it to vaginal sex.
✦ Although you are on top of  your man in the Bent Spoon, he can still take on a dominant role by putting his 

hand on your neck or by grabbing your hair and pulling it lightly

✦ If  you are bigger than your man, he may find it quite difficult and uncomfortable with you on top of  him.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Bent Spoon Sex Position
I find that the Bent Spoon position is great for girls that like a lot of  G-Spot stimulation as opposed to very deep 
penetration. Personally though, I haven’t ever gotten that much enjoyment out of  the Bent Spoon.
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Brute Sex Position
he Brute sex position is a man on top position in which your man will be quite dominant but it’s not particularly 

intimate. In some ways, the Brute is a little like the Amazon position but in reverse, with him on top and you on 
your back.

 To get into this position, you need to lie on your back and bring your knees to your stomach and chest. Your man will 
be standing with his back to you with his legs straddling your hips. He will then squat downwards and slowly enter you. All 
he then needs to do is slowly squat up and down.

As you can see in the picture, the Brute position is very like the Amazon but in reverse.

 
What The Girl Does In The Brute Position
In the Brute position, you don’t have to do much. At first your main concern will be making sure that your man doesn’t 

press too hard downward on your thighs with each thrust (it can be really sore if  your man is quite big and heavy). Other 
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than that, you just need to gently push him back upwards using your thighs. You can actually put your feet under his armpits 

to help push him upwards if  you want.

What The Guy Does In The Brute Position
Your man needs to be very careful at first not to hurt himself  in the Brute position. He will be pushing his penis very far 
downward just to enter you, so he should be very slow and gentle with his first few strokes.

 The Brute position doesn’t allow your man to achieve deep penetration, so he needs to focus on making small, short 
thrusts up and down, which can take a while to get used to at first. He may find that instead of  thrusting upwards and 
downwards, it’s easier to remain fairly stationary and to just use his hips to grind on you.

Things To Consider When Performing The Brute Position
Although I wouldn’t consider the Brute position to be a very popular sex position, I have gotten some insightful feedback 

from students that have tried it. Here is what they had to say about it:

✦ This is one of  the least intimate/romantic positions out there. That’s why it’s called the Brute I suppose.

✦ If  your man enjoys watching pornography during sex, then the Brute is a good position for it. This is again 
another reason why this position is not particularly intimate.

✦ Your man has to be really careful not to thrust down too hard, otherwise he can really stretch and hurt the 
muscles in your thighs

Sean’s Thoughts On The Brute Sex Position
If  I am planning a nice romantic love making session with my girl, the Brute will not be on my list of  things to do. 
However, when I am in a more dominant mood, the Brute is a great position for it.

You	  and	  your	  man	  need	  to	  be	  very	  careful	  when	  geFng	  into	  this	  posi/on.	  He	  will	  be	  
pushing	  his	  penis	  very	  far	  downwards	  in	  order	  to	  penetrate	  you,	  puFng	  a	  lot	  of	  pressure	  on	  

his	  suspensory	  ligaments	  which	  can	  cause	  him	  considerable	  pain	  and	  even	  injure	  him.

A	  great	  way	  to	  take	  some	  of	  the	  strain	  off	  his	  penis	  is	  for	  him	  to	  lean	  forwards.
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Butterfly Sex Position
he butterfly position is great whether you are in bed or on a table. The image below gives a great outline on how to 

perform the butterfly. There are a few really important things to keep in mind though to make sure you get the 
most out of  this position.

Performing the butterfly is very 
easy for girls. As I just said, you 

can perform it on a table or on 
a bed, it’s really up to you. In 

the diagram above, the man is 
standing, but he can also be on 
his knees if  you are using a bed. 

You don’t have to be that active 
when in the butterfly position, 

while your man will need to do 
most of  the work. All you need 
to do is to lie back while your 

man lifts your hips upwards. 
You can rest your thighs on his 

chest and place your lower leg 
over his shoulder, just as in the 
picture. Alternatively you can 

just put your legs either side of  
his waist. My advice is to just do 

what you find to be most 
comfortable.

What The Man Does 
In The Butterfly 
Position
I really think that you will like 

the butterfly for sex, especially if  
you are tired. This is because your 
man will have to do most of  the 

work, while you get to lie back 
and enjoy it! In the diagram 

above, the man has his hands under the girls’ hips and is raising them up. This is fine, but if  he wants to penetrate her more 
vigorously, he can hold her thighs which will make things a lot easier for a stronger penetration.
 He will also find that he can move further forwards and backwards when he is standing as opposed to when he is 

kneeling.

What The Girl Does In The Butterfly Position
When you are in the butterfly, you simply need to lie down on your back and either put your legs around your mans’ waist or 
instead allow them to rest on his chest and over his shoulders.

T

Unless you have a very high bed, you'll need a table to perform the Butterfly 
position on.
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 While you can be very lazy and can let your man do everything, you may find that you get more pleasure by controlling 

how high your hips are raised. This is easiest when your legs are on his chest and over his shoulders. Because your hips are 
raised, your man’s penis will be in direct contact with the upper wall of  your vagina, allowing him to directly stimulate your 

G-Spot, which can lead to wonderful orgasms. You can also use your stomach (abdominals) to help keep your legs raised, 
but you’ll find that they quickly tire.

Things To Consider When Performing The Butterfly Sex Position
Here are a few things that I and my students have found from performing the butterfly with their partner:

✦ Using pillows or cushions under your hips/waist is a great idea. It means that your man won’t get too tired 
from holding your legs up and you won’t get tired from trying to keep them raised either.

✦ If  your man is on his knees, it might be a good idea to put a pillow under them to make sure that they don’t 

get hurt.
✦ To get maximum pleasure from this position and make it easier for your man to hit your G Spot, make sure 

that your hips are slightly higher than his.
✦ Keep adjusting how high you hold your hips until you find the right spot. Trust me, it’s worth it!

Sean’s Thoughts On The Butterfly Position
As a guy, I quite enjoy the butterfly position, although I prefer standing up as opposed to kneeling. To be perfectly honest 
though, it can get quite tiring quite quickly if  I am doing all the work, keeping my partner’s hips raised. So if  you see that 

your partner is getting tired performing the butterfly, then it might be a good idea to switch positions to something like the 
anvil or something else or alternatively grab a pillow to put under your hips to give his arms a rest.
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Coital Alignment Technique 
Sex Position

he Coital Alignment Technique sex position is great if  you like clitoral stimulation. To perform it with your man, 

you need to lie on your back with your legs open while your man is on top of  you, just like in the regular 
missionary position.

 But instead of  thrusting deeply in and out, your man needs to move his body forward over your body. This will change 
the angle that your man’s penis enters you. It will now be pointing downwards and will be in greater contact with the lower 
wall of  your vagina (the opposite side to your G-Spot). When your man is in this position, his pubic bone (and sometimes 

the lower section of  his penis) will more easily come into contact with your clitoris.

The Coital Alignment Technique is similar to the Missionary position, except that it’s more of  a grinding motion instead 
of  thrusting in & out like you do when performing Missionary.

What The Girl Does In The Coital Alignment Technique Position
When you are in the CAT position, you’ll find that you will get much, much more out of  it if  you actively participate, rather 

than letting your man do all the work. The main thing you should focus on is keeping your clitoris in close contact with both 
your man’s pubic bone and the lower part of  his penis, to keep it stimulated as he thrusts up and down. A great way to 
maintain contact is to wrap your legs around the back of  your man’s legs and pull yourself  into him.

T
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 You’ll find that you get 

more out of  the Coital 
Alignment Technique if  you get 

into a nice rhythm with your 
man, where you rock backwards 
and forwards as he thrusts up 

and down.

What The Guy Does 
In The Coital 
Alignment 
Technique Position
Your guy is going to be 

thrusting vertically upwards and 
downwards (directly towards 
the mattres) when performing 

the Coital Alignment Technique 
position. This is completely the 

opposite to missionary 
position, when your man is 
thrusting in and out in a mostly 

horizontal position.
 When performing the CAT 

with you, he won’t be thrusting 
that deeply, as part of  his penis 
will be outside your vagina. Instead, he needs to focus on staying in contact with your clit almost the entire time and getting 

into a rhythm where you are both rocking back and forth while he is only performing small thrusts each time he rocks back 
and forth.

Things To Consider When Performing The Coital Alignment Technique Sex 
Position
Many of  my students have performed the CAT sex position with their partners. They have reported varying levels of  

success, some say it feels wonderful while others get little enjoyment out of  it. They have filled me in on a few interesting 
points:

✦ The Coital Alignment Technique can feel great for you, but often your man may not get much out of  it.
✦ If  you prefer clitoral stimulation during sex, then you will love the CAT sex position as your man will be in 

continuous contact with your clit.
✦ If  your man has a very short penis, then he may have a tough time performing the Coital Alignment 

Technique properly without constantly slipping out.

✦ You may find the CAT frustrating and may not initially get anything out of  it, but before giving up on it, play 
around with slightly different positions to see if  they are more pleasurable for you. Try putting a pillow or 

cushion under your hips. Try getting your man to arch his back. Try rocking in a more circular motion instead 
of  just up and down.

The Coital Alignment Technique can be really intimate. Try looking deep into your 
man’s eyes and rubbing his arms/back while he is penetrating you.
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Sean’s Thoughts On The Coital Alignment Technique Position
I initially did not enjoy the Coital Alignment Technique position that much. A lot of  other guys that I talked to felt the same 
way (but not all of  them). Luckily for me, I eventually discovered a variation of  it that I and a lot of  other guys really 
enjoy…

 Instead of  keeping your legs open when your man is on top of  you, put them together and keep them straight. It’s 
easiest to do this if  your man is already inside you first. Your man then puts his legs outside yours and you proceed with sex 

as you normally would with the Coital Alignment Technique. Putting your legs together will make your vagina feel far tighter 
for your man, meaning more stimulation and a tighter feel for him, while it still feels very similar to regular CAT for you.

Additional Tips From Readers
“A tip of  my own to add to your site if  you wish. Under ‘coital alignment’ place a pillow under her rear, but not directly 
under her hips. Have her drop her knees farther toward the bed ( straightening her legs and keeping everyones knees closer 

together) this allows for plenty of  contact while changing the angle of  penetration to a more horizontal plane. ( a thick 
enough pillow and he will be hitting her gspot) Also if  he lowers his upper body towards hers this works much better.”

“Oh… this is NICE! My wife and I use coital alignment, and we find that grabbing the slats of  the headboard or pushing 
with my feet on the foot board of  our bed instead of  thrusting with my hips gives me a consistent ‘aim’ when I’m at the 

right spot. To get a slight touch deeper, we’ll combine hip thrusts with me pulling myself  further in at the headboard.
 We DID break our first bed this way, then we found a very sturdy handcrafted 4 poster bed with slatted headboard 
exactly for this...”
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Cowboy Sex Position
he cowboy position sounds very similar to the cowgirl position. That’s because it is. Except that the cowboy 

position is the exact opposite to the cowgirl position. When performing the cowboy position, the man is on top 
and you are lying down on your back.

 All you really need to do is lie there with both of  your legs together. Your man then straddles you so that his legs are 
either side of  you and his bum is sitting on your legs. Your man will need to bring his penis down to enter you. To help him 
initially penetrate you, you can raise your hips. Depending on what’s most comfortable and provides the most stimulation 

for both of  you, your man can then adjust himself  either forwards or backwards.

The great thing about the Cowboy sex position is that it can offer a tighter feel for your man.

What The Girl Does In The Cowboy Position
When you are in the cowboy position, you don’t need to do much at all. You just need to lie back and enjoy the ride! Your 
man may find it quite difficult to first enter you. If  he does, then all you need to do is to spread your legs (which can be 
quite hard with your man straddling you). You can also try lifting your hips upwards to bring your vagina closer to his penis. 

It’s best to allow your man to push his penis downwards to enter you. If  you pull it downwards yourself, you have to be 
careful not to pull too hard in case you accidentally hurt him.
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What The Guy Does In The Cowboy Position
Your man will be doing almost all of  the work in the cowboy position. He will be doing all the thrusting. He can change the 
angle of  entry by leaning either forwards or backwards while on top (and bringing his hips either forwards or backwards).
 When your man is in the cowboy position, he can, if  positioned correctly provide quite a lot of  stimulation to your 

clitoral hood and slightly above it with his pubic bone.

You can use your hands to help control deep and fast your man penetrates you in the Cowboy position.

Things To Consider When Performing The Cowboy Sex Position
Here are a few things that I have learned from student feedback from those who have tried the cowboy:

✦ Your man needs a bit of  ‘penis flexibility’ to do the cowboy. This is because of  the angles involved. Your man 
will have his penis strained downwards while penetrating you, unless he is leaning right over you.

✦ The cowboy is great if  you like shallow penetration (or if  your man is well hung). This is because of  the 
angles involved.

✦ Because your legs are together, this position will feel a little tighter than the regular missionary position.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Cowboy Position
As a guy, I personally really like the cowboy position. When I am leaning right over my partner, it feels almost as intimate as 
when I’m in the missionary position. The one thing that I don’t like about it though is getting into the cowboy position 
during sex. It can be awkward and although I’ve never hurt myself  at all doing it, it does put a little strain on the suspensory 

ligaments in your penis.

Make	  sure	  to	  let	  him	  know	  what	  posi/on	  feels	  best.
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Criss Cross Sex Position
he Criss Cross sex position is a great little variation of  many sex positions like The Playing of  the Cello. The Criss 

Cross is great if  you want to give your man a tighter feel during sex.

The Criss Cross position is a wonderful variation of  The Playing Of  The Cello as it will feel tighter for your man.

 To perform it, you need to lay down on your back on either a bed or a table. Then you need to raise your legs so that 

they are pointing towards the ceiling. Your man will be standing up straight for the Criss Cross. He should now enter you. 
Once he does, keep your legs as straight as possible and slowly cross them. You’ll find that it’s easiest to cross your legs at 

your ankles. Crossing your legs will make your vagina feel way tighter to your man, the further you cross them, the tighter 
you will become. The easiest position to have your legs in is to put them up to his neck so that one leg is on either side of  it.
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What The Girl Does In The Criss Cross Position
When you are in the Criss Cross, you’ll find that it’s hard to do much at all. Crossing your legs while on your back is 
quite immobilizing. What you can do is keep adjusting how far over you cross your legs until you find a position that both 
your man and you enjoy.

 You will find it easier and more comfortable to point your legs towards the ceiling if  you put a pillow or cushion under 
your hips/waist/butt.

What The Guy Does In The Criss Cross Position
Your man is going to be doing all the thrusting in the Criss Cross position. He can also help you to cross your legs. One of  
the great things about the Criss Cross is that your man can easily grab your legs in front of  him to penetrate you with a lot 

more force. If  you are flexible enough, he can also lean right over you and bed your legs backwards over you.
 But the Criss Cross is not all about your man being ‘dominant’ or ‘fucking you hard’. You’ll both find that it’s really nice 

to just try some really shallow but fast penetration too.

Things To Consider When Performing The Criss Cross Sex Position
I have spoken to a number of  students who have tried the Criss Cross position at least a few times with their man. Here is 

the feedback I have gotten on it:

✦ Although your man is not right on top you, he has most of  the control, making it a great position for those 
who like their man to take charge during sex.

✦ Your man can cross your legs for you, but make sure he doesn’t cross them too far and hurt you!

✦ For strong, deep thrusts grab the end of  the bed/table with your hands to keep yourself  in position and get 
your man to hold onto your legs.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Criss Cross Position
I like the Criss Cross position. It’s really easy to do even if  I’m with a girl who’s not that flexible (I use a pillow under her 
waist) and it feels tighter, which is great for me.
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Cross Sex Position
he Cross sex position is exactly as it sounds. When performing it with your man, your bodies will be making the 

shape of  a cross. In many ways it’s like the opposite of  the X Marks the Spot position.

While the Cross position is not exactly the most enjoyable position, it's still fun to experiment with it.

Performing the Cross is easy. You just need to lie down on your stomach and your man will be on top of  you. However you 

will be lying with your feet by the end of  the bed and your head at the top of  the bed by the pillows. Your man will by lying 
with his feet on 1 side of  the bed and his head on the other side of  the bed. This way, your 2 bodies will form a cross shape. 

Your man will also be on his stomach, facing the bed and then entering you.

What The Girl Does In The Cross Position
When in the Cross position, you won’t actually be doing a whole lot. The Cross is slightly awkward which means that the 
most you can do is just thrust back against your man. His waist will be lying on top of  yours which means that you can 
gently massage it be reaching backwards. You can also reach over his butt with your hand and gently massage his testicles 

while he is penetrating you.
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What The Guy Does In The Cross Position
Your man will be doing the majority of  the work in the Cross position. He will find it easier to thrust in and out if  he lies 
slightly on his side facing in your direction. Doing this takes a lot of  the strain off  his penis.
 Your man may initially find it quite awkward in the Cross position, but if  he balances on his knees and elbows he will 

have a bit more leverage for penetrating you.

Things To Consider When Performing The Cross Sex Position
Students that have tried the Cross sex position with their partners have given some insightful feedback on it:

✦ A lot have said that they did not particularly enjoy this sex position. The main reason is because this position 

is just not that intimate. You aren’t making much contact with each other.
✦ You may find the Cross to be a lot more enjoyable if  you change your position slightly so that your man’s face 

and shoulders are closer to your face and shoulders.
✦ Try the cross with your man on one side, then try it with him on the other side. Some prefer one side much 

more than the other.

✦ Don’t forget to try the Cross for anal sex too.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Cross Position
The Cross is another one of  those sex positions that couples are often eager to try simply because it looks ‘different’ or is a 
little ‘out there’. Don’t let this fool you. I have never gotten much pleasure from the Cross, even when trying the variations.
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Deckchair Sex Position
he deckchair is a great man on top sex position that you should definitely try with your partner. Moving into the 

deckchair position from regular missionary is super easy. You stay laying on your back, while your man gets onto 
his knees and supports himself  on his hands placed under your knees. When in the deckchair position, you need to 

lift your legs up in the air.

Moving from Missionary or the Coital Alignment Technique to the Deckchair position is easy!
 
 If  you like, you can then grab your man’s shoulders or waist or even start rubbing your clit in this position. The cool 

thing about the deckchair is that it’s not hard for either of  you to get into it. But on top of  that, it also allows you to 
stimulate areas that don’t normally receive much pleasure during regular missionary.

What The Girl Does In The Deckchair Position
When you are in the deckchair position, you can relax and enjoy the ride if  you like. But if  you are more active, then there is 
a few things that you can do. One is stimulating your clitoris with your hand(s). You can also gently stroke your man’s arms 

that are either side of  you.
 Most men like having their back lightly scratched when they are having sex with their partner, while a few like getting 

their back scratched quite hard. You can scratch the sides of  his back while lying down, but if  you put your arms under his, 
and then grab his shoulders, you’ll be able to scratch a lot more of  his back.
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What The Guy Does In The Deckchair Position
When your are lying down, you may find it hard to change the angle at which your man is penetrating you. However, it’s 
very easy for your man to change his angle of  entry. Most of  the time, he will be leaning over you, resting on his hands. But 

he can also lean back quite a good bit until he finds a spot that you both really enjoy.
 When he’s leaning really far back, he’ll find that it’s helpful to grab on to your thighs. If  he holds them tight, this will 
also allow him to thrust with a lot more power. However, in this position, he is not going to be able to provide your clitoris 

with much direct stimulation.

Things To Consider When Performing The Deckchair Sex Position
Having gotten a lot of  feedback from students, I have learned quite a bit more about the deckchair:

✦ It’s easy to do, even for an extended period without getting tired

✦ It can take a little time to find that ‘perfect’ position and rhythm.
✦ If  you still can’t find a really pleasurable spot when in the deckchair position, try putting a pillow under your 

lower back/hips/waist to raise it up and allow for more angles.
✦ You don’t need to be super flexibile to do it.
✦ If  you or your man like it hard and deep, then you will find that when he leans back and grabs hold of  your 

thighs, he can fuck you really hard.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Deckchair Position
I really like the deckchair, especially because it’s just so easy to transition to from when I am having regular missionary, but 
also because you don’t have to be too flexible or strain yourself  too much to do it for a long time.
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Deep Impact Sex Position
he Deep Impact position is very similar to the the Criss Cross position. It get’s it’s name from the fact that you can 

have very deep penetrative sex with your man. It’s also easy to have passionate, even rough sex with him in this 
position.

 You need to lie down on your back in this position and point your legs towards the ceiling (you can bend them if  they 
are starting to become uncomfortable). Your man will be on his knees, upright, facing towards you. He can either be on the 
floor, lower than you or on the bed. You need to rest your legs on his shoulders, one on each. He then grabs you by your 

thighs and holds you tightly while he is thrusting into you.

Your man can grab your legs in the Deep Impact sex position so that he can penetrate you with more force.

What The Girl Does In The Deep Impact Position
When you are in the Deep Impact position, you need to let your man do most of  the work as it’s a position for him to feel 
dominant in. If  your man is kneeling on the floor and you are at the edge of  the bed, then you can grab the edge of  the bed 

and pull yourself  in towards him with each thrust.
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Your man won’t be providing much stimulation to your clit in the Deep Impact position, so you can use your hands to 

masturbate yourself  instead.

What The Guy Does 
In The Deep Impact 
Position
Your man has a very simple and 
straightforward job in the Deep 

Impact position. He just needs 
to thrust in and out. That’s it! If 

he wants to thrust harder, then 
he can grab your legs to give 
him more leverage. He can also 

slightly lean over you to 
dominate you more and change 

his angle. If  he wants, he can 
lean backward and raise your 
waist from the bed.

 If  he is on his knees on the 
bed, he can experiment with 

how high he is by bringing his 
knees either closer together or 
spreading them further apart.

Things To Consider 
When Performing 
The Deep Impact 
Sex Position
A lot of  students that I have 
talked to about the Deep 

Impact sex position really enjoy it. 
They have given some interesting 

feedback on it:

✦ The Deep Impact is great for rough, passionate sex with your man. But sometimes guys get a little carried 

away and it can become more painful than fun for you. If  your man does get a little carried away, then make 
sure to tell him. Great sex is about 2 people enjoying themselves. It’s not just about him having a good time, 

while you lie there uncomfortable.
✦ The Deep Impact is just as good for anal sex as it is for vaginal sex.
✦ Instead of  grabbing you by the legs, he can grab you by the arms and use them to pull you in.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Deep Impact Position
I find the Deep Impact position to be really enjoyable. It makes for a great change from slower, more sensual sex. It’s not 

something that I would recommend for every time you have sex, but it’s definitely a nice position for when I want to express 
my more animalistic side with a girl.

In the Deep Impact position, your man is in control. If  he wants to really dominate 
you in this position, then he can lean right over you, pressing on your legs, pinning you 
to the bed
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Down Stroke Sex Position
he Down Stroke sex position is similar to the Pile Driver in many ways, but it’s not as extreme which is one of  the 

reasons why it’s more popular than the Pile Driver. One of  the great things about the Down Stroke is that your 
man provides a lot of  stimulation to your G-Spot when he gets his thrusting right.

To help ease the pressure on your head and neck, your man can partially lift you up.
 
 When performing the Down Stroke, you need to start by lying on your back on the edge of  your bed or sofa with your 

legs raised in the air, pointing towards the ceiling like in the Deep Impact position. Your man will be standing and facing 
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you. He needs to grab your legs and pull you up and towards him 

so that he can enter you while standing up almost straight. When 
he lifts you up and towards him, he will be lifting your waist right 

off  the bed so that only your upper back and shoulders and head 
are resting on the bed.

What The Girl Does In The Down Stroke 
Position
When your man is holding you like this, you will find it really 
tough to do a whole lot. You will however be in a great position 

to masturbate. You can hold onto the edge of  the bed to pull 
yourself  in with each stroke. Besides this, there really isn’t much 

for you to do besides holding eye contact with your man.

What The Guy Does In The Down Stroke 
Position
The most important thing for your man in the Down Stroke 
position is not getting the angle right or how he thrusts into you, 
it’s how he holds you. Your man will have his hands wrapped 

around your thighs and will be pulling you upwards. This can 
cause a lot of  strain on your skin which feels really sore (like it’s 

about to rip) if  he is not careful. So the first thing he needs to do 
is find a way to hold onto your thighs without hurting you.
 Once he has found a way to hold onto you, then he needs to 

concentrate on thrusting in and out. He needs to stimulate the 
upper wall of  your vagina, which makes thrusting horizontally 

best instead of  thrusting up and down.

Things To Consider When Performing 
The Down Stroke Sex Position
A good few students who have performed the Down Stroke 
position with their partner have given me some really insightful 
feedback on it:

• Don’t allow your man to thrust too hard until he has found a way to hold onto you without hurting you.

• The Down Stroke is a great position for having anal sex in, which makes it much easier for you to finger or masturbate 
yourself  during it.

• Your man should do a little experimentation with how high he should stand until he finds a really good position that you 

both enjoy.

• If  your man doesn’t want to constantly hold you upright in the Down Stroke, then you can fold a duvet or use multiple 

cushions put under your hips to take your weight.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Down Stroke Position
Even though the Down Stroke position is not really that intimate at all, I really enjoy it. For me I feel quite dominant and in 

control, while looking down at my girl. The greatest thing that I enjoy about the Down Stroke is that it’s so easy to transition 
to from many other positions.

You don't need to be completely straight/vertical 
when performing the Down Stroke.
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Drill Sex Position
he Drill sex position almost seems to be a combination of  both Missionary position and the Coital Alignment 

Technique. This means that it feels great and it’s pretty easy to perform too!

Locking your legs behind his back will help to pull your man in closer for more forceful thrusting.

 The best way to start performing the Drill is to already be in the Missionary position, which means that you should be 

lying on your back with your legs open. Your man should be on top of  you, facing you. When performing normal 
Missionary or the CAT sex position with your man, you will have your legs on the bed, but this is where the Drill is 

different. Instead of  having your legs rest on the bed, you need to raise them and wrap them around your man’s waist. To 
keep them wrapped around his waist, cross your ankles behind his back. This will help you to grip him and pull yourself  
into him.

What The Girl Does In The Drill Position
You’ll find that the Drill position feels a lot better than normal Missionary as your clitoris gets stimulated more along with 

the penetration being deeper. The first time you try it, you might find it a little awkward to wrap your legs around your man. 
Don’t worry about this at all. Just try it and you’ll see that your man won’t mind having your legs around him. Most like it a 
lot!

 You can use your legs to gently pull your man in with each stroke. You’ll find it easier to pull him in towards you if  you 
wrap them around his butt instead of  his waist. To make the Drill more intimate and close feeling, make sure to wrap your 

arms around your man’s neck/back as well.
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What The Guy Does In The Drill Position
Your man doesn’t need a whole bunch of  technical ability in the Drill position. It’s just like regular Missionary. He can thrust 
in and out as normal. Or he can try getting closer and grinding up and down on you to give you more clitoral pleasure. 
While on top of  you, your guy has the choice of  either supporting himself  on his hands above you or getting closer to you 

by resting on his elbows. He can even wrap his arms around your back and over your shoulders for even more intimacy.

Things To Consider When Performing The Drill Sex Position
The Drill is a really popular and pleasurable position that many students use regularly. They have provided me with some 
really insightful feedback on it:

✦ A number of  students mentioned that they were hesitant to squeeze with their legs tightly together in case 
they hurt their man. The truth is you won’t (unless he has some weird, rare kidney disease!). Unless you are a 
body builder, you won’t ever hurt him. It will feel really nice for him, as if  you are holding him closer.

✦ If  your man is well hung and has a long penis, then you might find the penetration to be too deep and 
painful. If  this is the case, then try putting a pillow between your and his legs to stop him from going so 

deep.

In many ways, the drill is quite similar to regular Missionary. You can also wrap your hands around your man's neck 
and pull him in towards you to kiss him.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Drill Position
The Drill is a great position for all couples to use as it automatically makes sex more intimate and it’s so simple to do. It’s 
also one of  those positions that your man doesn’t need to know much about. So you can surprise him with it the next time 
your are both having sex in the Missionary position.
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Exposed Eagle Sex Position
he Exposed Eagle sex position is one of  the hardest positions to perform from the Bad Girl’s Bible. It requires a 

great degree of  flexibility and strength. If  you don’t have these, then you are both in for a pretty sore time!

As you can see from the demonstration, you need to have a decent degree of  flexibility to pull off  the Exposed Eagle 
comfortably.

The easiest way to get into the Exposed Eagle position is to start off  in the Cowgirl position. This means that you need to 
be on top of  your man with your knees on either side of  him. You then need to lie backwards until your back is resting on 

your man’s thighs and knees while you are still on your knees. He can raise his knees if  you aren’t flexible enough so you are 
more upright. Your man now needs to raise his upper body so that he is in a seated position. He can put his arms behind 

him to support himself  or he can put them around your back to support you.

What The Girl Does In The Exposed Eagle Position
When you are in the Exposed Eagle, you will obviously be feeling very exposed, but you will also find it hard to actually do 

much. Your legs will be very immobile and your back will be arched.
 Your hands will be free though. You can use these to rub yourself  all over. This is as much for you as it is for your man. 

You can also rub his arms or legs.
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What The Guy Does In The Exposed Eagle Position
Your man’s first priority is to make sure that you are comfortable and having a good time. If  this is your first time trying 
the Exposed Eagle, then your legs may feel sore and a little ‘squeezed’. So he needs to provide you with enough support to 
your back.

 If  you find that you can arch your back right back, then your man will be in the perfect position to lean forward to kiss 
and suck your breasts. If  your man finds it uncomfortable to lean forward, then he can use his hands to massage and caress 

them instead .

Things To Consider When Performing The Exposed Eagle Position
Many students have tried the Exposed Eagle with their partner, but not all have enjoyed it that much. Here is some of  the 

feedback they have given that you should consider before you do it:

✦ If  you are serious about it, you should try stretching beforehand. You should concentrate on stretching your 
quads and your man should focus on stretching his back.

✦ To do the Exposed Eagle properly, you are supposed to keep your legs bent. But sex isn’t about rules and 

regulations! If  you are not that flexible, then forget about bending your knees and just straighten them out. 
This takes most of  the pain/stress out of  it.

✦ This position is great for anal sex too, but like with most positions, I always advise that you try vaginal first.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Exposed Eagle Sex Position
Personally I am not the biggest fan of  the Exposed Eagle position. For me, sex is about losing yourself  and having fun. I 

am not that flexible and so the Exposed Eagle feels more like work to me than fun.
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Hang Loose Sex Position
he Hang Loose is a really easy to perform variation of  regular Missionary position. You don’t have to be a gymnast 

or ‘Stretch Armstong’ to perform it with your man.

The Hang Loose sex position is very similar to Missionary, but more 'free' as you can hang your head right over the edge 
of  the bed.
 
 To get into the Hang Loose position with your man, just start off  in the regular Missionary position with him, but 
instead of  lying with your heads by where the pillows are and your feet near the end of  the bed, both lie across the bed. 

Lying across the bed will give both of  you far less space. To overcome this, position yourself  so that your head and part of  
your shoulders are hanging over the edge of  the bed. Your man will also be hanging over the bed, so he will need to extend 

his arms outwards and put his hands on the ground to support himself.
 The Hang Loose got it’s name from the fact that you are both hanging over the edge of  your bed.

What The Girl Does In The Hang Loose Position
Like I’ve already said, the Hang Loose is just a slight variation of  regular Missionary. As you are lying over the edge of  the 
bed, it allows you to more easily arch your back to help create a slightly different angle of  entry for your man.
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 You’ll find that having your 

head and part of  your 
shoulders hang over the edge of 

the bed doesn’t allow you to do 
a whole lot. This is the whole 
point of  the Hang Loose. It 

allows you to ‘let go’ and let 
your man take control.

What The Guy Does 
In The Hang 
Loose Position
Your man will be thrusting in 

and out like he normally does 
during the Missionary position. 

He can also grind up against 
you too. For some couples this 
can feel almost identical to 

regular old Missionary position. 
This is why I recommend that 

your man try slightly different 
positions, like penetrating you 
while he is on his knees and 

your legs are in the air, just like 
in the Deep Impact position or 

the Coital Alignment Technique 
position if  he can get himself  into 
the right position while hanging 

over the side of  the bed.

Things To Consider When Performing The Hang Loose Position
Having discussed the Hang Loose position with quite a few students, I have managed to get some really encouraging and 
insightful feedback on it:

✦ It’s a great (and easy) position to do if  you want to change things up when having regular Man-On-Top sex 
with your man.

✦ If  you like, you can outstretch your arms behind yourself  and put your hands on the floor to help keep 
yourself  balanced in the Hang Loose position. This also arches your back.

✦ The Hang Loose is a great position if  you like your man taking control during sex.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Hang Loose Sex Position
I love the Hang Loose position. There are loads of  variations of  it (based on other Man-On-Top sex positions) which 

means that you won’t get bored for a long time.

You can wrap your arms around his waist, around his back or around his neck. 
You can also try wrapping your legs around his back and locking your ankles 
together like in the Drill position.

Do	  not	  perform	  the	  Hang	  Loose	  posi/on	  if	  you	  have	  a	  bad	  back	  or	  neck.
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Italian Hanger Sex Position
he Italian Hanger is a great sex position for hitting your G-Spot while also having a nice ‘exposed’ and slightly 

submissive feeling to it. It’s incredibly easy to transfer from the regular Missionary position into the Italian 
Hanger. You just need to lie on your back.

 While your man is having regular missionary sex, he then needs to get to his knees and bring them quite close to you, 
which will force your legs apart. When he is on his knees, he then needs to put his hands under your bum and hips and lift 
them up. To help him raise your bum and hips, bend your knees and plant your feet on the bed. This will allow you to push 

you hips/waist into the air.

You can plant your feet on the bed to help keep your waist raised.

What The Girl Does In The Italian Hanger Position
When you are in the Italian Hanger position, you need to help to keep your waist elevated otherwise your man’s arms are 
going to quickly tire. This is usually fairly easy, but if  you find that you are getting tired/weak from keeping your waist 
raised, then try putting a few pillows/cushions under your back to keep it elevated.

 When performing the Italian Hanger with your man, if  you want him to make more contact with the upper wall of  your 
vagina (G-Spot), then try arching your back a little, while also pushing back onto him.
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 When you are in this position, your man isn’t going to be making contact with your clit, so if  you want, you can provide 

yourself  with some manual stimulation using your hands.

What The Man Does In The Italian Hanger Position
Your man is going to be doing the majority of  the work in the Italian Hanger position. He will be thrusting in and out of  
you. He will also have his hands on your waist (or under it), keeping it raised. Your man will have a lot of  control over the 
angles he enters you at. By leaning back, he can provide more pressure and stimulation to your G-Spot. But if  he leans 

forward, over you, he will penetrate you deeper.
 If  he wants to penetrate you with more power, he can grab your hands or arms to pull you towards him with each 

thrust.If  your man is strong enough, he can put his arms under your waist and lift you up so that your back and head are 
taken right off  the bed. This position can make you feel really free and exposed, with your man in almost complete control.

You can also try using pillows under your waist if  you don't enjoy your man holding you.

Things To Consider When Performing Italian Hanger Sex Position
When performing the Italian Hanger, my students have made a few interesting points:

✦ Pillows and cushions are your friends. There is no point in both you and your man getting really tired keeping 
your waist elevated. The solution: Put a few pillows/cushions under your lower back to give you some 

support.
✦ A little flexibility is required.

✦ Don’t forget to keep your knees bent and feet on the bed to help keep your waist raised.
✦ Try putting your hands on the headboard/wall behind you and push back onto your man with each of  his 

thrusts for deeper and stronger penetration.
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Sean’s Thoughts On The Italian Hanger Position
The Italian Hanger is a great sex position that is relatively easy to perform and transition to. It’s also a fairly dominant 
position for your man. You may find at first, that it’s not that enjoyable. If  this is the case, keeping varying how much your 
arch your back and raise your waist/hips until you find a spot that feels great.
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Launch Pad Sex Position
he Launch Pad sex position is a favorite among Bad Girl’s Bible readers. It’s super pleasurable and has the nice 

feeling of  your man being on top of  you, dominating you.

 To get into the Launch Pad position, you need to start off  by lying on your back with your man penetrating you while 
on his knees facing you. You then need to lift your legs upwards and bring your knees to your chest. You can then rest your 
feet on your mans chest. Your man can then lean over you which will allow you to easily raise your hips allowing for really 

deep penetration. Moving into the Launch Pad position from a position like the Deep Impact is a piece of  cake.

What The Girl Does 
In The Launch Pad 
Position
When you are lying on your 
back in the Launch Pad 

position, your man will seem 
like he has most of  the control. 

But you will actually be the one 
who has most control. Because 
your feet are on his chest you 

can control how deep and fast 
he penetrates you.

 If  you find having your 
feet on your man’s chest to be 
uncomfortable, then you can 

always just put them on either 
side of  him or both to one side 

of  him. If  you do, it may look 
more like you are in the Anvil 
of  Deckchair positions though. 

As your hips will be lifted up 
slightly in this position, it’s 

perfect for masturbating 
yourself  to help bring yourself  
to orgasm. 

In the Launch Pad position, you can use your feet to push back against your man's chest to control how deep you take 
him.

What The Guy Does In The Launch Pad Position
Sex in the Launch Pad position is really straightforward for your man. He just needs to thrust in and out. But if  you want 

him to hit a certain spot or fuck you at ‘that perfect angle’ in the Launch Pad position, then he will need to adjust himself  a 
little bit from leaning right over you to leaning quite far back until he finds a really great angle. You can help control how 

much he leans over you using your feet. Other than thrusting in and out and adjusting the angle he penetrates you at, there 
is not a whole lot else your man needs to do.

T
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Things To Consider When Performing The Launch Pad Sex Position
Many students of  the Bad Girl’s Bible have tried the Launch Pad position with their man. Some of  their feedback on it has 
proved to be very insightful:

✦ Anal sex is just as easy in the Launch Pad position.
✦ Make sure that both of  your share the workload. Your man can thrust in to you and you can push him back 

out with your feet.
✦ Some guys get a little over-enthusiastic in this position and lean so far over you, that they begin to hurt your 

legs. If  this starts to happen, make sure to let your man know that he’s overdoing it.

✦ If  you are not flexible enough to perform the Launch Pad, then just try putting your feet to the side instead 
of  on his chest.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Launch Pad Position
The Launch Pad is a great position. It really pleasurable and satisfying for both of  you and it’s fairly easy to perform as well.
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Missionary Sex Position
he missionary position is one of  the most common sex positions in the world. The reason for it’s popularity is that 

it’s easy to perform, it feels great and most people already know it. However if  you don’t yet know how to perform 
the missionary position, this guide will show you how.

The Missionary position is wonderful for increasing intimacy during sex and making deep eye contact with your man.

 The image above is how the missionary position is performed with your partner. You need to lie on your back, with 

your legs open. Your man then positions himself  on top of  you so that his legs are in between yours. Your man can steady 
himself  by resting his weight on his elbows which he positions either side of  you. He can also rest part of  his weight on 

you, but should be careful to make sure that it’s not uncomfortable for you. Make sure to tell him if  it is. You may find that 
you need to guide your man’s penis into your vagina when you are about to move into the missionary position.

What The Man Does In The Missionary Position
The missionary position is very straightforward and doesn’t require much agility or flexibility at all, so it’s suitable for all 
ages. For the man to perform it, he simply needs to thrust his penis in and out of  your vagina. While thrusting his penis in 

and out is certainly pleasurable for you, you will find that it’s even more pleasurable for you if  he can move his pelvis up and 
down at the same time so that his pubic bone can apply pressure onto and around your clitoris. In this position, the man has 
a good degree of  control on how deep he penetrates you and well as how fast.

T
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What The Girl Does In The Missionary Position
When you are having sex in the missionary position with your man, you may feel that because he is on top, that he’s the one 
in control. You’ll be surprised to learn that you actually also have a great degree of  control over how deep he penetrates you 
along with how much stimulation your clitoris gets.

 When your man is on top of  you, you can wrap your arms around his neck or head, or alternatively you can ‘hook’ your 
arms underneath his and grab his back so that you can pull yourself  down onto his penis for slightly deeper penetration.

To Stimulate Your Clitoris: 
If  you want him to stimulate your clitoris more than he already is, then all you need to do is grind it against his pubic bone 
on every thrust. It will take a little while to get your rhythm, but once you do, it feels amazing!

To Make Him Penetrate You Deeper: 
To get him to penetrate you deeper when having missionary sex is really easy. All you need to do is lift your legs up. Keeping 
them raised in the air will quickly tire you, so your best bet is to wrap them around your partner’s back.

During the Missionary position you can wrap you arms around his neck and pull him in to you to kiss him. Or you can 
show your animalistic side by gently grabbing his hair!

 If  you don’t like wrapping your legs around your partner, but still long for deeper penetration, then you can put a pillow 
or cushion under the small of  your back/hips area. This will elevate your vagina and allow him to penetrate you more 

deeply without you having to raise your legs.
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Why The Missionary Position Works So Well
Having talked to many students, both guys and girls, I have concluded that there are a number of  reasons the missionary 
position works so well when having sex.

✦ It allows for fully body contact, increasing intimacy and closeness.
✦ It allows you to easily kiss your partner on the lips during intercourse which again increases the feeling of  

intimacy and closeness.
✦ Many girls find it arousing that their man is in a slightly dominant position when on top of  them. Some say 

that they feel like he is pinning them to the bed and is ‘in control’.
✦ When performed correctly it is incredibly enjoyable for both you and your man, without either of  you having 

to perform any sexual gymnastics that some sex positions often require.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Missionary Position
If  you haven’t had sex many times before, then you’ll find that the missionary position is very easy to perform. One of  the 

most underrated aspects of  it is that you have a large degree of  control as to how deep you take your man. You should also 
note that during the Missionary position, your man can rest on his elbows instead of  his hands.
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Missionary 180 Sex Position
he Missionary 180 Sex Position is like a combination of  both the Betty Rocker position and regular Missionary. For 

your man it will require quite a bit of  flexibility in his penis to perform it.

The Missionary 180 position can make for a nice change, but your man needs a good bit of  'penile flexibility' to perform 
it comfortably.

To get into the Missionary 180 position, you first need to start by lying down on your back with you legs fairly spread out. 
Your man will then lie down on top of  you. But instead of  lying face-to-face, he will be lying head-to-toe with his legs 

spread out so that they are resting on the bed on either side of  you. He then needs to slowly and carefully push his penis 
downwards so that he can enter you. This will put a lot of  strain on the suspensory ligaments in his penis so he needs to be 

extra careful while doing this.

What You Do In The Missionary 180 Position
Firstly, it’s really important not to pull his penis with your hands when he is getting into the Missionary 180 position. You 

don’t want to hurt him! But it’s a good idea to use your hands to help guide him inside you.
 When he is inside you, try to stay quite still while your man gets comfortable. Once he is comfortable thrusting into you 

after a minute or two, you can try to slowly thrust back against him. You can put your hands on his butt to help him find an 
angle that you both really enjoy and provide some extra thrust.

What Your Man Does In The Missionary 180 Position
Like I have already been saying, your man needs to be quite cautious when trying out the Missionary 180 position. He can 
really hurt himself  if  he’s not careful. So if  he does feel an excessive strain on his penis during sex, then he should pull out 

and try a different lovemaking position. 
 While performing the Missionary 180, all your man needs to do is just thrust down.
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More Tips When Performing The Missionary 180
There is not a lot of  students of  the Bad Girl’s Bible who have tried the Missionary 180 with their man as it’s both such an 
exotic position and a difficult one to perform. Those that have tried have some interesting feedback on it:

✦ It can be really painful for your man in this position, so don’t worry if  you can’t pull it off, there are 100s of  

other great sex positions for you to try.
✦ A great way to see if  your man will be able to perform the Missionary 180 is to first try out the Betty Rocker 

position with him as it’s almost identical, but you can take the pressure off  his penis more easily.

When performing the Missionary 180, you are in the perfect position to play with your man’s ass and balls!

Sean’s Thoughts On The Missionary 180 Sex Position
To be perfectly honest, I included the Missionary 180 position because it’s different and exotic, but I don’t personally enjoy 
it much at all. I find that it’s actually more pain that pleasure. So remember that just because a position looks interesting, it 

doesn’t necessarily mean that it’s very pleasurable.
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Pirates Bounty Sex Position
he Pirates Bounty sex position is like a cross between the Deep Impact position and the Leg Glider position. 

To perform it with your man, you need to start by lying on your back like you would for normal Missionary sex 
with your legs open. Your man then needs to kneel down beside your vagina, facing you with his legs spread apart 

so that he can lower himself  down and enter you. He then needs to grab one of  your legs and slowly bring it up so that it’s 
pretty much pointing towards the ceiling. He can then rest it on his shoulder and put his arm around it.

What The Girl Does 
In The Pirates 
Bounty Position
The Pirates Bounty is very 

similar to the Deep Impact 
position in that you don’t have 
much to do at all. If  you like, 

you can lower your hand to help 
you give yourself  more pleasure. 

A simple way to make 
the Pirates Bounty a lot more 
intimate is to maintain eye 

contact with your man.
 If  you are not that flexible, 

then you need to let your man 
know if  he is putting too much 
pressure on your leg. Try 

bending it to reduce the 
pressure it if  he is.

What The Guy Does 
In The Pirates 
Bounty Position
Your man will be thrusting into 

you as he normally would in the 
Deep Impact position. This 

means that he will have one arm 
wrapped around your raised leg 

and his other holding onto your leg that‘s resting on the bed so that he can powerfully thrust in and out of  you.

 If  your man is not that flexible, then he won’t be able to spread his legs that much. This means he will need to pull you 
up to him to penetrate you fully. If  you are flexible enough, then your guy can also lean over you while you are having sex to 

make it feel like he is dominating you.

T

The Pirate’s Bounty position is a nice little variation on the likes of  the Sandwich or 
the Playing Of  The Cello.
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Things To Consider When Performing The Pirates Bounty Position
I have discussed the Pirates Bounty position with a number of  Bad Girl’s Bible students. They have provided me with some 
really helpful feedback on it:

✦ Try alternating 
between which 

leg is raised and 
which leg is 
lowered. Many 

have found that 
they slightly 

prefer having 
one leg raised 
and the other on 

the bed.
✦ If  you want to 

feel your man 
even deeper, 
then wrap your 

leg that isn’t 
raised around 

your boyfriend’s 
back and pull 
him in towards 

you with each 
thrust.

✦ If  you like fast, 
passionate sex 
with your man, 

then he can put 
both arms around 

your raised leg and 
hold on to it 
tightly, allowing 

him to thrust really hard.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Pirates Bounty Sex Position
I consider the Pirates Bounty sex position to be a variation of  other sex positions. It’s not some crazy, weird new position 
that will give you radically different sensations and pleasures. But it is great for changing things up with your man in bed. 
And that’s one of  the most important things when it comes to getting better at sex. Trying new things and injecting 

variation into your sex life.

You can use your hands on his stomach and waist to help control how deep you take 
him.
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The Playing Of  The Cello Sex 
Position

he Playing Of  The Cello sex position is a really enjoyable one for girls. The reason that it’s called the Playing Of  

The Cello is because your man will look slightly like he is playing the cello with your legs.

 When your man holds your legs during the Play Of  The Cello position, he can get more leverage to penetrate you 
 deeply with more power!

T
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 To perform it, you need to lie on your back and raise your legs so that they are pointing towards the ceiling. Your man is 
then positioned upright, on his knees and enters you while facing you. You then need to rest both of  your legs on just one 

of  his shoulders. Your man then wraps one arm around your feet and lower leg, while wrapping his other arm around your 
thighs, which makes him look like he’s playing the cello with your legs, hence the name.

What The Girl Does In The Playing Of  The Cello Position
When you are in the Playing Of  The Cello lovemaking position, your man will be doing practically all of  the work. All you 
need to do is just enjoy the ride. Luckily your hands will be free the entire time. This means that you can pleasure yourself  

manually, while your man thrusts in and out.

What The Guy Does In The Playing Of  The Cello Position
Your man is going to be doing practically all of  the work in The Playing Of  The Cello position. As he is holding both your 

upper and lower legs, it means that he can very easily hold you in position or pull you towards himself  for deeper, harder 
thrusts. If  he wants, he can lean backwards, while still holding your legs tight or lean forwards pushing your legs on top of  

you to change his angle of  entry.

Things To Consider When Performing The Playing Of  The Cello Sex Position
I have discussed the Playing Of  The Cello position with many students. From talking to them, I have reached a number of  

conclusions:

✦ This is a great position for your man to take a lot of  control and ‘bang you really hard’ as one student put it.
✦ When you man leans backwards, he puts more pressure on your G-Spot, which will stimulate it a whole lot 

more.

✦ A few couples said that they found this position to be very hot and sexy, but it wasn’t particularly intimate, as 
you are not very close together unless your man is leaning right over you.

✦ You don’t have to keep your legs straight in this position. Instead, you can bend your knees to take the strain 
off  your hamstrings and bum.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Playing Of  The Cello Position
I really enjoy the Playing Of  The Cello sex position. It’s great for passionate sex when I’m with a girl that enjoys hard and 
deep thrusts and a slight feeling of  being exposed.
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Right Angle Sex Position
hen I describe the Right Angle sex position to people, they always seem to never have heard of  it. The thing is, 

it’s a really easy to perform position and doesn’t require huge amounts of  flexibility.

 You need to start by laying 
down on your back and 
pointing your feet towards the 

ceiling. You don’t have to worry 
too much about keeping your 

legs perfectly straight. Next 
your man needs to sit down on 
the bed with his legs open. He 

should be facing you and sitting 
down on the bed just below 

your vagina with his legs in 
front of  him on either side of  
your body. Your man then 

needs to grab your legs and lift 
you up and towards him. He 

can then penetrate you.

What You Do In The 
Right Angle Position
As you will be lying down in 
the Right Angle position, you 
may find it a little difficult to 

move and be that active during 
sex. Don’t worry, there is still a 

ton of  stuff  that you can do to 
make it fun for both of  you

 The easiest thing to do is to maintain eye contact with your man while he is fucking you. This will help to increase the 

intimacy. You can also hold onto his legs that are on either side of  you to give you a little leverage to gently thrust back onto 
your man. One of  the coolest things about the Right Angle position is that you can use a vibrator to help you orgasm 

during sex.  

What Your Man Does In The Right Angle Position
Your man may also initially find the Right Angle position to be awkward. This is mainly due to the fact that he will find it 

difficult to thrust when sitting down with his legs extended. There are 2 ways around this:

1. He can put his hands underneath your butt/waist/hips and lift you up and down or grab your legs and use them to lift 
you up and down.

2. He can grab hold of  your arms and pull you in to him as you grind on him.

W

Don't worry too much about keeping your legs perfectly straight or putting your feet 
together during the Right Angle position like in the picture. Relax and enjoy it!
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More Tips When Performing The Right Angle
Not a whole lot of  people have tried the Right Angle position. Those that have, have given me some great feedback on it:

✦ Don’t feel that you need to keep your legs straight. Make sure to bend them.
✦ It’s a great starting position when you want to try something new in the bedroom as it’s not that complicated 

and you don’t need to stretch and bend your limbs.

✦ The Right Angle position is perfect for either anal or vaginal sex.

A fun variation of  the right angle position. Called the Straight sex position, it's a quite similar to the Tug Of  Love.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Right Angle Sex Position
Like I already said, the Right Angle is an easy to perform position and it feels great. But for some reason it just hasn’t seen 

to have ever caught on like the Missionary position and Doggy Style has. If  you have never tried it before, then I highly 
recommend that you try it out with your man soon.

The	  Right	  Angle	  gets	  it’s	  name	  from	  the	  fact	  that	  both	  of	  you	  will	  be	  making	  a	  90	  degree	  
angle	  (right	  angle)	  with	  your	  bodies.
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Sandwich Sex Position
he Sandwich sex position is a bit like a combination of  both the Drill position and the Viennese Oyster position. It 

requires a little bit of  strength and flexibility on your part.

Performing the Sandwich position comfortably with your man requires a good degree of  flexibility.
 
 To perform the Sandwich, just lie down on your back and let your man penetrate while he’s on top as he normally 

would when doing the Missionary. But instead of  just resting your legs on the bed, bring them towards yourself  while 
keeping them open. Your man’s arms should usually be around your shoulders on the bed, but he is now going to lower 

them so that he can put one under each of  your knees and help you to lift them upwards to change the angle that he’s 
penetrating you at.

What The Girl Does In The Sandwich Position
Firstly you need to make sure that you are fairly flexible before you try the Sandwich position with your man.
 Once you are happy to do the Sandwich with your man, then all you have to worry about is keeping your legs raised 

without it being too painful. If  it is, make sure to tell your man. The Sandwich is a very dominant position for your man, so 
there is not a lot you can do. But you can use your hands to rub his back and shoulders. You can also kiss him.

T
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What The Guy Does In The Sandwich Position
Your man will have almost complete control in the Sandwich position, so he needs to make sure that you are enjoying it as 
much as he is. He will be keeping your legs held upwards towards your chest using his arms behind your knees which can 
feel really exposing and be a real turn on for some.

 Besides this, he will be thrusting in and out of  you and grinding up and down on you as well. While doing this, he is 
also in the perfect position to kiss you on the neck, cheeks and mouth.

If  you like feeling your man dominate you, then you will love the Sandwich!

Things To Consider When Performing The Sandwich Position
The Sandwich position doesn’t look particularly hard to do, but for some it’s too sore. Those that have tried it out have 

provided me with great feedback on it:

✦ The Sandwich is great for those of  you who enjoy clitoral stimulation from your man. Due to lifting your legs 
with his arms during sex, he will be able to provide pretty good stimulation to your clit with his pubic bone.

✦ A few have said that they only enjoy the Sandwich for a few minutes before it’s too sore on the backs of  their 

legs.

If	  you	  have	  a	  weak	  lower	  back	  or	  the	  back	  of	  your	  knee	  easily	  gets	  sore,	  then	  you	  should	  
avoid	  it.
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Sean’s Thoughts On The Sandwich Sex Position
The Sandwich sex position is one of  those positions that I’m not crazy about as it’s a little awkward, but it’s still great to use 
from time to time to spice things up.
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Tug Of  Love Sex Position
he Tug Of  Love sex position is probably the last position that you could dream up of  yourself. It is quite unlike 

any other position that you will read about in the Bad Girl’s Bible. 
 To get into the Tug Of  Love, your man first needs to lie down on the bed on his back with his legs open. You 

then need to sit down on top of  him and let him enter you, with your legs on either side of  him in front you. Next you need 
to start leaning backwards until you are lying down on the bed (put your arms behind you to ease yourself  down). Your head 
should be close to his feet. You can rest your legs on his chest or on either side of  him, whichever is more comfortable.

The Tug Of  Love can be quite an awkward position, as you can see above!

 Now that you are both lying down, your man should grab your hands/arms so that he can pull you in towards him.

What The Girl Does In The Tug Of  Love Position
When you first try out the Tug Of  Love position, you may find it to be a little weird and that it takes a little while to get 

used to. That’s perfectly normal.
 When you are comfortable, you then need to start focusing on grinding on your man. Simply move your your hips up-
and-down and side-to-side while he is inside you. This is a lot trickier when on your back, but it’s still easier than thrusting 

onto him. You are also in a perfect position to start masturbating yourself  while in the Tug Of  Love position if  your man is 
not holding your arms.

What The Guy Does In The Tug Of  Love Position
Your man will also initially find it uncomfortable in the Tug Of  Love, especially because his penis will be bent backwards 
slightly

 Your man will be holding onto your hands/arms when in the Tug Of  Love position. He can pull himself  really tightly 
into you and then start grinding on you using his hips or he can alternate how tightly he holds you. Your man can also thrust 

up and down in the Tug Of  Love position. Your man needs to be careful not to hurt you in the Tug Of  Love position. If  
your arms are starting to get sore, then your man can hold onto your legs instead

T
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Things To Consider When Performing The Tug Of  Love Position
The Tug Of  Love is a fairly ‘odd’ sex position. Despite that, a decent amount of  students of  the Bad Girl’s Bible have tried 
it out with their man. Here is some of  the feedback they have given me:

✦ Some found that the Tug Of  Love was uncomfortable and not worth it.
✦ Some found it to be great for switching things up in the bedroom with their guy, even if  it doesn’t feel 

fantastic.
✦ Some found that it was really sore when their man grabbed their arms.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Tug Of  Love Sex Position
I don’t enjoy the Tug Of  Love position that much. Even though I am not a fan of  it, I still think that it’s at least worth 
trying out a few times to keep things interesting in the bedroom.
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Victory Sex Position
he Victory sex position is a fun change from having sex in the Drill position or Missionary position. It’s also great 

because it’s quite easy to do too!

When performing the Victory, don't worry about keeping your legs straight. If  you find your legs getting tired, you can 
rest them on his back, like in the Drill position.

 You first need to start out by lying on your back with your legs open as you normally would when your man is on top. 
Your man will then straddle you as he normally would during regular Missionary sex. But instead of  wrapping your legs 

around him, you need to keep them open and pointing in the air in a ‘V’ shape.

What You Do In The Victory Position
The Victory position is one in which your man will be taking on a very dominant role, while you will be in a more 

submissive role. You don’t need to be really active when performing the Victory position…but it’s always nice for him when 
you are!

 The great thing about the Victory position is that both of  you will be facing each other. So don’t forget to make eye 
contact with him. You can also put your hands around his neck and pull him in close for a kiss. Something a lot of  guys love 
is for you to gently run your hands up and down his back while he is thrusting into you. If  you like, you can also start 

rubbing your clit, helping yourself  to orgasm. 

T
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What Your Man Does In The Victory Position
For your man, the Victory position is really straightforward. He is doing great if  he simply thrusts in and out while on his 
knees. But to make it more fun for you, he should try alternating between thrusting in and out of  you and grinding up 
against you. By grinding up and down on you (while inside you), he won’t be providing you with as much vaginal 

stimulation, but he will be able to provide a lot more pressure/stimulation to your clitoral area.

More Tips When Performing The Victory
Many students of  the Bad Girl’s Bible have either tried the Victory either on purpose or without realizing they were doing it. 
Here is some of  the advice they had on it:

✦ It’s great for those who like their man to have a lot of  control or to ‘be in charge’ during sex.
✦ Anal sex is also possible with the Victory.

✦ Depending on the angle of  entry, you can achieve very deep penetration during the Victory position.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Victory Sex Position
I like the Victory because it’s easy to do, but I also like it because it’s flexible; meaning that I can move around a lot during it 
so that I can find an angle that both me and my girl are happy with. I highly advise that you try it out man.

Now	  you	  may	  be	  thinking	  that	  you	  must	  keep	  your	  legs	  in	  a	  perfect	  ‘V’	  shape.	  You	  don’t	  
have	  to.	  In	  fact	  if	  you	  did,	  you	  would	  find	  them	  geFng	  /red	  really	  quickly.	  So	  feel	  free	  to	  bend	  

them	  if	  they	  are	  geFng	  sore.
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Viennese Oyster Sex Position
he Viennese Oyster is quite an exotic position that needs you to have a massive amount of  flexibility and 

suppleness. As you can see in the picture below, to perform it, you need to lay on your your back. You then have to 
grab your legs and spread them while also pulling them backwards.

As you can see, you need a lot of  flexibility to perform the Viennese Oyster with your man. It's a good idea to try something a little 
less strenuous first like the Sandwich.

 Eventually you will have pulled them back so far that you knees will be touching the bed (or almost touching it) on 
either side of  you. You can then put your arms on top of  your legs (at the back of  your knees) which will keep your legs in 

place. If  you find this really easy to do, you can experiment by then putting your legs further back behind your head.
 Your man then penetrates you while on his knees, just as he would when in the Deckchair position. 

What The Girl Does In The Viennese Oyster Position
When you are performing the Viennese Oyster, your legs won’t be able to move a whole lot. The most you can do is either 
masturbate yourself  or rub your man’s chest.

T
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What The Guy Does In The Viennese Oyster Position
If  this is your first time performing the Viennese Oyster with your man, then he needs to be extra careful not to hurt you. 
So when you start in this position, make sure that your man goes slow, is gentle and listens to your feedback. Then once you 
are fully comfortable, he can get a little bit more aggressive. He also has to be careful with his first few thrusts so that he 

doesn’t go too deep, which is very easy in this position.
 As I have already said, your man is going to be on his knees. By moving his knees closer or further away from you, he 

can change how deep he goes and what angle he is penetrating you at. If  you really like clitoral stimulation during sex, then 
you’ll have to provide it yourself, because it’s very difficult for your man to provide it with his pubic bone in this position.

Things To Consider When Performing The Viennese Oyster Sex Position
From all the students I have talked to, not many have been able to perform the Viennese Oyster. From talking to them I 
have found a few different things:

✦ If  you are not not flexible, then forget about it. Period.
✦ Even if  you are flexible and can perform the Viennese Oyster, you will probably still find it very 

uncomfortable.
✦ Warming up and doing some stretching first is a good idea and will make it easier to do.

✦ Your man has a huge amount of  control when he is on top of  you. This is great if  you like feeling exposed 
and getting dominated and being submissive to him. He can literally ‘pound you from above’.

✦ It’s also great if  you like taking it really deep from him.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Viennese Oyster Position
I have only ever tried the Viennese Oyster once. My girl only lasted about a minute until her legs and bum became too sore 

and strained to continue. Even though she didn’t last long, I really enjoyed being on top and dominating her. My advice is to 
attempt it after warming up and stretching a little beforehand. But if  you have trouble pulling your legs back, then forget 
about it and try one of  the many other awesome sex positions that I recommend. Just because this is an exotic position, 

doesn’t mean that it is more fun and pleasurable for you and your man.
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X Marks The Spot Sex Position
he X Marks The Spot sex position is really just a variation of  the regular Missionary position. It’s great to try out if 

you find that you are getting bored of  Missionary and want something similar but different.
 This means that to perform it, you need to lay on your back while your man is on top. The X Marks The Spot 

position get’s the ‘X’ part from the fact that your bodies will form an X when viewed from above. So if  you are lying down 
on your back with your feet at the end of  the bed and your head at the top of  the bed where the pillows usually are, your 
man will be lying across the bed, with his head by one side of  the bed and his feet by the other side of  the bed.

While the X Marks The Spot Position is easy and fun to try out, many people have reported that it's not as enjoyable as 
most of  the other positions in The Bad Girl's Bible.

What The Girl Does In The X Marks The Spot Position
When in the X Marks The Spot position, you will initially find it to be a little difficult and even awkward. But that should 

change after a few minutes. You’ll find that you can thrust back against your man just as you would when performing regular 
Missionary. When thrusting back against your man, you won’t get as much clitoral stimulation as normal, so feel free to use 

your hands to provide a little extra fun to help you orgasm. Or even consider using a vibrator.
 You can also hold onto your man’s leg/butt and pull him down and into you with each thrust for stronger penetration.

What The Guy Does In The X Marks The Spot Position
You man has a really easy job in the X Marks The Spot position. All he needs to do is just thrust in and out. That’s it.

T
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 If  he likes, he can perform a slight variation where he holds onto your arm with his arm closest to you so that he can 

pull himself  into you with each thrust. Doing this can also change the angle of  entry slightly.

When performing the X Marks The Spot Position, you are in the perfect position to spank your man. Great for spicing 
things up!

Things To Consider When Performing The X Marks The Spot Position
I have to talked to quite a few students of  the Bad Girl’s Bible about the X Marks The Spot position. Some like it, some 

don’t. Here is the feedback they have given me on it.

✦ It’s really easy to switch from regular Missionary to the X Marks The Spot position and back again if  you 

want to try it out.
✦ Anal sex is pretty much impossible in the X Marks The Spot position.

✦ Many found that the X Marks The Spot position lacks intimacy because there isn’t much body contact.

Sean’s Thoughts On The X Marks The Spot Sex Position
 I wouldn’t consider the X Marks The Spot position to be that good. It’s not really that intimate for couples as you are both 

hardly touching each others bodies. Your heads are also very far apart which means that it’s really difficult to kiss each other 
too. So I would file the X Marks The Spot position under, ‘Something new to try’ and not under ‘Really intimate’.
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Lying On Your Stomach         
Sex Positions

Lying on your stomach while having sex is as equally relaxing as lying on your back. It also feels quite submissive too. So if  
you have tried all of  the Lying On Your Back sex positions, then make sure that you try out some of  these Lying On Your 

Stomach sex positions too.

One of  the great things about having sex while lying on your stomach is that often your man will be in a position to 

massage your back while you’re having sex.

Hopefully this doesn’t need to be said, but if  you are pregnant, then it’s a really bad idea to have sex while lying on your 
stomach. Avoid it at all costs.
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Bumper Cars Sex Position
he Bumper Cars sex position is a very exotic one. Even the name is a little ‘out there’. The interesting thing about 

the Bumper Cars position is that some consider it to be a complete novelty position while others say that they 
really enjoy it.

Your man needs to be careful when he first tries out the Bumper Cars position.

 If  your man has enough flexibility, then it’s time to proceed! First you need to lie down on your stomach on your bed, 

with your legs straight and open wide. Then your man needs to lie down on his stomach facing in completely the opposite 
direction with his legs straight and open wide as well. He then needs to reverse back towards you until his thighs are 

positioned over your thighs and he can pull his penis so that it’s pointing towards your vagina. Then he slowly needs to enter 
you, making sure not to overstretch his penis.

What The Girl Does In The Bumper Cars Position
When you are in the Bumper Cars position, you first need to be very still while your man gets into position and enters you. 
When he does enter you, you need to stay quite still until he is comfortable thrusting in and out. Once your man is fully 

comfortable inside you, you can optionally start to gently gyrate your hips.
 As this position doesn’t allow for particularly deep penetration, don’t bother doing any thrusting yourself  as it will make 
him slip out far more often.

T
To	  perform	  the	  Bumper	  Cars	  posi/on,	  your	  man	  is	  going	  to	  first	  need	  to	  check	  that	  his	  penis	  
is	  flexible	  enough.	  If	  he	  is	  standing	  up	  straight,	  then	  he	  needs	  to	  be	  able	  to	  point	  it	  directly	  
downwards	  towards	  the	  ground	  quite	  comfortably	  before	  even	  trying	  the	  Bumper	  Cars.
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What The Guy Does In The Bumper Cars Position

Remember: Even though this sex position looks exotic, it doesn't mean that it's more pleasurable.

 Your man’s first priority is making sure that he stays safe and doesn’t accidentally hurt himself  by straining the 

suspensory ligaments in his penis. Once he is confident and comfortable, he needs to slowly thrust in and out. And that’s it! 
He can thrust by either moving his entire body or by just using his hips.

 Your man should keep adjusting his position until he finds something that is comfortable for both of  you.

Things To Consider When Performing The Bumper Cars Sex Position
I have been able to talk to a small number of  students who have tried the Bumper Cars position with their man. They gave 

me some very interesting insights and information that I would like to share with you:

✦ Make sure that you start out incredibly slowly when you are in this position.
✦ If  you enjoy having your feet massaged or giving a foot massage during sex, then the Bumper Cars position is 

perfect for both you and your man as your feet are right beside his hands and vice-versa.

✦ Just because the Bumper Cars looks really exotic doesn’t mean that it’s more pleasurable than other sex 
positions. In fact a lot of  students and couples hate it.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Bumper Cars Position
While some people see the Bumper Cars position as being quite similar to the Betty Rocker sex position, I don’t. Personally, 
I hate performing Bumper Cars with a girl. It’s too sore and it’s also not particularly intimate (your face is about 5 feet away 

from your partners while performing it and you are not even facing each other!).
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Irish Garden Sex Position
he Irish Garden is a really interesting sex position. When a lot of  couples see it first, they think that it requires a 

crazy amount of  flexibility. The truth is, it doesn’t. It’s actually really easy to do. In some ways the Irish Garden is 
quite similar to the Betty Rocker position.

The Irish Garden position is really easy to perform with your man, even though many have never tried it!

 To get into the Irish Garden position, your man needs to first sit down on the bed. He should have his back upright and 
straight. His legs should be out in front of  him and opened fairly wide. He can bend his knees if  it makes it more 
comfortable for him. You then need to get down on all fours and reverse yourself  towards him. You will have to lower your 

waist down onto your man by straightening out your legs behind him (one on either side of  his waist). Now lower your head 
and shoulders onto the bed until they are resting on it.

What The Girl Does In The Irish Garden Position
In the Irish Garden position, you will be almost lying down on your stomach while your man enters you. You’ll find that in 
this position that your man can’t thrust much, so you will be responsible for the thrusting. You can use your hips to move 

yourself  up and down on your man’s penis in a rocking motion. You’ll find this easier to do once your knees are firmly on 
the bed. You can also grab your man’s lower legs with your hands to hold yourself  in position.

T

But	  the	  Irish	  Garden	  is	  not	  about	  vigorous	  thrus/ng.	  It’s	  a	  nice	  relaxing	  posi/on	  for	  slower,	  
more	  sensual	  sex.
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What The Guy Does In The Irish Garden Position
Your man will find it hard to thrust into you at all. Instead, he can put his hands on your butt/hips/waist and gently rock 
you back and forth. In the Irish Garden, your man is in the perfect position to rub and massage your back. If  he is not that 
flexible, then he can lean back and use his arms to support himself  or he can put some pillows under his back.

Things To Consider When Performing The Irish Garden Position
Even though not that many couples have tried out the Irish Garden position with their partners, it’s surprisingly easy to do. 

Here is some of  the feedback that I have gotten from students who have tried it:

✦ If  you want to your man to thrust into you, then put your arms behind your back and let your man grab your 

hands so that he can pull you in with each thrust.
✦ If  your man is flexible, then he can lean forward and lie on your back to make it feel more like a spooning 

position.
✦ Some love this position when watching TV/pornography with their man.
✦ You can massage your man’s feet when in this position.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Irish Garden Sex Position
The Irish Garden position is great! It’s easy to do and it’s gives you a really different angle of  entry, which is perfect if  you 

find yourself  getting bored during sex.
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Jockey Sex Position
he Jockey sex position gets it’s name from the simple fact that your man is going to look like a jockey riding a horse 

when you are having sex in this position.

If  you want to relax while your man does most of  the work, then you will love the Jockey position.

 To perform the Jockey with your man, you just need to lie face down on your bed with your legs straight and together. 
Your man then needs to straddle you with his knees on either side of  your waist. He can then enter you either vaginally or 
anally and start thrusting. While he can lean forward like a jockey would when riding a racehorse, he doesn’t have to. He can 

even lean backwards slightly in the Jockey position. He can also lean right on top of  you so that it feels more like you are 
spooning with him.

What The Girl Does In The Jockey Position
If  you enjoy being totally passive during sex, then you’ll love the Jockey. It’s the ultimate position for remaining passive. All 
you have to do is just lie there and let your your man penetrate you. But you can be a little active if  you want. You can put 

your arms behind you and rub your man’s legs. You can also bend your knees back so that your feet are gently pushing your 
man’s butt and helping him thrust into you. If  you like, you can also raise your butt slightly with each thrust for harder sex.

What The Guy Does In The Jockey Position
Your man will be doing most of  the work in the Jockey position. He will be thrusting in and out. He will also be able to 
change his angle of  entry easily by leaning forward or backwards as well as moving his entire body either forwards or 

backwards so that he can hit many different areas inside you. The key to finding a great angle is giving him some feedback 
and letting him know what you are enjoying or what you’d prefer him to do.

 In the Jockey position, your man is also in the perfect position to massage your back and neck while he is upright or kiss 
you on your shoulders and neck when his is leaning on top of  you.

T
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Things To Consider When Performing The Jockey Position
Many students of  the Bad Girl’s Bible have 
tried the Jockey with their man or at least 
some variation of  it. I have been able to get 

some feedback from them:

✦ You can use the Jockey to great 
effect for both slow and 
romantic sex as well faster, 

more passionate sex.
✦ This is a great position for anal 

sex.
✦ If  you performing the Jockey in 

front of  a wall or something 

solid, then you can put your 
hands against the wall and raise 

your body slightly so you can 
push back against your man 
with each thrust.

✦ The Jockey is a great position 
for guys who like to take 

control during sex or for 
women who like their man to 
be on top and in control.

Sean’s Thoughts On The 
Jockey Sex Position
I enjoy the Jockey position a lot. It’s great for 

both slow and faster, more passionate sex. It 
can feel really intimate as well when I am 

leaning right over my girl.
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Rear Entry Sex Position
he Rear Entry sex position is great for those who like their men to be in control during sex, while also remaining 

quite intimate at the same time. The Rear Entry is very much like Spooning, but with the man on top.

You'll find that the Rear Entry position makes for some really intimate sex!

To perform the Rear Entry, you first need to lie down on your stomach on the bed with your legs open. Your man then gets 
on top of  you with his legs together in pretty much the same position he would be in while performing the Missionary 
position with you and then enters you. He then rests part of  his weight on your back and part of  it through his arms by 

putting his hands on the bed. This way you will feel him right on top of  you without him crushing you and causing you 
breathing difficulties!

What The Girl Does In The Rear Entry Position
As the Rear Entry position is one with your man very much on top, you can just lie there and enjoy it. But you can also 
change the angle your man penetrates you at.

 By planting your knees firmly on the bed, you’ll find it quite easy to lift your butt up into the air. Doing this will also 
help you to thrust back into your man with each of  his thrusts.

What The Guy Does In The Rear Entry Position
You man will be doing the majority of  the work in the Rear Entry. He can simply thrust in and out using his hips. Or he can 
use more of  a full body motion to thrust up and down. Make sure to let him know what you prefer him doing.

 Your man will also be on top of  you. Some like feeling the full weight of  their man press down on them, while others 
prefer to just feel him slightly press against them. So let him know what you prefer. Your man is also in a great position, 

when on top of  you like this to kiss you on your back and on the back of  your neck adding to the intimacy.

T
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This position is perfect for transitioning to many of  the Doggy style positions like the Bulldog or the Basset Hound.

Things To Consider When Performing The Rear Entry Position
Many students of  the Bad Girl’s Bible have tried the Rear Entry or a variation of  it with their partners. Here is some 
feedback from them on it:

✦ Try varying how wide you hold your legs open, all the way from very open to really close together to make it 
tighter for your guy.

✦ Try putting a pillow right under your waist/hips to raise them and change the angle of  entry.
✦ If  you have a headboard or there is a wall in front of  you, then you can put your hands on it and push 

yourself  back onto your man.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Rear Entry Sex Position
I really enjoy the Rear Entry position. It feels both hot and sensual at the same time as I can penetrate my girl with a lot of  

force and also feel really close to her by lying on top of  her.
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Superwoman Sex Position
he Superwoman position may sound like one of  those positions where you literally need to be like ‘Superwoman’ 

and do a lot of  work. Luckily this is not the case at all, your man will be doing most of  the work. In some ways 
the Superwoman is quite like the Life Raft position.

Performing the Superwoman position on a sofa can be a little awkward if  it's not big enough, as you can see in the picture 
above.

 To perform the Superwoman, you need to lie down on your bed on your belly, with you arms resting on the bed, 

stretched out in front of  you. While your stomach should be on the bed, your waist will be at the edge with your legs 
hanging over the side. Your man will then then enter you while standing from behind and will start thrusting in and out.

What The Girl Does In The Superwoman Position
When you are in the Superwoman position, you’ll find that it’s difficult to do anything at all as you are lying down on your 
stomach and your legs will either be in the air, being held by your man or lightly touching the ground. If  you want, you can 

use your arms to gently push yourself  back onto your man as he is penetrating you.
 You can also try raising your waist slightly to change the angle that your man is penetrating you at. To keep it raised, try 
putting a pillow under it.

T
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What The Guy Does In The Superwoman Position
Your man will be doing the lions share of  the work in the Superwoman position. Obviously he is going to be thrusting in 
and out. He can do this by just using his hips or he can make it more of  a full-body movement. To thrust with a bit more 
force, he can grab hold of  your legs and lift them off  the ground or he can grab you by putting his hands around your waist.

 But he can also lean forward and rest his hands on your back or grab your shoulders with them to pull you into him. He 
can even lightly grab your hair (or strongly if  you want).

Things To Consider When Performing The Superwoman Position
A good few students of  the Bad Girl’s Bible have tried out the Superwoman with their man and have given lots of  feedback 

on it:

✦ The Superwoman is just as good for those of  you who enjoy anal sex as it is for those who like regular 

vaginal sex.
✦ If  your man grabs you by your legs, then he may hurt your skin if  he grabs you too hard (it feels like he is 

stretching your skin). Make sure that he knows to be gentle with you.
✦ Try playing around with different angles from both you and your man, until you find something that feels 

perfect for both of  you.

Performing the Superwoman position on a table will give you a lot more space.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Superwoman Sex Position
I personally consider the Superwoman to be a ‘middle-of-the-road’ sex position. It’s ok, but doesn’t feel fantastic. I feel that 
you should definitely try it out with your partner, but don’t except it to be as mind blowing as other positions.
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Doggy Style Sex Positions
Doggy Style sex gets it’s name from....surprise, surprise....how dogs have sex. The man enters from behind while you are on 

your knees. Doggy Style sex can be really fun and has elements of  dominance and submission in it too.

While practically everybody knows how to perform the regular Doggy Style position with their man, you’ll be glad to know 

that there are 10 other different Doggy Style positions included in this chapter for you to try out and enjoy with your man. 
Have fun!
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Bassett Hound Sex Position
he Bassett Hound sex position is a variation of  regular Doggy Style, or the Leap Frog, depending on which way 

you look at it. It’s a really fun position if  you like to be a little submissive, while your man takes control.
To do the Bassett Hound with your man, you need to get down on all fours. This means getting onto your knees 

and hands. From here, you then need to lower yourself  further towards the ground. To do this, spread your knees out and 
push your butt backwards. This will lower your waist. Then lower yourself  onto your elbows and spread them out to bring 
your chest closer to the ground. Your man will then enter you from behind while on his knees. He can also spread his knees 

to get low or he can stay fairly upright and enter you from an angled position.

Here you can see the man performing the Basset Hound, with his knees together. If  he likes, he can spread them out to 
lower himself  towards the bed.

T
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What The Girl Does In The Bassett Hound Position
When you are in the Bassett Hound position, you are going to be doing pretty much the same things as you would when in 
the Doggy Style position, which means you won’t be doing a whole lot. You can push yourself  back onto your man for 

harder penetration. You can also lower your hand(s) and start masturbating yourself.

What The Guy Does In The Bassett Hound Position
When you are performing the Bassett Hound with your man, he will have lot of  flexibility to do different things. He can 

lower his waist to yours and penetrate you, simply moving in and out. Or he can keep his waist elevated by keeping his knees 
closer together and penetrate you from above to stimulate your G-Spot more.

 He can also put his hands on your shoulders or waist and pull you towards him for harder penetration. Or he can use 
his hands to massage your back while fucking you or even reach around your waist and start rubbing your clit.

In this picture you can see the man performing a variation of  the Basset Hound. He is crouching down instead of  
kneeling.

You	  need	  to	  have	  a	  decent	  amount	  of	  flexibility	  to	  perform	  this	  posi/on	  with	  your	  man	  if	  
you	  want	  to	  get	  yourself	  low	  onto	  the	  bed.
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Things To Consider When Performing The Bassett Hound Position
Many students have done the Bassett Hound with their man. Many have tried their own variations and found that certain 
things really added to the experience, the best of  which are:

✦ You can perform anal sex just as easily in the Bassett Hound position as regular vaginal sex.
✦ If  you are performing anal sex with your man, then he can finger you at the same time as he penetrates you 

for extra pleasure.
✦ The Bassett Hound allows for really deep penetration, so be careful if  your man has a fairly long penis.
✦ To help you change positions, you can try putting a pillow or cushion right under your waist to elevate it.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Bassett Hound Sex Position
I find that the Basset Hound is a great position to transfer to from Doggy Style. You may even find it more pleasurable than 

regular Doggy Style. The key is getting you man to try many different positions for penetrating you by changing the 
positions of  his knees.
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Bulldog Sex Position
he Bulldog sex position is very similar in a lot of  ways to regular Doggy Style. However, you will see when you try 

it that the Bulldog position puts you in an even more submissive position than during Doggy Style sex.
To perform the the Bulldog, you need to first get down on all fours, on your hands and knees. Next you need to 

bring both of  your legs together. Your man then enters you from behind in a slight squatting position. He places his feet 
outside of  your legs and he can put his hands on your waist or your shoulders to steady himself.

The Bulldog is a fun variation of  regular Doggy Style and it feels tighter for your man.

What The Girl Does In The Bulldog Position
When you are in the Bulldog position, you are going to be quite passive for the most part. So this means that you don’t have 

to do anything. But if  you like, you can push yourself  back onto your man to make each thrust from your man feel more 
powerful. The tighter you keep your legs together, the tighter you will feel for your man.

 If  you are having anal sex with your guy, then you can try opening your legs a little bit and putting your hand down 
there to start masturbating or fingering yourself, while he is thrusting.

T
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What The Guy Does 
In The Bulldog 
Position
 Your man will be doing 
practically all of  the hard work 

when performing the Bulldog. 
He will be squatting right over 

your butt and thrusting in and 
out. But because of  the 
position he is in, he can very 

easily change his angle of  entry. 
This is can work really well if  

you give him feedback so he 
can find something that you 
both really enjoy.

 If  you want more 
passionate or even rougher sex 

with your man, then he can 
grab hold of  your hips, your 
shoulders or even your hair and 

pull you into him as he is 
thrusting. Doing this is also 

great for when you like your man 
being more dominant, while you 
take on a more submissive role. 

While having sex in this position, you can rest on your shoulders and chest if  you find that your hands are getting tired. This 
turns the Bulldog into something more like the Leapfrog position though.

Things To Consider When Performing The Bulldog Sex Position
I have discussed the Bulldog with a number of  students and have gotten some interesting feedback which will hopefully give 

you some good insight into performing the Bulldog so you get the most out of  it:

✦ This is a great position for your man to feel really dominant in, but make sure that he doesn’t get too carried 

away by fucking you too passionately or too hard.
✦ It doesn’t necessarily have to be a dominant/submissive position. Your man can thrust very gently and 

massage your back with his hands at the same time if  you want it to be more intimate.
✦ Make sure to keep good communication with your partner to let him know what you are enjoying and what 

he could do better (e.g. lean forwards/backwards, thrust faster/slower, etc).

Sean’s Thoughts On The Bulldog Position
I really like doing the Bulldog position, especially when I am in a more ‘dominant’ mood. When my partner is on a nice soft 

surface, like the blanket on top of  the bed, I can penetrate her quite hard without hurting her knees or arms.

If  you like more intense sex, then try performing the Bulldog in front of  a wall and 
use your hands on the wall to push back against your man.
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Corner Doggy Style Sex 
Position

he Corner Doggy Style sex position is a really great variation of  regular Doggy Style sex. While it is performed on 

the corner of  your bed or table, just like the similarly named Corner Cowgirl, it has very little else in common with 
it.

 To perform Corner Doggy 
Style, you need to start off  by 
standing upright on the floor 

with one leg positioned on 
either side of  the corner of  

your bed/table. You then need 
to lean over onto the bed/table 
resting on either your hands or 

elbows. Your man then 
penetrates you from behind, like 

he would during Doggy Style or 
the Bodyguard.

What The Girl Does 
In The Corner 
Doggy Style Position
When in the Corner Doggy 

Style position, you have a lot of  
options and variations that you 
can do. You can stay in position 

with your hands and elbows on 
the bed/table and gently push 

back into your man.
 Alternatively your can 
instead bring your body lower, 

by bending your knees so that 
you are resting on your stomach 

instead of  supporting yourself  with you hands/elbows). Because you are at the corner of  the bed/table, you will find that 
you can easily spread you legs very wide without it becoming too uncomfortable.

What The Guy Does In The Corner Doggy Style Position
Your man has many options in the Corner Doggy Style position. He can get right over you to give you a feeling of  truly 
dominating you. To do this he needs to make sure your legs are spread and he is fairly upright and leaning right over you.

 If  you both want more passionate sex, then he can hold onto your hips and pull you in with each thrust. Alternatively, 
he can grab your shoulders or even your hair (just make sure that he doesn’t pull too hard!). A really nice thing that your 
man can do in the Corner Doggy Style position if  he wants to make the sex more sensual and romantic is to gently massage 

and rub your back while thrusting. This position is great for when your man wants to reach around and start masturbating 
you or even start fingering you.

T

You can perform the the Corner Doggy position on a bed or on a table like in the 
picture above.
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Things To Consider When Performing The Corner Doggy Style Position
The Corner Doggy Style position makes for a great change from regular Doggy Style sex with your man. This is why I have 
been able to get quite a bit of  feedback from students who’ve tried it. Here’s some of  their thoughts:

✦ This is a great position for passionate, even rough sex with your man. Because you’re wedged into the corner 
of  the bed/table, your man can thrust quite hard without you going anywhere.

✦ By you bending your knees and adjusting your height, along with with your man adjusting his height, you can 
achieve many different angles of  entry when performing Corner Doggy Style, which means that you will 
almost always find a ‘spot’ that you really enjoy.

✦ The Corner Doggy Style position is perfect for both vaginal and anal sex.
✦ You can’t perform the Corner Doggy Style position on a bed that has both a headboard and footboard.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Corner Doggy Style Sex Position
I really do enjoy the Corner Doggy Style sex position. It’s really versatile, making it perfect for both slow, sensual sex and 
more rigorous, animalistic sex as well as everything in between. I highly recommend that you try it if  you find that you are 

getting bored with regular Doggy Style.
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Doggy Style Sex Position
here are a huge number of  variations to the classic Doggy Style sex position, which is perfect for both vaginal and 

anal sex with your partner. I explain and describe some of  the variations of  Doggy Style towards the end of  this 
article.

 To perform Doggy Style 
with your man, you need to first 
get down on your hands and 

knees with your legs spread a 
little bit apart. Then your man 

gets down on his knees and 
enters you from behind (facing 
your back) while on his knees in 

an upright position. He can 
then grab your waist with his 

hands or put them on your back 
or grab your shoulders.

What The Girl Does 
In The Doggy Style 
Position
When you are in the Doggy 

Style position, you don’t have to 
do much. If  you want harder 
penetration, then you can push 

back onto your man with each 
stroke. Or you can use one 

hand to masturbate during it. 
You can change the angle he is 
penetrating you at by moving 

your head and shoulders closer to 
the ground.

What The Guy Does In The Doggy Style Position
Your man will simply be thrusting in and out when you are in the Doggy Style position. If  he leans back or forwards a little, 
he can change the angle of  entry. When your man is behind you, he is in the perfect position to reach around and start 

rubbing your clit or even fingering you if  you are having anal sex. 
 For extra power, your man can hold onto your waist or your shoulders. If  you like it rough, then he can grab your hair 

and pull on it.

T

Doggy Style is one of  the most famous sex positions. Thankfully it doesn't require a 
ton of  flexibility to perform.

Just	  make	  sure	  to	  tell	  him	  how	  hard	  you	  like	  it	  first!
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Things To Consider 
When Performing 
The Doggy Style Sex 
Position
A lot of  my students have tried 

Doggy Style with their man. 
Here is some of  the most 
interesting things that they had 

to say about it.

✦ If  you find that 
your arms are 
getting tired 

from being in 
this position, 

then try doing it 
on the floor 
beside a bed or a 

sofa so that you 
can rest your 

head, shoulders 
and upper body on 
it and take the 

weight off  your 
hands.

✦ Another alternative variation is standing Doggy Style. When you are performing standing doggy style, you 
will need to keep your legs relatively straight and have your hands on a fairly secure and steady object like a 
chair, table or bed.

✦ A lot of  people don’t find Doggy Style to be that intimate. It’s more of  a hot, sexy and sometimes dirty 
position like the Betty Rocker position.

✦ If  you are fan of  your man being very dominant and taking control, then you’ll love Doggy Style as your man 
can grab you from behind and really fuck you hard and fast.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Doggy Style Position
I really enjoy Doggy Style. It certainly isn’t the most intimate position you’ll ever have sex in, but it can be really hot, 
especially if  I am holding onto my girl at the waist, shoulders or hair.

During Doggy Style, your man can put his hands on your waist or grab your 
shoulders, or if  you like it a little rougher, he can grab your hair.
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Fire Hydrant Sex Position
he Fire Hydrant sex position is a variant of  regular Doggy Style that some couples love while others are not so 

crazy about it. To perform it simply requires a little bit of  extra flexibility.

The Fire Hydrant can be a fun variation of  the regular Doggy Style position.

 To set it up, you both need to get into the regular Doggy Style position. This means that you need to get down on your 

hands and knees, facing towards the floor. Your man will then be on his knees behind you. He needs to have his knees 
inside yours. Your man is then going to start lifting one of  his legs upwards and forwards and plant his foot on the floor to 

your side. In doing so he will raise your leg on that side, so that your thigh will now be resting on top his thigh. This will 
make you look like a dog peeing on a fire hydrant!

T
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What The Girl Does In The Fire Hydrant Position
Initially you may find the Fire Hydrant position to be quite awkward. Your leg that is resting on your man’s thigh may feel a 
bit odd, but if  you want (and are flexible enough) you can wrap it around your man’s waist/leg and pull yourself  closer into 
him.

 Other than that, you will be doing everything you have normally been doing in the regular Doggy Style position. So this 
means you will be pushing yourself  into your man. You can also experiment by resting on either your elbows or hands to 

find which is most comfortable.

What The Guy Does In The Fire Hydrant Position
Because the Fire Hydrant position can be potentially quite awkward and little painful for you, your man’s first priority is 

making sure that you are comfortable. So he can help to adjust how you rest your leg on his thigh. Once you are 
comfortable, he can then start thrusting into you.

 If  he leans over you like he can during Doggy Style, then he is going to put added pressure on your raised leg if  you are 
not that flexible, so he needs to stay upright or even lean back a bit. He can however grab you by the waist, shoulders or 
hair.

Things To Consider When Performing The Fire Hydrant Position
Quite a few students of  the Bad Girl’s Bible have tried the Fire Hydrant at least once. Some enjoyed it. Some disliked it. 

Here is what they had to say about it:

✦ Some girls just find it to be uncomfortable and not enjoyable at all. So don’t worry if  you don’t like it. Lots of 
girls don’t particularly enjoy it.

✦ Anal sex is slightly harder than vaginal sex in the Fire Hydrant position. This is because your man is raising 

you upwards, which raises your anus further away from his penis.
✦ Some girls found that their raised leg cramped up in this position.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Fire Hydrant Sex Position
For me personally, I find the Fire Hydrant position to feel almost the same as regular Doggy Style. But it’s usually a lot more 
work for my girl without it feeling like it’s worth it for her. This is why I am not particularly a big fan of  the Fire Hydrant. 

But like with all the sex positions from the Bad Girl’s Bible, I still advise trying it at least once before you decide whether or 
not it’s for you.
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Frog Leap Sex Position
he Frog Leap position is often confused with the Leapfrog position due to their similar names. Although both 

positions involve your man penetrating you from behind, they are quite different.

You may find performing the Frog Leap position to be a little difficult without something to hold onto to steady yourself. 
Try doing beside a wall/or a chair.

 To get into the Frog Leap position, you need to start by squatting down by bending your knees and leaning forward so 

that your hands are on the floor in front of  you, keeping you balanced. This is why it’s called the Frog Leap; you will look 
quite like a frog about to make a leap. Your man then gets behind you on his knees and enters you as he would if  you were 
having normal Doggy Style sex with him.
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What The Girl Does In The Frog Leap Position
The most important part of  the Frog Leap position is getting into the squatting position at the right height so that your man 
can enter you and provide deep enough penetration without it feeling too awkward for you. You can achieve this by 
adjusting how far you spread your legs apart and where you place your hands (in front of  you/to your side/directly below 

you).
 After that, it’s just a case of  leaning back towards your man. Or if  you want to give him a rest then you can thrust back 

into him. If  you don’t feel like thrusting, then you can move your hips up and down on his cock.

What The Guy Does In The Frog Leap Position
Your man is going to be doing everything he needs to do during regular Doggy Style sex. So this means that he needs to 
thrust in and out using his hips. To help him do this, he should grab onto your waist or lean forward and grab your 
shoulders. If  you want something a little more kinky, then he can grab hold of  your hair.

 If  he is not high enough on his knees, then he can put a cushion or 2 under them.

Things To Consider When Performing The Frog Leap Position
Many students of  the Bad Girl’s Bible have tried out the Frog Leap. They have provided some great feedback which will 
help you to get the most out of  it:

✦ The Frog Leap is perfect for both anal and vaginal sex.
✦ A nice variation of  the Frog Leap is for your man to be on his feet, bending his knees slightly while standing 

right over you so that he can penetrate you from above. This is a great position if  you like to feel dominated 
by your man.

✦ Your man is in the perfect position to reach around and start rubbing your clit if  you like. He can even start 

fingering you if  you are having anal sex.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Frog Leap Sex Position

I like the Frog Leap position. It’s a great change from regular Doggy and it’s easy to transition to, although if  don’t have a 

small degree of  flexibility, then you may find that it gets tiring really quickly.

If	  you	  find	  the	  Frog	  Leap	  posi/on	  awkward,	  then	  try	  doing	  it	  in	  front	  of	  a	  bed	  so	  that	  you	  
can	  rest	  part	  of	  your	  weight	  on	  the	  bed	  instead	  of	  using	  your	  hands.
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Leapfrog Sex Position
he Leapfrog position is very, very similar to regular Doggy Style. To perform the leapfrog, you just need to assume 

the regular Doggy Style position, which means that the man is upright while on his knees, behind you. You then 
also need to get on your knees. But instead of  being on your elbows, like you would be when performing Doggy 

Style, you need to rest your chest and head on the bed just like in the picture below, while protruding your bum in the air, so 
that your man can easily enter you. Your man will have his legs close together inside yours.

 Your man can place his hands on your back while he is thrusting in and out, or alternatively he can grab your hips so 
that he can thrust with more force for more vigorous sex. It’s really up to you how high you want to raise your bum. You 

can have it quite low and put pillows or cushions under your lower belly/waist to provide support. Or you can raise it up 
quite high. You can even get onto your feet and assume a squatting position like you would if  you were playing the game 
leap frog. If  you do get into a squatting position, then your man will have to get to his feet also.

What The Girl Does In The Leapfrog Position
When you are in the leap frog 

position, your man will be doing 
most of  the work. He will be 
thrusting in and out. You can 

also thrust against your man for 
more vigorous sex, but also to 

give him a rest if  he is getting 
tired.
 In this position, it’s very 

easy to to start stimulating your 
clit and masturbating while your 

man is thrusting in and out, 
which will only add to the 
experience. If  your arms are 

long enough, you can also reach 
back and start massaging your 

man’s testicles while he is 
fucking you. By leaning 
forwards or backwards, you can 

raise or lower your hips, which 
will create different angles of  

entry. You can also get up onto 
your feet and get into a 

squatting position to change it 

up (although you will find this 
position gets tiring very quickly!).

What The Guy Does In The Leapfrog Position
Your man will be on his knees, behind you with his legs inside yours. Entering you is very easy in this position. His basic 
technique is just thrusting in and out. But by leaning backwards, away from you or forwards and over you, he can change his 

angle of  entry, meaning that he can change which spot he is rubbing and stimulating.

T

The Leapfrog is great for changing the angle you receive your man at when compared 
to regular Doggy Style.
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 Your man is also in a great position where he can provide some manual stimulation with his hands. He can reach over 

and under you to start rubbing your clitoris.

Performing the Leapfrog against a wall (or headboard) is fantastic as it allows you to push back against your man.

Things To Consider When Performing The Leapfrog Sex Position
There a few adjustments that you can make to the leap frog position to make it more fun for you and your man, that I have 
picked up from my students:

✦ By performing the leap frog in front of  a wall and placing your hands on it means that you can push back 
against your man so that his thrusting feels a lot stronger.

✦ Some girls have told me that they find it more comfortable to use a pillow under their head when performing 
the leapfrog.

✦ This position allows for really deep penetration, which can be uncomfortable for some girls.

✦ You can make it tighter for your man by keeping your legs together instead of  apart.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Leapfrog Position
The leapfrog is a really great position for almost all couples because you don’t have to be flexible or strong to do it. You also 
can easily maneuver a lot in the leapfrog until your man is hitting a really good spot. Most girls I have talked to have told me 
that getting on their feet into a squatting position is not very comfortable or worth it, so you may not be too keen to try it. 

If  you like clitoral stimulation during sex, then the leapfrog is perfect for you as it’s simple for either you or your man to do 
it as he is penetrating you.
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Rear Admiral Sex Position
he Rear Admiral sex position is great for those that like be dominated by their man and for him to be in almost 

complete control. You can perform the Rear Admiral while standing up or while on your knees.

Standing
To perform it while standing, both you and your man need to be facing in the same direction while both standing. Your man 
needs to then enter you from behind, either vaginally or anally. You then need to bend over so that you stomach is parallel 
to the ground and you are facing the floor. You can spread your legs while your man keeps his close together or vice-versa. 

Then you need to put your arms parallel with your body. Your man then holds onto your hands/wrists and starts thrusting 
in and out.

You'll love the Rear Admiral position if  you like your man being dominant in bed.

T
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On Your Knees
When performing the Rear Admiral on your knees, you do everything as you would when you were standing, except both 
you and your man will be on your knees. You need to spread your knees wide and your man can keep his close together or 
vice/versa. You can also lean down a little and rest your head and shoulders on the bed if  you like.

 This is why it’s called the Rear Admiral. Your man is in control of  the ‘ship’ (you).

What The Girl Does In The Rear Admiral Position
When you are in the Rear Admiral position, your man will be doing most of  the work. But you do need to give him 
instructions from time to time, so that he knows how fast and how deep you like it. It’s also important to let him know if  he 
is pulling too hard on your arms. Besides this, you will have very little control.

What The Guy Does In The Rear Admiral Position
When your man is in the Rear Admiral position, he will have almost total control, which is a major turn on for a lot of  girls. 

He can lean backwards or forwards to change the angle of  entry. He can also stop thrusting and instead grind up against 
you in a circular or figure of  8 movement.
 If  your man uses just one of  his hands to hold both your hands, then he can use his free hand to start rubbing your clit. 

Or if  you are having anal sex with him, he can finger you.

Things To Consider When Performing The Rear Admiral Sex Position
Some students really enjoy the loss of  control they feel when doing the Rear Admiral with their man. Here is some of  the 
feedback they have given me on it.

✦ If  it’s your first time trying it, make sure to tell your man what you like and how hard to fuck you. Otherwise 
he might get carried away and accidentally hurt you.

✦ This position is perfect for those of  you who like anal sex when your man is in a very dominant position.
✦ Make sure to experiment with this position while on your knees as well as while standing to see which you 

prefer.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Rear Admiral Position
I personally really like the feeling of  having a lot of  control when in the Rear Admiral position, while my girl has hardly any 

at all. It’s also really fun to try the variation I describe below:

Rear Admiral Variation
There is a variation of  the Rear Admiral that is a ‘comedy’ or joke sex position. To perform it, you do it just like you would 

when standing, except your man is not holding your arms and you are not holding on to him. The whole idea is that he 
needs to you need to try and stay balanced and keep his penis inside you as he moves you forward around the room with 

each thrust. Once your complete a full lap of  the room, you have completed the Rear Admiral! Doing this is a really fun 
change from the regular Rear Admiral.
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Stairway To Heaven Sex 
Position

he Stairway To Heaven sex position is really just a variation of  regular Doggy Style. The really nice thing about it is 

that you are performing it with your man on the stairs.

Unfortunately we didn't have a stairs available for the our photo shoot, so we decided to demonstrate the Stairway to 
Heaven position on a sofa instead. 

 You need to set yourself  up so that your knees are on a lower step and you hands are on a higher step. It’s really up to 

you how far you want to stretch yourself  out. Your man then enters you from behind. He may find it a bit tricky to get his 
height right. If  he stands on the step below your knees then he may still be above you. If  so, he can just bend his knees to 

lower himself  down to you or you can raise or lower your hips.
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What The Girl Does In The Stairway To Heaven Position
When you are in the Stairway To Heaven position, you are going to be fairly passive with your man taking a much more 

active role. If  you prefer, you can just hold yourself  in position while your man thrusts into you. But if  you want harder, 
more forceful thrusts then you can put your hands on the stairs and push back against him.
 You can also reach down with one hand and start masturbating yourself  while he is fucking you. If  you are having anal 

sex, then you can start fingering yourself.  

What The Guy Does In The Stairway To Heaven Position
Your man is just going to be thrusting in and out using his hips mostly. If  he wants to penetrate you harder and deeper, then 
he can grab hold of  your waist with a hand on either side of  it or he can grab your shoulders or even your hair.
 Your man is also in a really good position to reach around and start rubbing your clit when in the Stairway To Heaven 

position while penetrating you at the same time.

Things To Consider When Performing The Stairway To Heaven Position
Even though the Stairway To Heaven position is fairly easy to do, not that many students of  the Bad Girl’s Bible have 
actually tried it (perhaps because it’s not a position for the bedroom). Those that have had some interesting feedback on it.

✦ It can hurt your knees and elbows if  the carpet is rough or if  there is no carpet at all. Be careful!
✦ The Stairway To Heaven is perfect for both anal and vaginal sex.

✦ This position is perfect for when you can’t wait to get to the bedroom with your man!

Sean’s Thoughts On The Stairway To Heaven Sex Position
I highly recommend the Stairway To Heaven position. It’s really great to try it as it takes you out of  the bedroom and makes 

for a wonderful change. Variety is the spice of  life after all.

Before	  you	  do	  anything,	  I	  would	  first	  advise	  you	  to	  try	  out	  the	  Stairway	  To	  Heaven	  posi/on	  
on	  a	  stairs	  that	  is	  covered	  in	  carpet.	  If	  you	  do	  it	  on	  a	  hard	  stairs	  you	  may	  find	  it	  sore	  on	  your	  

knees	  and	  elbows.
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Final Furlong Sex Position
he Final Furlong is a really nice variation of  Doggy Style. It’s simple to perform and doesn’t take much effort. It’s 

also much more intimate than Doggy Style. The Final Furlong gets it’s name from the fact that you both look like 
you are riding a horse like a jockey.

 The hardest thing about performing the Final Furlong with your man is finding the right furniture! This is because you 
will both be sitting in the same position. Ideally you will have a foot rest or wide stool that can accommodate both of  you. 
You both need to sit down, straddling the stool/foot rest while facing the same direction. Your man will be behind you. You 

need to lean over slightly so he can easily enter you. Then once he is inside you, he can hold you close like you are in the 
Spoons position and start thrusting.

What The Girl Does In The Final Furlong Position
The Final Furlong position doesn’t require too much effort, which makes it nice for slow, sensual sex. To increase the 
intimacy, you can lean backwards towards your man and put your arms gently around his head or back.

 If  it’s comfortable to do so, you can push back against your man for harder penetration. Other than that, you should 
just sit back and enjoy the ride.

What The Guy Does In The Final Furlong Position
Your man will be doing a little more in the Final Furlong position. He will be thrusting in and out. He’ll find it easier to 
thrust in an out if  he raises himself  off  the stool/footrest slightly. To help with thrusting in and out, he should put his arms 

around you: either around your waist or under your arms and then grabbing your shoulders. He can also reach around and 
hold your breasts.

 The Final Furlong is an equally great position for both anal and vaginal sex.

Things To Consider When Performing The Final Furlong Position
I have talked to many students about the Final Furlong and have managed to get quite a bit of  feedback from them. Here is 

what they have had to say about it:

✦ Even though it has a name that suggests it takes a lot of  effort, the Final Furlong is a really awesome position 
if  you want to have slow and sensual sex with your man without having to be super flexible or strong.

✦ It makes for a really nice combination when your man switches from thrusting in an out, to grinding his hips 

and making a figure of  8 motion inside of  you.
✦ The Final Furlong is a lovely position if  you like using a vibrator during sex. 

Sean’s Thoughts On The Final Furlong Sex Position
I am a big fan of  the Final Furlong as it feels nice for relaxed, easy sex as well as more animalistic sex. When I am feeling in 
the mood for something a bit more passionate, my girl can lean forwards while I stay fairly upright. Then I can grab onto 

her waist or shoulders for better leverage. Your man can also grab your hair in this position.
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Turtle Sex Position
he Turtle sex position is a type of  Doggy Style sex that requires a little bit of  flexibility. It’s a simple way to spice 

things up with your man when you are starting to get bored of  regular Doggy Style. 
To get into the Turtle position, you first need to be resting with your knees on the floor. When in this position, 

lower yourself  downwards so that your bum is sitting on top of  the back’s of  your ankles. Next lean as far forward as you 
can. You can grab hold of  your legs in front of  you to help lean further forward like in the picture below. Your man will be 
on his knees behind you penetrating you. He may find that he needs to adjust his height to make it easier for himself  by 

either spreading his knees or bringing them together.

The Turtle position is a nice variation of  Doggy Style where your man is very much in a dominant position.

T
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What You Do In The Turtle Position
When you are in the the in the Turtle position, you’ll find that you can barely move. This is great if  you like your man taking 
control during sex while you remain fairly inactive. But if  you like, you can gently push back against your man. One thing 
you do have a lot of  control over is the angle of  penetration. You can control it by raising and lowering your upper body 

until you find something that you really enjoy.

What Your Man Does In The Turtle Position
Your man will be doing much the same action he does when in any Doggy position, such as the Bassett Hound position. He 
just needs to thrust in and out (forwards and backwards). To help himself  do this, he can put his hands on your waist/hips 
and gently hold onto to. If  he wants he can also lean over you and hold onto your shoulders. For slightly more kinky sex, he 

can hold you by your hair (just make sure that he doesn’t hurt you!).

More Tips When Performing The Turtle
Having gotten quite a decent amount of  feedback on the Turtle sex position, there are a number of  things you should think 
about and consider if  you want to get the most out of  this position with your man:

✦ Don’t forget to try varying the angle of  entry until you find what’s most enjoyable.
✦ If  your man wants, he can actually stand on his feet and crouch over you instead of  resting on his knees.

✦ As with all Doggy Style positions, the Turtle is great for anal sex as well.
✦ If  you have bad knees then you may want to avoid this position.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Turtle Sex Position
The Turtle is fairly easy for both partners to perform, which makes for a nice change for when you find yourselves getting 
bored of  Doggy Style or something similar. One thing I have noticed though is that when you are in the Turtle position you 

will be facing the floor which for some reason I find to be less intimate than a lot of  the other ‘from behind’ positions.
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Kneeling Sex Positions
Of  all the different sex positions that I teach, most people have never tried many of  these kneeling positions with their 

partner. To be perfectly honest and frank, you will actually find a lot of  these positions to be quite awkward, but you will 
still find some of  them to be quite enjoyable all the same.

But if  you are finding yourself  getting bored in the bedroom then I highly suggest you try out some of  the following 

positions (although 117 different positions should be enough to keep things interesting).
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Bended Knee Sex Position
he Bended Knee sex position is one the you probably never even thought of, which is a good thing. Why? Because 

it means that you can surprise your man with it, which is the perfect way to show him that you are adventurous in 
the bedroom. Some people see the Bended Knee as an easier version of  the Ballerina.

 To perform the Bended Knee position, both get on your knees while facing each other in an upright position. Make 
sure you are really close to each other. Your man then needs to stay on one knee, while lifting his other knee up and planting 
his foot on the bed to his side. You then need to lift your leg on the same side and rest it on top of  his. Your man then 

enters you and starts thrusting. You’ll find that you need a little bit of  flexibility and strength to perform it for long periods.

Most people have never even thought of  the bended knee, which makes it's a fun change in the bedroom! 
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What The Girl Does In The 
Bended Knee Position
When you are doing the Bended Knee with 
your man, you don’t have a whole lot to do 

other than thrusting back onto your man. You 
need to hold onto your man by wrapping your 
arms around his waist or by by putting them 

underneath his arms and grabbing his 
shoulders.

 You can use your leg resting on top of  
your man’s legs as a sort of  lever, helping to 
push yourself  up and down. But don’t worry 

too much about that. You should spend more 
time concentrating on embracing your man 

and kissing him passionately on the lips, face 
and neck.

What The Guy Does In The 
Bended Knee Position
Your man is going to be both pulling you in 

towards him in an embrace and thrusting into 
you as well. He can put his hands under your 

butt and lift help to lift you up. While 
thrusting, he can hold you close and kiss you 
on the lips and neck or run his hands through your hair.

Things To Consider When Performing The Bended Knee Position
Not that many students have tried the Bended Knee. Those that have, found the following:

✦ It doesn’t really provide that much pleasure from penetration, unless you enjoy shallow penetration. A few 
have described it as little more than a stretching exercise!

✦ You can achieve much deeper penetration if  you tilt yourself  to the side.
✦ Although people have found the sex to be so-so when in the Bended Knee position, they still found it to be 

quite intimate and ‘close’. This is especially true when you embrace your man tightly.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Bended Knee Sex Position
The Bended Knee knee is a position that doesn’t allow for very deep penetration, which is good if  your man has a long 
penis or you prefer to have the first few inches of  you vagina stimulated instead of  all of  it. But just because I am not the 

biggest fan of  the Bended Knee, doesn’t mean that you should totally disregard it. I advise that you try it at least once 
before deciding whether or not it’s for you.

If  you are flexible, you can wrap your leg around his to 'grip' him so 
that you can pull yourself  into him.

You	  will	  be	  able	  to	  keep	  your	  balance	  beMer	  by	  embracing	  each	  other.
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Book Ends Sex Position
he Book Ends position is a pretty interesting one. For a lot of  couples performing it, they will actually find it very 

difficult to achieve penetration comfortably. That’s not to say that it’s not a fun love making position though!

Provided you and your man have fairly similar heights, the Book Ends position can be really intimate.
 
 To perform the Book Ends position, you and your man need to both be on your knees facing each other on your bed. 

Your man needs to spread out his knees so that he can lower himself  while you will need to remain as tall as possible. When 
your man is then a little below you, he can slip his penis inside (you may need to help guide it in). If  it’s comfortable, he can 

then bring his legs together again and start to raise himself  upwards. You can also lean backwards to make penetration 
deeper and more enjoyable for your man.
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If  your man is a lot taller than you, then you probably won’t be able 

to perform actual penetrative sex in the Book Ends position

What The Girl Does In The Book 
Ends Position
When in the Book Ends position you may find that long, deep 
strokes are just not possible. An alternative is to just grind on your 

man instead by rotating your hips while he’s inside you.
 For many couples, the Book Ends position is more about 
intimacy than sex, so you may find that it’s best to spend more time 

concentrating on getting close to him, kissing him and hugging him. 
So make sure to wrap your arms around your man and to kiss him 

on his lips, cheek, neck and ears. You can also make it a little more 
sexy by running your fingers through his hair and gently scratching 
his scalp.

What The Guy Does In The Book 
Ends Position
At first he may find that he slips out quite a bit if  he is trying for 

longer strokes and that he may be better off  just grinding up against 
you. He can wrap his arms around your waist and butt to bring you 

closer to him.
 He needs to focus on increasing intimacy in this position. So 
this means that for the most part, your man will be doing pretty 

much the same things as you. This means he needs to get close to 
you, hold you, kiss you and rub your back and head with his hands 

and arms.

Things To Consider When Performing The 
Book Ends Position
A good few students have tried the Book Ends position with their man. Here is some of  the feedback that I have gotten 
from them on it:

✦ Sometimes there is no need for penetration. Instead your man should just try using his dick to rub the outside 
of  your vagina instead of  thrusting inside it.

✦ In this position you are inches from your man’s face. This makes it perfect for making deep eye contact with 
him. Great for bonding!

✦ If  you enjoy feeling close and enveloped by your man, then you’ll like doing the Book Ends with him.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Book Ends Sex Position
I find that the Book Ends position is perfect for foreplay, especially right before you have sex. It’s also great for feeling 

closer to your man and for showing him that you really love him. It’s also good for transitioning to giving him a blowjob or 
for him to go down on you and eat you out.

This is the perfect position for you to pull your 
man in close and kiss him!
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Dublin Shuffle Sex Position
he Dublin Shuffle sex position is a fun one and is great for couples who like the intimacy of  facing each other 

during sex along with the fun of  both being upright during it. The reason that it’s called the Dublin Shuffle is 
because there is often a lot of  shuffling involved to find the exact right angle or ‘spot’.

 To get into position for the Dublin Shuffle, your man needs to start by standing on the floor, while you kneel on the 
bed. You will be facing each other. Before you go any further, you need to make sure that the base of  his penis is at about 
the same height as your vagina. If  not, then put a few sturdy books under the bed to raise it, or get your man to stand on 

something so that you are both at the right height. When you are both at a good height, your man can then enter you.

What The Girl Does In The Dublin Shuffle Position
When in the Dublin Shuffle with your man, you won’t get a huge amount of  pleasure if  you just remain upright the whole 
time. You’ll find it much more satisfying to lean backwards. How far you lean back is up to you.
 If  you lean back just a little bit, then your man can help support you and you can put your hands around his waist. If  

you want to lean back further, then try putting your hands behind you on the bed. If  you are leaning back and he is holding 
your or you are using one hand to support yourself, you will be easily able to rub your clit with your free hand. For a lot of  

guys, seeing you rub your clitoris and masturbate yourself  in front of  them is a major turn on.

What The Guy Does In The Dublin Shuffle Position
Your man has very little to do in the Dublin Shuffle. At the very least, he just needs to get into position and thrust in and 

out. But if  he wants to do more, then he can help support you.
 If  you are upright in the Dublin Shuffle, then your man will be in the perfect position to kiss you and hold you close. 

But if  you are leaning back, then he can put his hands on your breasts and gently rub them.

Things To Consider When Performing The Dublin Shuffle Position
The Dublin Shuffle is not the most common sex position out there, but many students have still tried it a few times with 

their man. Here is some of  their feedback that you should keep in mind when doing it:

✦ Most importantly, make sure to play around in the Dublin Shuffle position at first until you find an angle that 
you really enjoy. You may find that you enjoy it best when you lean so far back that you are almost lying down 
on your back.

✦ If  the bed or your man is not quite at the right height, try spreading your legs to lower yourself.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Dublin Shuffle Sex Position
I like the Dublin Shuffle. It’s got a great name and after a little bit of  experimentation, I can usually find an angle or position 
that both of  us enjoy a lot.
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Shoe Shiner Sex Position
he Shoe Shiner has a little bit in common with the Bended Knee position as you are both facing each other while 

on just one knee. It also one of  those positions that you’ve probably never tried before.
To set it up, both you and your man are going to be facing each other on your knees. You should be so close that 

you are hugging each other. You are then going to both raise your left knees so that your thighs are parallel to the bed and 
your lower legs are vertical with your left feet firmly on the bed. This will allow your man to easily enter you.

Most people have never even considered something like the shoe shiner. This makes it great to try if  you find yourself  
getting bored with the 'usual' sex positions.
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What The Girl Does In The Shoe 
Shiner Position
When you first get into the Shoe Shiner position, you may find it 
to be a little awkward. You won’t be able to have particularly fast 

sex or long strokes.
 But the closeness will make up for this. The Shoe Shiner is 
more of  an intimate position for you and your man. You can 

push yourself  onto your man with each short stroke or push back 
against him while he is grinding on you. You should wrap your 

arms around his waist and back or put them under his arms and 
hold onto his shoulders. You can also kiss him on his neck, 
cheeks, lips and ears. You can also put your hands on his butt to 

pull him into you with each stroke.

What The Guy Does In The Shoe 
Shiner Position
Your man just needs to get into a nice steady rhythm when doing 
the Shoe Shiner. He’ll find that he can’t take long strokes because 

of  the position that he’s in, but instead has to make shorter ones.
 Your man can also put his arms around you. He’ll find that 
he’s in the perfect position to run his fingers through your scalp 

or even lightly tug on your hair. He can also put his hands on your 
butt too and pull you in with each stroke. He can also keep you 

constantly pulled against him, while he grinds on your clit with his 
pubic bone.

Things To Consider When Performing The 
Shoe Shiner
The Shoe Shiner does not need a ton of  flexibility. But because it looks a little different or even weird to some, not that 
many have tried it. I have managed to get some thoughts on it from those who have:

✦ The Shoe Shiner is great for when you want to try something different while having slow, passionate sex.

✦ You will find having anal sex in the Shoe Shiner position to be really difficult.
✦ If  you are flexible, then try leaning either forwards or backwards with your man to change the angle of  

penetration.

✦ Don’t forget to switch knees if  you find it getting uncomfortable.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Shoe Shiner Sex Position
I like the Shoe Shiner position. I am not super flexible and I still find it easy to perform. It’s perfect for when I want to have 
slower, more sensual sex without using a traditional position like Spooning.

If	  he	  is	  much	  taller	  in	  this	  posi/on,	  then	  you	  need	  to	  put	  a	  pillow/cushion	  under	  your	  knee	  
to	  raise	  you	  high	  enough.

As you can see, the Shoe Shiner is very similar to 
the Bended Knee.
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Teaspooning Sex Position
easpooning is probably one of  the most intimate sex positions that you’ll learn from the Bad Girl’s Bible. As is 

very obvious from the name, Teaspooning is a variation of  regular Spooning.

Teaspooning with your man makes for some really intimate sex. It's also really easy to transition to this position from 
most Doggy Style positions.

 To Teaspoon with your man (or perform the Teaspooning position), your man needs to get onto his knees on either the 
bed or the floor. He then needs to open his knees fairly wide. You then need to get on your knees also while facing in the 

same direction as your man in front of  him.
 You should have your knees together so that your man can come up close behind you and enter you. When he does, he 

should wrap his arms around you. He can put them around your waist or on your breasts or under your arms to hold onto 
your shoulders. Getting into the Teaspooning position from regular Doggy Style sex is really easy.

What The Girl Does In The Teaspooning Position
When in the Teaspooning position with your man, you have the option of  letting him take control and doing all the 
thrusting and grinding. But if  you like, you can bounce up and down on your knees and do a lot of  the thrusting  back onto 

him as well.
 You can also put your arms backwards around your man’s waist or even back and around his neck while he is kissing 
you. For intimacy, you should try leaning right back against your man so that you can feel as much of  his body on you as 

possible.
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What The Guy Does In The Teaspooning Position
When in the Teaspooning position with your man, he just needs to gently thrust in and out. Remember, it’s gently, not 
hard. The Teaspooning position is about intimacy, which means that hard, vigorous thrusting will ruin the atmosphere.
 To add to the intimacy, your man should also be kissing you on the neck, shoulders and cheeks. He is also in the perfect 

position to run his hands and fingers up the back of  your scalp (it feels wonderful). As he is so close to you, he can drop his 
hand towards your groin and gently start to rub your clit while penetrating you at the same time or if  you are having anal 

sex, then he can finger you. 

Things To Consider When Performing The Teaspooning Position
Many people really enjoy the Teaspooning position. I have been fortunate to get a lot of  great feedback from them on it:

✦ Teaspooning is really intimate. So you may find that using it the first time you have sex with your man, may 

make it appear like you are ‘coming on a little strong’. It’s best to use after you have had sex with your man a 
few times.

✦ It’s super easy to transition to something like Doggy Style or the Bassett Hound from Teaspooning.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Teaspooning Sex Position
I highly recommend Teaspooning to everyone. I find that it’s almost better than regular spooning with your partner. It’s also 

perfect for in front of  a mirror so that both of  you can see everything.
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69 Sex Positions
Practically everybody is familiar with the classic 69 sex position. However there are a few fun variations of  it that you should 

definitely try with you man. 

If  you are a fan of  going down on your man and giving him a blowjob or you enjoy getting eaten out by your man or you 

like the idea of  doing both at the same time, then you are definitely going to enjoy learning these 69 sex positions!
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69 Sex Position
he 69 sex position is one of  the world’s most famous. It works so well because both partners are getting a ton of  

oral action from each other. Although this is not a penetrative sex position, it’s definitely one worth knowing.
To perform it, you need to lie on your bed on your side and face in the opposite direction to your partner who will 

also be lying on his side. This means that your head will be right by his cock and testicles, while his head will be right by your 
vagina. You then need to start giving your man a blowjob while also working his balls with your hands/mouth. Meanwhile, 
he needs to be performing cunnilingus on you. This mutual pleasuring of  each other can be really satisfying and intimate at 

the same time for both of  you.

What The Girl Does In The 69 Position 

In this image, the man is on top, but on the following page, you can see one with the girl on top.

When you are in the 69 position, you just need to give your man a blowjob as you normally would. Don’t forget to also pay 

attention to his balls too. If  you find that your mouth is starting to get sore or tired when giving him a blowjob, feel free to 
switch to giving him a handjob instead.

What The Guy Does In The 69 Position
Your guy’s job is to perform cunnilingus on you when he’s in the 69 position. If  he’s not very good at it, then you might 
need to give him some pointers. You may find it awkward to approach it like you are his teacher. You’ll find it easier to just

be more vocal when he is hitting a good spot, try saying things like, 
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“Right there!” or “That feels amazing!” when he is licking you in a really pleasurable way. Your man can also use his fingers 

when your are 69ing with him

Things To Consider When Performing The 69 Sex Position
A lot of  students have tried the 69 with their man and have great things to say about it. Here is some of  their best advice 
and tips that I have heard from them:

✦ The 69 is is perfect for during foreplay with your man.
✦ You don’t have to only lie on your side during the 69. If  you like, you can lie on your back while your man is 

supporting himself  above you on his hands and knees. Or he can lie on his back, while you are above him.
✦ When sucking your man’s dick, you can try grabbing the base of  it with one hand to prevent it from going 

too far into your throat.

✦ It you want more intense stimulation from your man, get him to wrap his arms around your waist to pull you 
in on top of  him.

✦ If  you don’t like the idea of  kissing your man right after performing the 69 on him, then make sure to keep 
some mints/gum close by to cover any tastes you don’t want.

✦ If  you feel that you are about to climax, then take your man’s penis out of  your mouth. People often clench 

their jaws as they orgasm. This is why you do not want to orgasm when his cock is in your mouth!
✦ If  your man is usually quite quick to ejaculate, then it might be a good idea to let him eat you out for a while 

first, before you start giving him a blowjob. That way you both get a ton of  enjoyment out of  it and your are 
not left wanting.

Sean’s Thoughts On The 69 Position
The vast majority of  people (both men and women) enjoy performing the 69 position. A nice little variation that I like to 
use is called ‘The Race To 69ʹ′. It’s basically just a simple sex game where you try to make your man orgasm before he makes 

you orgasm. The winner is the person who orgasms last. It’s a little silly but it’s great for spicing things up and keeping sex 
fun.

The 69 is a great way to end foreplay before you start having sex.
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69 Suspended Sex Position
Note: We did not include a demonstration of the 69 
suspended position as it is potentially dangerous 

to perform.

he suspended 69 sex position is a very exotic one. It’s not intended for most couples as it’s just so difficult and 
tiring to perform. But if  you can pull it off  with your man, then you are going to have a lot of  fun. Before you 

even attempt the suspended 69. You need to make sure that both you and your man are strong enough to do it. 
Your man is going to be carrying all your weight, while you are upside down. In general, you man needs to be 
quite muscular to perform it, while you need to be quite small, otherwise you will put a massive strain on his back and neck.

 To start off, I recommend that your man lies down on his back on the bed, with his feet over the side of  the bed so that 
they are touching the floor. You then need to get into the regular 69 position on top of  him. When you are in the 69 

position, make sure that your legs are quite close together so that they are practically squeezing your man’s head
 The first test (before he tries to stand) is to see if  you are both able to perform it while your man is simply sitting 
upright on the bed. So your man needs to sit up. He will need to use one hand to push himself  upwards, while using his 

other to steady himself. Meanwhile, you need to keep your legs wrapped around the back of  his neck and arms wrapped 
around his waist to keep yourself  in position and to prevent yourself  from sliding down.

What The Girl Does In The 69 Suspended Position
When you are in the suspended 69 you will be doing quite a lot of  work just to keep yourself  safely in position. For most 

girls, that’s the main thing that they concentrate on.
 I always recommend that you start the suspended 69 from a seated position and try it out there first for a minute or 2 to 
see if  it’s comfortable before your man sits up. When you are upside down, it’s going to take a little while for you to 

get acclimatized. Rather than taking your man’s penis right into your mouth to give him a blowjob, you should try licking it 
and kissing it and only take the tip of  it into your mouth. This is because you won’t have your arms free to help you control 

how deep you take it.
 Once you are comfortable trying the suspended 69 from a seated position, it’s time to try it with your man standing.

What The Guy Does In The 69 Suspended Position
Your man should first and foremost concentrate on keeping you suspended and making sure that he stays steady, so that 
neither of  you hurt yourselves. Like I already said, he should try the suspended 69 with you first from a seated position and 

then afterwards from a standing position. Your man needs to be careful to make sure that you don’t slip too far downwards. 
He can do this by reaching down and holding you by your shoulders.

 When in the suspended 69, he just needs to slowly lick you out using his tongue. Broad, soft strokes are best for this. 
He doesn’t need to perform any ‘crazy’ moves on you as he needs to concentrate more on making sure he has a firm grip.

Things To Consider When Performing The Suspended 69
I only know a few people who have actually tried the suspended 69. 
Here is what they had to say about it:

✦ It’s very tiring, meaning that you can usually only perform it for a minute or 2 with your man.
✦ Both partners need to know what they are doing beforehand to prevent any mishaps. They also need to be 

quite fit.
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✦ Try to use your hands around his waist to take most of  your weight, otherwise you will be putting a massive 

strain on the back of  his neck with your legs.
✦ You may find that performing simultaneous oral sex on each other is quite difficult. You might find it easier if 

you take it in turns. 1 minute of  giving your man a blowjob then 1 minute of  him eating you out or 
something similar.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Suspended 69 Sex Position
I personally see the suspended 69 as more of  a novelty sex position, than one for you to get a lot of  enjoyment out of. 
However, if  you find that sex is getting boring for you and your man, the suspended 69 is a killer way to make it more 

exciting again. While a lot of  couples don’t actually get a ton of  enjoyment out of  it, it’s so different, exotic and ‘out there’ 
that it’s just really refreshing.
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Face Off  Sex Position
he Face Off  sex position is a 69 position that most men will have never experienced…making it perfect for 

surprising your man when you feel that sex is starting to get a little boring.
To get into position for the Face Off, your man needs to sit down on either the floor or on the bed with his legs 

out straight with his body upright. You then need to stand in front of  him, facing in the same direction so that your butt is 
in his face. Keep your feet outside his. Next your need to bend right over to start giving your man a blowjob. Meanwhile, 
you will be exposing yourself  so that it’s really easy for your man to perform cunnilingus on you and eat you out.

The Face Off  is a really fun variation of  the regular 69 position.

What The Girl Does In The Face Off Position
When in the Face Off  position, you just have to focus on 3 things:

1. Staying Comfortable

2. Keeping Your Balance
3. Giving Him A Wonderful Blowjob

1. Staying comfortable is actually pretty easy. If  you keep your legs straight, then they will get sore quite fast. But if  you 
bend your knees, you’ll find that you can stay in the Face Off  position for much longer. Additionally, if  you need to 

take a break, then feel free to stand up straight, while your man keeps pleasuring you. Also for some, it takes some time 
to get used to having your head upside down.
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2. Keeping your balance is also fairly easy. Just put your hands on the floor and spread your legs quite wide.

3. I explain in a lot detail exactly how to give your man a great bj in the section all about blow jobs and fellatio. 

What The Guy Does In The Face Off Position
Your man has a much easier job in the Face Off  position. He has 2 things he needs to focus on:

1. Helping You To Stay Balanced

2. Giving You Great Cunnilingus

1. To help you keep balanced, your man just needs to gently put his hands around your legs or back and hold you in place.
2. Some men don’t pay enough attention to pleasing their girl, while others do. If  your man is not doing a good job, then 

there is a way to give him some help. Just start telling him what you like as he is doing it. Say things like, “That feels 

amazing” or “Right there” or “Don’t stop”. This positive reinforcement will let him know to keep doing the things you 
like.

Things To Consider When Performing The Face Off  Position
The Face Off  is not a 69 position that many could dream up on their own, but it’s still a whole lot of  fun! Below is some 
great feedback that I’ve managed to get from students who’ve tried it with their man:

✦ If  you find it difficult bending over, then position your feet behind your man’s back so that you don’t have to 

bend over as much.
✦ You can also use the Face Off  position exclusively for receiving oral sex from your man. This means you 

don’t have to lean over so much or you can even stand completely upright during it.

✦ Performing the Face Off  in the reverse direction (by having your man stand and lean over while you sit 
down) doesn’t work so well. It makes it very difficult for him to perform cunnilingus on you.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Face Off Sex Position
I like the Face Off  position. It’s really different to the regular 69 position which makes for a nice change. The only issue I 
have with it is that it can often be difficult for a girl to perform without getting tired or feeling weird because their head is 

upside down, but for guys it’s really easy.
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Golden Gate Sex Position
he Golden Gate sex position is a 69 position so that both you and your man can perform oral sex on each other at 

the same time. It’s a very difficult to perform position and not many students have reported it as that pleasurable, 
so it’s more a novelty sex position than a serious one.

 To perform the Golden Gate position, your man needs to lie down on the bed on his back. He then needs to bends his 
knees and put his feet on the bed to keep himself  balanced. You then need to get on your knees, directly over your man’s 
mouth so that you have your back to his body. He can start licking you out and performing cunnilingus on you. You now 

need to lean backwards, just like you would in the Acrobat position.

Here you can see our 2 models getting into the Golden Gate position. Our female model just needs to kneel down to get 
fully into the Golden Gate position.

 As you lean backwards, keep your knees on the bed and arch your back to bring your head down towards his crotch to 
start giving him a blowjob. Extend you arms and put your hands on the bed to keep yourself  balanced.

What The Girl Does In The Golden Gate Position
All you need to do in the Golden Gate position is just stay in this awkward, arched position and give your man a blowjob 

while he performs cunnilingus on you. It can be quite difficult, but you also need to prevent yourself  from taking your man 
too deeply to stop him from accidentally choking you.
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What The Guy Does In The Golden Gate Position
Your man has very little to do in the Golden Gate position other than just eating you out. He may feel like thrusting into 
your mouth in this position, but he shouldn’t. He should just remain still and let you do all the thrusting in case he chokes/
hurts you by mistake.

 To help keep you balanced, your man can wrap his arms around your legs. Other than that though, he won’t be doing a 
whole lot.

Things To Consider When Performing The Golden Gate Position
I have talked to a few students who have tried the Golden Gate with their man, but not many of  them have actually done it 
for a length of  time. Here is some of  the feedback they gave me on it:

✦ It’s really difficult to perform. Just getting into position can be a lot of  work for some.

✦ You feel like you have very little control and that one wrong move could have your man’s penis very far down 
your throat.

✦ If  you want to try every single move and position in the Bad Girl’s Bible, put the Golden Gate as one of  your 

last. Most couples find that it’s not worth the effort, even though it does look really exotic.

Sean’s Thoughts On The Golden Gate Sex Position
I don’t like the Golden Gate sex position. It’s too much work and for me sex is supposed to be easy and fun. If  you are 
interested in having great sex, then I advise you try one of  the many other great sex positions you’ll find in the Bad Girl’s 

Bible.

If	  this	  all	  sounds	  very	  difficult,	  then	  you’re	  right,	  it	  is.	  That’s	  why	  I	  consider	  it	  more	  a	  novelty	  
posi/on	  than	  a	  serious	  sex	  posi/on.
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